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TO 

GENERAL SIR THOMAS M. BRISBANE, 

BART., G.C.B., Sc. &c. &c. 
' ' J 

As a soldier who has seen much service in *all 
.parisof tlyi world, and commanded large bodies of troops 
in tlie tie’d, you can decide if^my views are correct or 

not. As a* General of the 3rd division, yoi^'’'.uSt know 

w’hcllier T have cri’ed (certainly uniiitentioiiiilly) in n»y 
stateiiieiitb; and I also trust vou will be able to hear 
me out when I say, that the honour and renown of 
my companions jin arms, and the good of the army in 

general, are my sole objects in appearing before the 

public. 

I wish to dedicate the fruits of my experience to you, 

as a tritiiiig tribute of l^ie gratitude I feel for the friend¬ 
ship and kindness you have shown me on many occa¬ 
sions. 

I caju with truth say, my motives in the following 

w'ork are pure and disinterested ; but my views are not 

those of the generality of writers of the dav. I know, 
as well ,as they do, tliat British sol^liers will always 
follow their gallant officers in any attempt, if even 

requiring the*most supernatural efforts ; but I am not, 

as tlKv almost all seem to be, blind k> the great iin- 
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perfections of too many of those allowed to ent^ our 

regiments' • I can gladly leave them the reputation of 

possessing the most undaunted courage of any soldiers 

in the world, and the nation the honour and glory their 

deeds in battle have acquired. Let both pride them¬ 

selves, as they have a right to do, upon these; but for 

the time to come, we want, and ought to have, the 

good and true men of the British Empire brought into 

the ranks of our armies; and of whom many—very 

many— can be found, if called upon, as they should 

be, to serve their Sovereigd and their country as they 

might hereafter be served by a British armjt formed,” 

as it Q^glil. to be, to suk the times. 

• I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your truly devoted humble servant, 

THE AUTHOR. 

RavemdaUf June 10, 1S40. 
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ON 

THE BRITISH ARMY, 

^C. ^C. 

CHAP. I. 

• I HAVE impt>sed upon iftyself a tasjj which miy pro¬ 

bably expose me to much annoyance, or perhaps severe 

criticism; so much so, that I ai» almost deterred from 

entering upon it, in consequence of feeling that although 

I may fancy I i^derstand the subjects 1 intend to write 

upon, yet at the same time I greatly fear I am unequal 

to do them that justjee which they require; but some¬ 

thing I shall neither attempt*to describe, nor analyze, 

urges me on in what 1 consider, as an officer of some 

experience, I ought to undertake; and let the conse¬ 
quences be what they may, I have the consolation to 

think, that my motives, at all events, are pure and dis¬ 

interested. , 

* Many well-meaning men, and many •mischievous 

men, have for years past been exerting themselves, with 

unwearied assiduity, to have the corporal punishment of 

flogging done away with* in our army; but no expe¬ 

rienced officer, or person acquainted with the Subject, 
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when be considers its former and present composition, 

can for instant entertain such an idea, unless some 

other mode of punishment can be thought of, as a sub* 

stitute, equally prompt, and which, from its conse.* 

quences, would keep the transgressor as sliort a time 

from the performance of his duties as flagellation does. 

1 do not presume to say, that the conduct of all corps 

of cavalry, infantry and artillery, were alike; but such 

■ officers as have been much employed with a British 

army ia the field, must be aware of what he had to 

contend with, to prevent irregularities, and above all 

drunkenness, and the crimes arising out of its demora¬ 

lizing effects, into which our soldiers invariably fell; so 

much so, that the greater part of them could never bfe 

trusted out of the sight of those who had the charge of 

them; and^ the annoyances and sufferings of the un¬ 

lucky officers who had too often to bear the blame for 

their disorderly conduct, especially in going to and 

returning from the several hospital stations, and upon 

^cort, and other duties, which tqok them away from 

their corps in Portugal*, Spain, and other countries, 

cannot have forgotten what ^hey had to encounter, and 

they must fully bear me oiit when I say, that it was per¬ 

fect misery to have any thing to do with them ; and 

nothing but the certainty of being flogged, if caiight by 

the Provost absent from their corps, kept many of them 

in the line of march, or in their camps afterwards; and 

as for their conduct at sieges, and upon othef occasions, 

when they had the power of breaking loose, or from 

under the Watchful eyes of tHeir officers, the less that is 

here s^id by me upon the subject the better. 
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This is rea(ily a melancholy picture to draw of most 

of our soldiers; but 1 lament to say it is a true one, 

and I am also reluctantly obliged to admit, that the 

almost only redeeming qualit;^ which they possessed, 

was undaunted courage in battle* But to show that I 

do not make these assertions on slight grounds (and I 

would never bare been induced to do so without an 

important object in view), 1 must beg that the words of 

his Grace the Duke of Wellington, upon several occa* 

sions, may be duly considered. 

In the month of May, 1800, he thus, in'general 

orders, addresses his army—“The Commander of the 

Forces is much concerned to be obliged again to com- 

^plain of the 4Cond|^t of. the troops; not only have 

outrages been committed by whole ebrps, but there is 

no description of property of which the unfortunate in¬ 

habitants of Portugal have not been plundered by the 

British soldiers, whom they have received into their 

houses, or by sfragglers from the different regiments of 

the army. The Commander of the Forces apprehends 

that the interior discipline of the regiments is materially 

relaxed, &c. &c/’ 
After establishing certain regulations for the main¬ 

tenance of discipline, his Grace further observes that, 

“ the object of these visitings is to see that the soldiers 

* conduct themselves regularly in their quarters, to as^ 

certain if there are any complaints by their landlords, 

and of whom, and that the men are in their quarters, 

instead of marauding in search of plunder.** And after 

calling upon officers of aU ranks to perforqi the duties 
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required of them, he thus concludes—people of 

Portugal deserve well of the army; they have in every 

instance tJeated the soldiers well; and there never was 

an army so well supplied, or which had so little excuse 

for plunder, if any excuse can in any case exist. But 

if the Commander of the Forces should not by these 

and other measures be enabled to get the better of these 

practices, he is determined to report to His Majesty, 

and send into garrison those corps "who shall continue 

them, as he prefers a small but disciplined and well- 

conducted body of troops to a rabble, however numer¬ 

ous ; and he is resolved not to be the instrument of in¬ 

flicting upon the people of this country the miseries 

whibb result from the operations of such a body. Th^ 

regulations of these orders are to be understood as ap¬ 

plicable to the dragoons, and the artillery as well as the 

infantry.’' ‘ 

Again, in the month of June, 1812, we read—The 

soldiers must not be allowed to quit their corps to 

plunder, and Assistant-Provosts attached to divi¬ 

sions must see that the orders .of the armyon this sub¬ 

ject are not disobeyed. The Commander of the Forces 

is sorry to observe, that the outrages so frequently com¬ 

mitted by the soldiers when absent from their regi¬ 

ments, and the disgraceful scenes which occurred upon 

the storming of Badajoz, have had the effect of fender-' 

ing the people of the country the ^enemies, instead of 

being the friends of the army. It is the duty of all 

officers to prevent the soldiers from plundering, and 

the Commander of the Forcus calls upou, them to per- 
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form it. He declares his determination to punish any 

person who may be found plundering on any occasion, 

and to make the soldiers give up any money or other 

valuable articles that they may have plundered. 

“As these acts of outrage are generally committed by 

parties of men, the parties shall be put under stop¬ 

pages to make good the damage which they shall do 

upon any occasion.” And His Grace concludes this 

order by calling upon the officers, and non-commis¬ 

sioned officers, to assist in putting a stop to such dis 

graceful crimes and irregularities. 

We again read in the General Orders of the 31st of 

July, 1815i:--v ^ 

“ The Commander of the Forces rojuests to have re¬ 

turns of the several men missiijg from their regiments 

in the march of the 10th instant. It is reported to the 

Commander of the Forces that the enemy have in their 

power above a hundred ipen, British soldiers, taken on 

that day, straggling in the rear, and in the flanks of the 

army. As the army did not ^march more than ten or 

twelve miles on that day, and the country was per¬ 

fectly open, the straggling of the soldiers, and their 

being prisoners, must be attached to the neglect of the 

officers of their regiments. It is quite obvious that if 

• the soldiers cannot be made to mafch in their ranks 

at all times,* the army cannot effect a march in face of 

an enemy, and it is so far unfit for service, kc. &:c.” 

I do not at present wish to give many extracts from 

the Duke of Wcllington’^s orders; but another dated 

Paris, the 9tfi of August, 1815, will be sufficient to prove 
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that the character of Bntish soldiers had not changed 

from 1612.up to that period. 

No. 4. The Field Marshal receives constant com¬ 

plaints of the robberies committed on the road from 

Neuilly to Paris, and he therefore now desires that 

guards may be mounted by the divisioi^ encamped at 

Neuilly, and in &e Bois de Bologne, so as to have sen¬ 

tries in communication with each other from Neuilly to 

the barrier de L’Etoile.*' 

1 consider it also necessary to give here two division 

orders nearly to the same effect: 

J). O. Madrid, 2Sth * 
« 

“ 1. The officer commanding the escort of prisoners 

furnished by the 3rd division, which re-joined this morn¬ 

ing, has reported that the men composing that detach¬ 

ment, were extremely irregular while absent, and some 

individuals were disobedient to a great degree. 

2. The disobedient non-comm^sioned officers and 

soldiers are to be tried by a Division Court Martial,und 

the soldiers composing the reinainder of the detachment 

are to stand under arms from six o’clock every evening 

till nine at night, for seven successive days, when they 

are to be marched «ito their quarters, to which thjey are 

also to be confined for the same period. 

“ 3. No soldier of this detachmentds to be suffered to 

take his duty for seven days, but must mal^e it up af¬ 

terwards. 

“4, Any hian of this detachment who shall fall sick 
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befbre the expiration of punishment, mnut stand under 

arms after recovery. 

6. The British Brigade will ultimately furnish three 

sergeants to superintend this disgrace under the orders 

of the Provost-martial, who will correet, on the spot, any 

soldier who may commit further irregularity. 
“ Severity and shame are required to bring soldiers 

to a sense of duty, who forget every principle when 

detached, and require force to command them.’’ 

“ D. O. Moimenta de Beira^ Due, 1812,* 

** 1. The detachment of recovered men tbht left Ce- 

lorico on«the^l5th instant, were irregular and d^obe* 
dient. • 

“2. So much has been said on the subject of soldiers 

forgetting their duty when detached, that JJIajor-Gene- 

ral Pakenham, for the- present, gives up the idea of 

bringing the tfoopsto a sense of discipline by reason. 

3. When punishment has made the unprincipled 

sensible of their crimes, and the good soldiel'ti know they 

wil^be supported if they will take the lead, then reason 
shall again be referred to, 

“ 4. The soldiers composing the detachment of Lieu¬ 
tenant Walsh, 5th regiment, are to be assembled at the 

head-quarters of their respective brigades, for the pur¬ 

pose of beiAg kept under arms, for ten days, from day¬ 

light till nightfair. • 

“5. The said soldiers are afterwards to be drilled for 

one month with the young soldiers, and . they are not to 

have either*spirits or wine for the whole period. 
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“ 6. The Provost-martial and assistant will fre¬ 

quently visit this punishment and notice any'impro¬ 

priety. 

«7. Officers commanding brigades will report the 

mannerin which the detachment joined the sereral bat- 

talions on the 22d instant.” 

Many more of Lord Wellington's observations upon 

the conduct of soldiers might be adduced, but what I 

have given, and the orders of Sir Edward Pakenham, 

are deemed sufficient for the object now in view. But 

his Grace throughout the whole of his campaigns threw 

most of tlfte blame for such outrages occurring upon the 

officet'^. whom he constantly accused of npglect of duty, 

or such crimes could not have been perpetrated. I beg 

leave, however, to observe, and I am alone induced to 

do so in some measure to justify officers in general, that 

many of them were both active and zealous in the per- 

ormance of their duties, but the men th%y had to deal 

with were very incorrigible; and those who were then 

subalterns must well remember that the chief responsi¬ 

bility rested most heavily upon them ; for the soldiers 

were almost never allowed todeave their camps but un¬ 

der their charge ; for it was too well known, and I re¬ 

gret to say it, that piany of the non-commissioned 

officers could not* be much more trusted than the 

privates. 
As a regiifiental officer of long experience, not only at 

home and abroad, but also in the held; *as a staff 

officer during the greater part of the Peninsular war; 

and with th^army of occupation in France,*and in other 
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parts of the world, I unhesitatingly declare, that cor¬ 

poral punishment as now inflicted in the cannot 
be dispensed with, but at the risk of the total subversion 

of all discipline: indeed the hampering commanding of¬ 

ficers in this respect, as has been the fashion of late years; 

and its being fancied) or pretended, that he is the best 
commander of a regiment, who returns the smallest 

number of soldiers punished, is, to say the least, very 
impolitic, and most injurious to the interests of the army; 
for crimes which should have called for punishment, 

must in consequence have been passed over, or so* in¬ 

adequately visited upon the offenders, that other men 

could nqt have been deterred from being ghUty of 

similar conduct, and the effects of this, I fear, must in 
the end be dangerous ; for wl^at we frequently hear of 

and read respecting military puhishtnents, in some of the 
newspapers, can scarcely, when coupled with an un¬ 

avoidably relaxed state of discipline, be expected to have 
any other tendency. Solitary confinement, to he at all 

^fiicacious in preventing or punishing crimes in the 
army, keeps the soldier too long away from his necessary 

exercises and duties, and if it takes place in our common 
jails, whatever he may have gone into them, he cer¬ 

tainly must come out matured in crime, from being the 
associate of criminals of the worst description; for what 

jail can (Vntain sufficient cells to separate all who may 

be sent there. Offenders* lists, common •and marching 

order drills*, confinement to barracks, &c. &c., are all 
well enough, in these j[uiet times, for trifling offences 

or irregulatities at home or abroad, sc long as the sol- 
B 2 
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dier knows that he can be brought to the halberts few 

any act of insubordination on such Occasions; but in 

case of war, and should it be necessary for our army to 

take the field, this system would never answer. 1 must 

beg, however, that it may not be sti|^osed, that I am 

by any means an advocate for continuing corporal punish* 

ments, or that I have any intention of extenuating or 

justifying what was sometimes practised by officers, 

under generally, 1 feel convinced, a mistaken idea, that 

they were only doing what their duty required of them ; 

but my surprise often was, how officers who composed 

courts-martial, could by their sentences, always so 

readilj^^end themselves to the views, or perh^s badly 

regulated feelings, of their commanders: indeed the 

trials I have witnessed were sometimes little else than 
« 

mere matter .of form, add they could not well be other¬ 

wise, for I have seen a soldier receive two or three hun¬ 

dred, or even more lashes, inflicted with great severity, 

under a sentence awarded by a drum-bead court-mar¬ 

tial, after an investigation of a few minutes duration §f 

the charges brought against him. Such arbitrary pro¬ 

ceedings as these, were generally abuses of power, with 

which many men are unfit to be entrusted ; and from 

habit we really thouglit little of such matters, .,and the 

soldiers themselveswere only thereby rendered the more 

callous. I declare, however, that I am ata*^.08s to say, 

which is preferable—^the prompt manner of acting in our 

navy, where a captain when he orders the punishment 

of a man, does so on his own serious responsibility, or 

that of a commanding officer of a regiment, who can 
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generally act as he pleases, whilst all he does is sane* 

tioned by a court martial. 

I could easily bring forward many occurrences which 

would show in the strongest light, how much a serious 

consideration of both our old and present system in the 

army, as regards pnaishmento. is required; but so heart- 
ily do I detest flogging, that my thoughts have been 

long directed to devise means of getting rid of it; but I 

always tremble at the obvious alternative—capite/ 

punishments—which must be resorted to, and I should 

fear, very frequently, as in the French armies, especi¬ 

ally upon service, as a substitute for flogging for the 

maintenance^of discipline; for an army without it. is, 

as the Duke of Wellington observed vn one of the orders 

1 have given, a rabble, and must be far more dangerous 

to the country to which it befcftigs, than formidable to 

its enemies. 

For years pest, 1 have given this subject most serious 

consideration. I have weighed all its difficulties, and 

I can see no way of doing away with flogging in a 

British army, so long as it is composed of the present 

description of men. But I am inclined to hppe, and I 

must now beg that all I have to say may be heard with 

patience—that this most desirable object may be at¬ 

tained by a completely new organization of our regi¬ 

ments, ahA bringing into their ranks a totally different 

description of me?n, from those who generally olfer them¬ 

selves ascebruits—men with other ideas, and altogether 

other feelings. 

But as i wish to bring the subjects I intend to dis. 
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cuss, candidly and fairly before the reader, I must beg 

leave to transcribe what Sir George Murray lately said 

at a great public meeting in London, as taken from 

“ the Times.” “ The British Army did not consist of 

the constrained conscripts of arbitrary power, but of 

citizens voluntarily in arms to defend their country, to 

obey and respect her laws at home, and to resist and 

repel, with their utmost energy, every effort of her 

foreign foes, &c. &c.” Sir George Murray, as tlie 

world knows, and as the British Army in particular 

knows, is a most able and accomplished Quarter Mas¬ 

ter General; but^as such he could not have had much 

to 8aj^*to the maintenance of discipline, for tl^at comes 

under the Adjutart-General; yet still he will no doubt 

be looked upon as good authority in such matters, so 

much so, that I have been induced thus to give what 

may be considered as his opinion, and which the sequel 

will still more show to be contrary to mine : indeed; if 

1 were not borne out by the evidence I have even 

already adduced, my attempting U> do any thing to¬ 

wards improvement in our army would seem to be un¬ 

necessary and uncalled for. 

' An intelligent writer observes, that the French cam¬ 

paigns of 1792, 93 and 94 astonished military, Europe. 

At first the French armies had neither discipline, nor 

order, and but little instruction. The regfiftents were 

without organization. National intelligence put in mo¬ 

tion by exalted feeling, for the moment did'every thing. 

The conscription had brought more knowledge into a 

single French regiment, than there was to'be found in 
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a whole enemy’s division. This was certainly the case, 

but I am very far from wishing to establish a con¬ 

scription in Great Britain like what exists in France ; 

but the times, we may depend upon it, will compel us, 

and that too before long, to think of getting, with 

greater facility, another description of men into our 

armies ; if it were only to enable us to meet our ene¬ 

mies in the field on fair terms; and I would, therefore, 

at once beg to propose to overturn entirely the present 

system of enlistment for regiments of Dragoons, Ar¬ 

tillery, the Line, and the Marines ; and in its stead*, a 

‘plan could be introduced for calling forth those war¬ 

like energies^ of the people of Great Britaijt ^and 

Ireland, which they so eminently possess; but for 

safety to our liberties, which wjb ought ever carefully to 

cherish, I would still keep the*powerful nieans I have 

in view, under the control of Parliament both as to 

men and money. 

Suppose a law were enacted, extending and improv¬ 

ing our militia system, and permanently establishing 

amongst our millions of people, two descriptions of 

soldiers; in place of our present inefficient mode of 

calling out that force for service in Great Britain arid 

Ireland pnly; and exempting clergymen, all seamen 

serving, or who may have served in* our navy, or such 

as have Deen duly apprenticed to our merchant ser¬ 

vice ; and certaih individuals employed* in the Civil 

departments* of the state, every man, no matter how 

high or low his rank in life may be, should be made 

liable to bfe called upon to serve his country as a 
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soldkr, but by Act of Parliament only; and for this 

purpose, all those at a certain time of life should be 

required to have, under a heavy penalty, and according 

to their means, or at the risk of imprisonment, or 

treatment as vagrants, known places of abode, or be¬ 

long to a parish or district where they could be found 

or heard of; for my object is, that the wealthy, who 

for their own gratifications might think fit to reside 

abroad, may not be able to evade the law. 

From.the effective part of our male population, be¬ 

tween the ages of seventeen and thirty-five, I would 

propose to call out once each year, (or ofltener when 

necessary) by lot or ballot, and according to registers 

to be publicly and fairly kept, so that every individual 

coming under the act, could be aware that he might 

expect to be drawn f(5r, a certain number of healthy 

men, about a fixed height—say 5 feet 5^ inches—to 

constitute or keep up the first, or regular army of 

Great Britain and Ireland, liable to serve in any part 

of the world, for ten years only^ wh^n, having so served, 

they must be discharged, whether at home or abroad, 

unless their characters arc so good, as to render it de- 

sireable that they should be kept longer in the service, 

and should it be also their own wish to remain in it. 

If they are kept,’it ought to be for five years more.. 

At the end of that second period, they nU’st, if they 
desire it, besdischarged; but they should then, if their 

conduct has continued good, be entitled* t# receive a 

pension for life of nine-pence a day, and also to a 

medal of superior meriU and they ought* now to get 
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both, whether they are to be again kept in the service 

or not* If itTs still desirable that th^ should remain in 

it, and that they are also willing to dp so, it must be for 

another or third period of five years; at the end of 

which—that is to say 20 years—if they have main¬ 

tained the respectability of their characters, they should 

receive, on now retiring from the service, an additional 

three^pence per diem, making in all the full pension 

of one shilling a day for life, together with what should 

be termed the grand medal. If non-commissioned 

officers, they of course should get a superior descriptkSn 

of medals and higher rates of pensions, whether cor¬ 

porals, sergeants, or staff-serjeants. But all disc^l^es 

—and I consider this of vast importance—ought to set 

forth distinctly their characters as soldiers, whether 

good, indifferent, or bad, and shbuld invariably be de¬ 

livered to them publicly^ in presence of, at least, one 

magistrate andu. clergyman of the city, town, or parish 

to which they formerly belonged, when they could not 

again be called upon, to serve as soldiers. 

If the character of the men who have served for ten 

years only, show that they have been brave, honest 

and regular during that period, they should also re¬ 

ceive pzihjlclg a medal of merit, and thus become en- 

. titled, along with those who have served longer, and 

have received pensions, to the privileges oi freemen in 

the cities, towns, and parishes, to which th«y originally 

belonged. • Tliey should also, together with other ad¬ 

vantages, have a right to vote at all elections of Mem¬ 

bers to servedn Parliamenl, and likewise at the appoint- 
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‘ ment of persons to the corporate bodies, and should be 

themselves eligible to fill situations in or under such 

bodies, in the cities, towns, or parishes, to which they 

belonged. If their conduct as soldiers had been bad or 

disreputable, all these advantages should be withheld 

from them. Some of them, according to character, 

ought to be sent off without remark upon their conduct, 

but others, if they deserved it, should have the words 

“ Disgraced Soldier,” stamped in large letters, by their 

commanding officer’s orders, upon their discharges i 

and thus soldiers would be deterred from disgracing, 

not only their regiments, but also their families, to 

whom they would know, that when they ^ere to be 

discharged, they would always, and under all circum¬ 

stances, be sent back. 

Tt being most desirable towards attaining the object 

’ I have in view, that no soldier should be permitted to 

remain in the army, whose habits would bring disgrace 

upon the corps to which he might be attached ; when 

it was therefore found, that a soldier had committed a 

serious crime, or that his conduct had become bad or 

disgraceful, he should eithcw be handed over to the 

civil power, or brought to trial before a Court-martial, 

which should have the power, besides transporting him 

as a felon, or making him serve as a soldier for life in. 

any part of the world, to sentence him to be'turned out 

of the regiment, with every mark of infamy, and to be 

sent back, under escort, to the place from whence he 

came, to be there discharged, in the manner already 

pointed out, and also imprisoned, if thought necessary 
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for the sake of example, in the common jail, for any 

period not exceeding two years. If this system is ever 

established, merit will be distingnished and rewarded, 

and bad conduct publicly stigmatized or punished. 

As the regular army should at all times be complete 

in numbers, and efficient in every respect; when va¬ 

cancies occurred in corps, they should be supplied 

yearly, from the city, town, or rather district, from 

which the several regiments would be kept up. Great 

Britain and Ireland would, therefore, if this pla« is car¬ 

ried into effect, have to be divided into districts; but 
‘for this purpose, counties and cities would nearly 

answer, aijd each district being required to furnish jpen 

for a particular regiment of cavalry ^and this should 

be an agricultural one), or of artillei’y, infantry of the 

line, or of marines ; tlie cavalr^ or infantry regiments 

should take the name of that district, as well as retain 

its own particular number, together with such designa¬ 

tions, badges, or honorary distinctions, to which it may 
be at present entitled. 

The second army, {o be officered as our present 

militia, and to be embodied upon the same system, and 
managed and disciplined as the first, and styled either 

Militia, 9r the Army of Reserve, could be called out to 

serve in Great Britain or Ireland only, when the coun¬ 
try, either from being at war, or in case of commotions, 

might require its Services; or should it be deemed ne¬ 

cessary, thaff this force be embodied for a fixed time. 

The men for the Reserve might be taken at a lower 

height, and* from the age of sixteen to forty-five; but 
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serving in the Reserve should not exempt individuals 

from taking their turn if drawn in the mean time hr 

the First or Regular Army. When the Reserve^ or a 

part of it is embodied^ a few officers and nouHSommifih 

sioned officers (receiving additional pay when so em¬ 
ployed), should he taken for a short time from the 

Regular Regiments, to assist in the formation and 

drilling of the corps; but any permanent staff for this 

purpose must be found not only useless, but expensive. 

A Quarter-master alone could be required to take 

charge of stores of any kind belonging to the battalion 

when embodied. 

Any man, who by ballot, becomes liable to serve in 

the First or Regular Army, must do so, or find within a 

given time, and at his own expense, a proper substitute 

of good character, oir else pay down the sum of, say 

fifty pounds, for exemption: and finding a substitute or 

paying the stipulated sum, ought to exempt the person 

fer the future from serving; but any individual who 

may have joined the corps for which he has been drawn, 

ought not afterwards to be discharged, but by the au¬ 

thority of the Commander^in-Chief. 

Finding a proper substitute of good character, or pay¬ 

ing down say—twenty pounds, under the same rules 

as those established for the regular army, should entitle 

individuals to exemption from serving in jibe army of 

reserve. And it might fully be expected, that the re¬ 

serve regiments, under officers so patriotic and zealous 

as those of our militia always were, would soon become 

like battalions of the line, and so highly disciplined as 
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quite to equal them, as was the case with many of our 

militia corps last war. I am,* therefore, decidedly of 
opinion, that it would never again be necessary to add 

second battalions to regiments of the regular army, nor 
to raise at great expense fencible corps. The plan of 
second battalions was in general found to be even as ob¬ 
jectionable as our present inefficient depot system,for it 

too often affiorded only very inferior supplies to first 
battalions, of half disciplined soldiers. 

To commence this system of the ballot for thej*egular 
army (which, by allowing the finding of substitutes, or 
the paying a sum of money for exemption from serving, 
completely^removes the idea of arbitrary conscripfiqn,) 

I beg further to suggest, that commanding officers. 

under the superintendence of generals selected for the 

purpose, should have the powef* of rejecting, and re¬ 

commending to be discharged from their corps, ail 
men whom, from character, health, or other causes, 
they may consider objectionable; and the remainder 
should be allowed to come under the new regulations, 

as to the period of ten years service, dating from the 
time of their enlistment; •and this being carefully and 

judiciously arranged, upon the responsibility of com¬ 
manding pfficers and regimental suigeons, the numbers 

.required fo^ corps of cavalry, infantry, artillery, or 
marines, to^complete them to their respective estab¬ 

lishments, should be called out at once by •ballot, and 
thus the iminlhnse expense of bounties might he saved, 

and a sum for a complete equipment fi>r each soldier of 

the regular army would only hereafter be required from 
the country. 
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'Hiis new and more constitutional mode of recruiting 

the army, would bring into its ranks, and in a manner 

80 little objectionable, such a different description of 

men, and would so vastly increase the respectability of 

the service, and give such a high tone of national, and 

also local interest and feeling to our regiments (for they 

ought ever after to be kept up by men from the same 

districts), that the idea of subjecting such soldiers, who 

could no longer be considered as mere mercenaries, to 

the corporal punishment of flogging, should, I trust, be 

abandoned. It may, however, be said, that corporal 

punishment was found to be necessary to keep up dis- 

ciplii^e formerly in our militia; and it m^ighj be asked, 

were not the men then called out, and as I now pro¬ 

pose, of much the same description as those who com¬ 

posed the militia regiments ? I answer^—that men who 

could conduct themselves so as to deserve flogging— 

which was too much the fashion in those days, ought to 

have been turned out of the regiments, or got rid of as 

I have already pointed out. 

It mny be supposed, that some of the soldiers after 

having conducted themselves#well for ten years, might 

not think fit to take advantage of the opportunity which 

would be offered them, of remaining in the gervice, so 

as to obtain pensions at future periods; bu^ having ac-. 

cepted of their discharges, had returned to/heir homes, 

where, findKng out that military habits had become 

more powerful with them than they sifpposed, they 

might again wish to return to the service. Now, al¬ 

though these men would have got beyond the age 
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at which substitutes might be taken, yet they should be 

allowed to become such, provided they offered them¬ 

selves within one year from the date of their discharges, 

and having served reputably for ten years more, I 

would propose so far to give them credit for their 

former ten years service, as to allow them, on being 

discharged, pensions of ninepence a day, but no more, 

for not having availed themselves of the opportunity of 

remaining in the army, when they might have done so, 

other men had to be called out and equipped at the 

expense of the country, to replace them in their regi- 

tnents; and it would also be presumed, that they had 

been paid, for becoming substitutes. It might 

pected that such men, after ten years service only, 

would make excellent policemen, or non-commissioned 

officers for the Reserve when calfed out. 

If it were necessary to advocate in the strongest 

possible manner, the advantages of corps possessing 

national, or rather local feelings, I would have nothing 

to do but to instance some of the Scotch regiments, 

which were raised and k*ept up from particular parts of 

that country, whose conduct in all situations, and under 

all circumstances, was so praiseworthy. These corps, 
whilst they were proverbial for their gallantry in the 

. field, wfi^e^known to have been for long periods without 

a single ins^nce of corporal punishment. 

An army cyompofeed, as that I have in view, ought not 

to be officered by men who can get forward, as at pre¬ 

sent, by purchasing over the heads, too often, of much 

better soldieVs than them*selves, in point of gallantry, 
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military science, and experience. And how strangely 

also, and inconsistently, are honours conferred upon 

officers in our army—not for alone distinguishing them* 

selres in action, but because they happened to hold a 

rank sufficiently high to entitle them to a certain com¬ 

mand, or to be the head of a department, and to which 

the greater part of them had attained, perhaps, by 

money, well backed by interest; for an officer may have 

been in every action of importance, fromthe beginning 

of the present century up to Waterloo; may have fre¬ 

quently distinguished himself, and may have been even 

promoted to the rank of Miyor, and Lieutenant-Colonel, 

foj; Services in the field, and yet not be entitled to either 
I ^ 

a clasp or medal, because he did not happen to hold 

that which would brin^ him within a fixed regulation 

on this hefid. I do hot, however, pretend to say, that 

many of those who commanded corps or detached bo¬ 

dies, and who had arrived at that honpur by means of 

money, were not excellent and 'gallant officers, but 

others, over whose heads they, perhaps, had got, could 

have been pointed out, whom,' from not possessing that 

mainspring, money, or from want of opportunity of 

applying it, had been obliged to submit to the, perhaps, 

annoying questions of a genteel, though not rich, 

and consequently uninfiuential family—such as—pray, 

Colonel, how comes it, that you have neij^fier a clasp 

nor a medarl, nor any thing else to show;, although we 

know that you were present in so many battles, and at 

so many sieges; when there was at the /Mayor’s feast 

the other day (and yet we never heard rimch of him) 
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General Sir Richard Sam, the son of old Dickey Sam, 

5vho, years ago, did his best to bring in —for-, 

who was quite eovered with clasps, medals, and rib¬ 

bons, and he is also a Knight Commander of the Bath 
into the bargain. Well might it have pnszled the Em¬ 

peror Napoleon to conceive how a British army could 

have been kept ef&cient, and in the statejt was^Jn which 

high minded gentlemen were subjected to so galling 

and absurd a system of obtaining rank and honours; 

especially when it was also seen, that through the 

effects of our strange brevet system, a Captain of k 

Company, from being, perhaps, a senior Lieut .-Colonel 

in the Arnnr, could in garrison, or when acting ifitb a 

mixed body of troops in the field, take^he command of 

the whole, and likewise of the Lieut-Colonel of his own 

regiment,—and I have known instances of |his kind— 

but probably the very next day, when the corps came 

to act separately, or when a senior officer took the com¬ 

mand of the troops, the Lieut.-Colonel of the corps, 

or its major, or any of its captains, who happened to 

have seniority in the re*giment to the Brevet Lieut.- 

Colonel, could drill him in the ranks to their heart's 

content, and thus teach the teacher of the previous day 

respect for his—very likely—superior in wealth. All 

this is, Jyj^ever, very ridiculous, and shows our bre¬ 
vet system'^o be bad, and that it should, as well as 

the present l^ode *of purchasing promotion, be aban¬ 
doned. • f 

The matter^uld be easily settled, and the mischief 

obviated forXhe future, 5y the country refunding to 
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those who purchased promotion, if they think fit to 

retire from the army, the regulated sums they are sup¬ 

posed to have paid; and, under other heads, I hope to he 

able to show, should any avail themselves of this offer, 

how savings can be effected to meet this or any other out¬ 

lay I may venture to propose; for it is too well known to 

be denied, that manyan officer, who bought promotion 

in former times in this undeniably injurious manner to 

the service, pledged his word of honour, that he would 

not give more than the regulated price, whereas he 

had, perhaps, at the moment agreed privately to pay 

double for the step; and what must be thought of a 

sygtepi, when even those in power had not probably the 

necessary information to enable them to check such 

evasion, and almost open defiance of orders. 

The Sovereign alone, at the recommendation of the 

Commander-in-Chief, should have the power of reward¬ 

ing and honouring conspicuous gallantry, and high 

merit, by marks of distinction, or by promotion out of 

the regular routine of seniority; but this prerogative, I 

think it will be allowed, ought, especially as regards 

promotion, to be very rarelysexercised ; and putting an 

end to such a disheartening and disgusting a practice, as 

that of officers being able to get forward by money or 

interest alone, would wonderfully improve o^rj^egiments 

of the line, and infinitely more those of oiyv cavalry. 

I have j«st had my attention called tp some of the 

points which appear to have been brought under the 

consideration of the Naval and Militar?r Commission, 
*) 

from whom so much was looked for. I bonfess that I 
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am greatly disappointed; for they seem to me to have 

only tried how they could best repair an old * defective 

system, in place of proposing, as might have been ex¬ 

pected from so many experienced officers, something 

new, and more suitable to the times, and the wants of 

the country; but this, I conclude, has been occasioned 

by the manner in which the several points were sub 

mitted for their consideration; and I am not, therefore, 

deterred from proceeding in the task I have assigned 

myself, and must remark, in continuing my subject, 

that if what I propose is adopted, we might probably • 
hear of promotion being expected to be too slow; but 

what I havftstill to beg attention to,'may greatly obvidte 

any such objections ; yet, when officers saw that justice 

was done impartially, it would make them patient and 

contented, even if promotion were slow; but let me ask, 

where were such officers to be met with in any army, 

as our highly Educated and enlightened officers of 

Engineers and Artillery, though for many years situated 

with respect to promotion, a% I wish all our officers 

nearly to be in future. 

Granting the brevet rdnk of field officer to re¬ 

gimental captains is of little advantage to them indi¬ 

vidually, and has often been found injurious to the ser¬ 

vice; and*-7^uld be still more so under the proposed 

system ; ought in consequence, to be (as 1 have 

before suggested) abandoned, or at all events as sel¬ 

dom conferfeef as possible. In order that regimental 

field rank niajr be sooner attained, I would venture to 

recommend, (nat no lieut.-colonel should be obliged to 
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remain in the almost always unpleasant and most 

responsible command of a regiment, longer than a iixed 

number of years; when having so served, he should, as a 

matter of course, become a major^eneral on the effect 

tive list—that is, he ought to receive a fixed pay, though 

not employed. Or perhaps it might be preferable, 

when a lieut.^colonel had commanded for the required 

number of years, if he thought proper to retire altogether 

from active service, with the rank however of major- 

general, to allow him a superior retirement from the 

country to what may be the pay of major-generals on the 
• 

effective list; and this being added to what he would 

recdjve from a military fund, which I intend yet to pro¬ 

pose, would inrduce many to avail themselves of the 

opportunity, especially if they had little hope of being 

actively employed, or no chance of getting a regiment. 

This would remove any apprehension from being enter¬ 

tained of our generals on the effective list becoming too 

numerous. 

1 am aware it may be said, that this plan is defective; 

for there is no arrangement made, so as to remove one of 

the great objections to our present mode of promotion, 

with regard tooificers of engineers, artillery, and marines; 

but I take a very simple view of this matter; for I would 

merely look to a list of officers of the regula^awny of all 

ranks, and to the dates of their commissiop/; and when 

a cornet or'ensign of any regiment becamaby the regular 

routine of promotion a lieutenant, I would,* as a matter 

of course, make any officer of engineeri, artillery, or 

marines of the same standing, a lieutenVnt also, yet 
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without giving him the additional pay till a racancy oc¬ 

curred in his own corps; and I would do* the same 

through the different gradations of ranks, until the of¬ 

ficers of engineers or artillery had become lieut-colonels. 

I would then style them, and cause them to act as chiefs 

of engineers or artillery, and which rank they should 

hold for the same number of years as lieut.-colonels 

commanding regiments, when,like them, they should be¬ 

come major-generals; and enabling them also to take 

advantage of the retirement from the country, apd 

of the system to be proposed for the military fund, 

these accomplished officers, if they thought fit to 

remain upbn the effective list, could become lavail- 

able for staff or any other appointments the same as 

other generals, and at'the same period of life. Out of 

the effective list of major-generals, lieut.-generals, or 

generals, the Commander-in-chief, as at present, could 

select those whom it might be deemed advisable to em¬ 

ploy upon the staff of the army, or for any particular 

object, and as it is to be presumed that their services 

might be constantly required, especially in our foreign 

possessions, few of them would be found an unnecessary 
burden upon the country. 

Many objections might he started as to our present 

' plan of ‘finattached promotion ; and if what I propose 

is adopted, these would be greatly increased. Staff offi¬ 

cers alone shWld be allowed to hold unattached rank, 

and their prcfeaotion should progress in the same man¬ 

ner as I haW suggested for the engineers and artillery. 

But if unattached promotion is to continue, it* should 
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be very rarely resorted to, and never but as a reward 

for very distinguished services; and if such officers 

must be brought into regiments, their being so would be 

infinitely less objectionable and annoying, than if they 

had got over the heads of their brother officers by money 

alone. My alarm on this head is on account of the 

interest or patronage which might be exerted. But I 

do not see how unattached officers can, with any degree 

of justice, be brought into regiments, unless it were done 

when vkcancies occurred by deaths, or when officers 
were dismissed the service by the sentences of courts 

martial; and in the former case not allowing such steps 

to*gor in the corps, in which they took pjaca, would be 

considered very^hnfair dealing. It might probably be 

said, let the unattached officers who have to be brought 

in, pay to retiring officers the whole sums usually given 

on such occasions—as will be jpointed out when the plan 

for the military fund comes to be consideffed^—but I must 

object to this, as it would be restoring the system of pur¬ 

chase, even in a worse and more objectionable form than 

it assumes at present. 
A very essential duty shouM be performed by major- 

generals, for whose travelling and other expenses on 

such occasions a suitable allowance ought to be made; 

viz. that of superintending the ballot of the men for the . 

regiments in the several districts. Assisted^'T)y at least 

two magistrates or civil authorities of thddistrict, who 

could be supposed most able to afibrd information res¬ 

pecting the people, these major-generals ought to see the 

process of balloting carried on in their jli?esence, and 
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thus all bribery, or any kind of unfairness could be 

guarded against. They should also be required to see 
and approve of such men as were produced as substi¬ 
tutes. One major-general could superintend the ballot 

in a number of districts, but be should not be sent for 
two years following to the same places; so that the 

people might be satisfied that any kind of collusion 

was impossible; especially as our medical staff (also 

never going for two successive years to the same dis¬ 
trict) stand too high in rank and public estimation, to 
admit of its being for a moment supposed, that they 
could be induced by any means to pronounce a man 

fit or unfit/or service, unless he really were so; ahfLas 
for a man’s height or appearance, the general could not 
be easily deceived in these respects. 

The present expensive recruiting establishments 

throughout the United Kingdom might be greatly re¬ 
duced, as in future they could only be required for cer¬ 
tain colonial corps, which I shall have to speak of 
hereafter. 

The cruelty of this system of ballot, although rendered 

almost as mild as that at present in force for the militia, 
would no doubt be much talked of by pretenders to phi¬ 
lanthropy ; and the people might be made to suppose, 

that it wa^- intended to introduce as many horrors into 
it, as attend a Russian conscription; but the cases 
would be widely different. In Russia public opinion is 

of no weight.^ and is openly set at defiance. In Great 
Britain it is ^1 powerful, and must be respected. I will 

not even t^ of a French conscription, in winch the 

i 
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youth of France gloried in the days of Napoleon. It 

may probably be asked, would you take away a father, 

and leave a large and perhaps helpless family to starve 

or become a burden upon the parish; or would you take 

away the only son of a widow, or her only one fit for 

agricultural purposes ? I answer—that I intend to do 

no such thing—-but let these philanthropists, and the 

parish or district, and especially the wealthy part of it, 

make timely arrangements to find substitutes for such 

father^ or sons, if they have not the means to do so 

themselves; and thus such contingencies could be easily 

met, by what would only be a charitable duty, which 

one* man owes to another, if he presumes to say that 

his heart is infl[ueuced by correct Christian feeling. 



CHAP. 11. 

Young gentlemen not under the age of sixteen, and 
not above nineteen, who may have prepared themselves 
for the array, by studying at any military college, 
academy, or other institution, should be selected for 
appointments to engineers, &c., but they ought always 
to be subjected to a previous examination, in order that 
it may be ascertained that they have been pr<^erly 
educated. Non-commissioned officersj^who may iJear’ 
high characters in their regiments, ought also to be 
occasionally appointed to ensigncies, provided they 
have been so well educated as to pass an examination, 
but not otherwke, however meritorious their conduct 
may have been. But I am decidedly of opinion, and 
many will agree with me, that no captain should ever 
be promoted to the rank of Field Officer, who could not 
pass a much stricter exazpination before a board which 
should be established for this purpose, and also for 
examining candidates for first appointments to cavalry, 
infantry, \ingineers, and artillery ; and this would ob¬ 
viate the ^necessity of having expensive institutions for 
public military education. ^ 

One of. the best educated officers I ever met with, 
had never been at any military school. He had been 
taught en^gh of his own language, in which so many 
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are deiicient, and Latin; but the study of the latter 

had not been allowed to occupy too much of that period 

of life, when boys can be best instructed in what is much 

more useful. At a respectable school, he had made 

considerable progress in the higher branches of arith¬ 
metic, also in Algebra, Geometry, History, Drawing, 

&c., and had acquired a perfect knowledge of what is 

so essential to an officer, viz. Geography, in all its 

various bearings; such as the dimensions, boundaries, 

aspect, climate, soil, mineral, and other productions, 

resources, commerce, &c. of countries; together with 

the genius, or bent of mind of their inhabitants; their 

education, habits, government, the reputations of their 

ar/ni^s and navies, productive industry, internal com¬ 

munications, sdch as canals and roads, &:c.; information 

upon all which points being what ought to be looked 

upon as constituting a considerable part of a military 

education. Under the able head of the school alluded 

to, who was aware of his wish to become an accom¬ 

plished soldier, he went through fortification, chiefly 

according to Vauban’s system ; and he even acquired a 

slight knowledge, but sufficient for an infantry officer, 

of the theory of gunnery. Whilst thus occupied, and 

which was not uncommon in those days, he became an 

Ensign, and then a Lieutenant in a regiment of the 

line by purchase. He was also at this tiqie able to 

avail himself of the advantages to be derived from the 

assistance of a scientific and practical French officer, 

who, on account of his loyalty, had been obliged to 

emigrate, after having served jn the army \^ the Prince 
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of Cond6. By him he was advanced in the knowledge 

of the French language, and likewise made to under¬ 
stand, and how to apply usefully, what he had been 

previously taught. The military features of a country 
were pointed out to him ; and wherein the strength 

or weakness of positions consisted; and other matters 
such as the effects of concentration and extension of 
force, &c.; and which should be understood by officers 
who have any pretensions to being considered scientific. 

I hope the reader will excuse me for having*been so 
minute in giving the history, trifling as it may appear, 
of this officer’s instruction; but it has been done solely 

with the %Jew of showing, in some measure, wha^ I 

mean by a military education, and afso what those 

should have undergone, who jaspire to become field 

officers in the British army. In young, gentlemen 
desirous of entering the army, I would in their previous 
examination expect to find, at least, the germs of such 
accomplishments; but the officer I allude to had mas¬ 

tered, without ever entering a military school, nearly 
the whole I have mentioned before the age of seven¬ 
teen ; and he had thus acquired habits of study, which 
were not only agreeable, but useful to him afterwards 
through life. 

I beg here to remark, that it has always greatly sur¬ 
prised me,'why it should be deemed indispensable, that 

a young gentleman must have a first rate ^ucation, in 
order to hrs being admitted into the artillery; whilst 

any one is allowed into our cavalry and infantry, with¬ 

out it bein^hscertained whether he can either pad or 
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write. Surely the latter may be supposed to want even 

a better education than the former, if it is expected 

that he should be able to manoeuvre, or direct the 

movements of troops correctly, either upon a confined 

or lai^e scale; or to act properly, or as a scientific 

officer in the field, as he may often have to construct 

field works, and perform other military operations, 

when well educated engineers are not at hand. 
The examinations of captains might be allowed to 

take place at any period after they have attained that 

rank, but should they fail to pass after two attempts, 

they ought not to be allowed to present themselves 

ag^inj. before the board, for this purpose. This last 
examination I vconsider as most important, for from 

amongst these officers must be taken our future com¬ 

manders of regiments, who may reasonably look for¬ 

ward to become our generals, to he afterwards in¬ 

trusted with important commands, and even with the 

civil government of portions of our foreign possessions; 
for which their high tone of honourable military feel¬ 

ing, and strict habits of'‘discipline, as well as respect 

for civil authority, must render them so superiorly cal¬ 

culated, as to leave no comparison between them and 

civilians in general for such appointments ; but if most 

of the allowances, and emoluments formerlj' attached 
to these governments, are not restored, and which 

were in general not more than sufficient to enable 

those who held them, to support with becoming dig¬ 

nity their stations as representatives of majesty, it 
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few turbulent and disloyal men, whose understandings 

seem to be obscured by wild speculations upon colonial 
affairs; and to allow them to rule in their own way, or 
as advised or instigated by that indefatigable organ of 

economy, our distant but valuable possessions—doubly 

valuable to Great Britain, for in the ships employed in 

our colonial trade, many of our seamen receive those 
early lessons which afterwards fit them, according to 

the present system, for our navy. 
I would have been better pleased were it. in my 

power now to proceed to other subjects, rather than 
have to touch upon what is really unpleasant to me; 

for I kno\^ that I am al^out to tread on very tic^lij^h 
ground, and to offend the aristocratical notions of 

many; and I am also aware, it is very likely, that I 

shall in consequence be set down as a mere plebeian, 

or even accused of being wanting in that loyalty, 
which, as a British soldier, I should possess; but still 

I feel that I ought to go on steadily, in order, if pos¬ 

sible, to accomplish what I have in view, that is to say 

—in endeavouring to do all 1 can so as to have our 

army the finest in the world, for which we possess 

ample materials, and as an essential step towards this, 
I must venture to propose to make certain changes in 
our regiments of guards; and I do not see how I can 

avoid recommending that they should, in a great mea¬ 

sure, be converted "into battalions of regukr cavalry 
and infantry, so as to be supplied, in future, with re¬ 

cruits from (selected) districts, the same as other corps j 

for without this, they could only be composed of an in- 
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ferior description of men: yet in point of rank they 

should, of course, be placed at the head of the list of 

British regiments, for their gallantry, on all occasions, 

well entitles them to this distinction; but the privileges 

and the advantages of their officers, in, I must say, im¬ 

properly obtaining rank, can no longer, it appears to 

me, be tolerated by those noblemen and gentlemen, 
who, I trust, would, under the proposed system, officer 

our regular army. It can be of no consequence to the 

country,, that a few of our young nobility, and the sons 

of wealthy men, who wish to go into exclusive corps, 

for a short time only, were prevented from getting too 

rapidly forward in rank, through the means of money 

and interest, tO-the discouragement of real soldiers. I 

must, however, iu fairness, bring before the reader 

what a good soldier, Lieut.-General Sir Charles Dal- 

biac, says upon the subject. ’ 

‘'to major-general the right Hok. SIR HENRY 
HARDINGE, K.C.B. 

“ My dear Sir Henry,—The army estimates for the 
ensuing year being now under the consideration of the 

House of Commons, I am induced to trouble you with 

a few remarks upon a point to which I have always 

attached considerable importance. 

“ It has been much the practice in previous years, 

when in committee of supply upon army estoates, for 

certain Hom members of the House oT Commons to raise 

objections against the establishment of our* household 

troops; and in the session of 183G the hon, baronet the 
member for East Cornwall moved as an arrmndment to 
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the vote proposed by the Secretary at War (for a sum 

of money to be granted to His Majesty ta defray the 
expenses of His Majesty’s land forces), that the Foot 

Guards be placed on the same footing as the infantry 

of the line.” I feel quite assured that Hon, members 

could never entertain a proposition of this nature were 

they thoroughly acquainted with the diflculties and the 

consequences that would attend the conversion of the 

household regiments into regiments of the line; and an 

anxiety to aid your endeavours to disabuse Hoji. mem¬ 

bers in this matter, should fresh occasion need, and 

thereby set the question at rest, must be the apology for 
my present letter. ^ • 

“ I may premise, not indeed, for your information, 

but for that of others, that the brigade of household 

cavalry consists of the two regiments of Life Guards 

and the royal regiment of Horse Guards (blue). The 

brigade of household infantry consists of three batta¬ 

lions of the Grenadier Guards, two battalions of the 

Coldstream, and two battalions of the Scots Fusileer 

Guards, in all seven battalio'hs. 

“ The grounds of objection taken against these corps 
have been,— 

“ 1. That the maintenance of household troops creates 
an additional and unnecessary charge against the public. 

2. That the household troops are exempted from 

the ordinary tom of colonial service. , 

3. 'Wiat the officers of the household troops enjoy 
privileges in respect to rank which are not enjoyed by 

the officers in regiments of the line; and that such 
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exemption from the ordinary tour of colonial service, 

and such enjoyment of privileges in respect to rank, 

engender invidious feelings between the officers of the 

different services. 

** First, as to the plea that the maintenance of the 

household corps entail an additional and an unneces¬ 

sary charge upon the public. 

It will be found by reference to the army estimates 

for the military year now expiring, that the charge for 

the three regiments of household cavalry is stated at 

the sum of 85,757?., and a little calculation will show 

that the charge for corresponding numbers of cavalry 

of the line amounts to about 62,757?. the difference 

beiffg 23,000?. It will also be found that tlie charge 
for the brigade of Foot Guards amounts to 192,104?., 

and a little calculation will show that the charge for 

corresponding numbers of infantry of the line amounts 

to about 159,854?., the difference being^ 33,250?. It 

would thus appear, upon a first superficial glance of 

the army estimates for the current military year, that 

by converting (or changing) the household regiments 

into regiments of the line, a saving would accrue to the 
public of about 56,250?. per annum. 

It becomes very essential, however, to inquire by 

what process such proposed conversion could ‘be car* 

ried into effect: and here I would again advert to the 

amendment moved by the Hon. baronet the member for 

East Cornwall in 1836, “ That the Foot Guards be 

placed on the same footing as the infantry of the line,” 

the particular wording of which amendment implies a 
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sapposition that the House of Commons or the Sove¬ 

reign possessed the power of converting the household 

troops, as at present constituted, into troops of the line* 

But I humbly presume that any such conceived power 

would be subject to question ; because it is quite unna¬ 

tural to imagine ihat either the Sovereign or the House 

of Commons could ever commit a breach of faith with 

any portion of Her Majesty's forces. * 

“It is well known that the commissioned officers, 

the non-commissioned officers, and soldiers of the 

household troops have, one and all, engaged or enlisted 

to serve Her Majesty in those particular corps, and in 

those particular corps only. And in consideration of 

the very privileges which* are peculiar to the housi^hbld 

corps have the officers thereof been induced to submit 

to extraordinary sacrifices in the purchase of their 

respective commissions, the regulated price of a lieu¬ 

tenant-colonelcy in the Foot Guards being double, the 

price of every minor cmnmission more than double the 

price of corresponding commissions in battalions of the 

line. The supposition therefore that the existing esta¬ 

blishments of the household troops can ever “ be placed 

on the same footing as the troops of the line” is entirely 

out of the question; when they are no longer to be 

maintained as at present constituted, they must be dis¬ 

banded altogether. 

“ Let us, theiv commence with the commissioned 

officers. .The contract under which the ofecers of the 

household corps engaged to serve Her Majesty having 

been annulled, the officers will be entitled, in common 
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fairness, to be placed in the same pecuniary situation 

in which they stood prior to their having entered Her 

Majesty's ’service. They will accordingly require to 

receive back the regulated value of their respective 

commissions. Now, according to the scale of prices 

fixed by His Majesty’s regulations of the 8tb of April, 

1824, the value of the commissions of the officers in the 

household brigade of cavalry, taken collectively (ex¬ 

clusive of the three colonels, who are general officers), 

amounts to the sum of 201,285/., and the value of the 
commissions of the officers in the brigade of Foot 

Guards, taken collectively, amounts to the sum of 

610,600/., which two sums, being added together, form 

a total of 811,^^85/. But, as an appropriation in aid of 

the said sum to be provided, there will be the value of 

the commissions in the new levy of regiments of the 

line, which 'will be raised to replace the household corps. 

The regulated value of the commissions in three regi- 

mentsof cavalry of the lineamounts to 126,840/., and the 

regulated value of the commissions in six regiments of in¬ 

fantry of the line (which ntimber of regiments will exceed 

the establishment of the brigidp of Foot Guards)amount8 

to 242,400/.; and these two sums being added together 

form a total of 369,240/., which total being deducted 

from the previous total of 811,885/., leaves k balance 

against the public of 442,645/. as the difference between 

the value of ^commissions to be paid-for and the value 

of commissions to be sold. 

“ There will then require to be raised a new levy of 

6,279 men to replace the non-eommissioned officers and 
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men of the household corps who are to be discharged» 

the bounty money for which new levy, with expenses 

prior to joining (officially stated at bL 2s, 6d.''per nun), 

will amount to 31,475/.; and this sum being added to 

the previous balance of 442,645/. will swell the amount 

to be provided by the public to 474,120/. for raising 

regiments of the line to serve as substitutes for our pre¬ 

sent household troops. 
Next with respect to contingencies. The charge 

on account of army contingencies is stated in the esti¬ 

mates at 101,148/., of which sum the proportion *of 

65,000/. appears applicable to the troops stationed in 

the United Kingdom, their amount being about 37,5^ 

effectives. But the said contingencies we not applica¬ 

ble to the household troops when employed on the 

London duties, except to a fracti<Jnal amount; and the 

ordinary average of the household troops so employed 

may be taken tyt 5,000 men. This brings the expendi¬ 

ture on account of contingencies to about 2,000/. per 

annum for every 1,000 men. If, then, the military 

duties of the metropolis are 'to be performed by regi¬ 

ments of the line in lieu <jf the household troops, there 

will be an increase of charge on account of contingen¬ 

cies to the amount of 10,000/. per annum. 

“ One item of extra charge for the household troops 

comes under the head of clothing (and accoutrements), 

which exceeds theKiharge under the same Jjead for cor¬ 

responding numbers of the line by nearly 11,000/. 

But it maybe asked whether the clothing or the equip¬ 

ment of the household troops surpasses in respectability 
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or in splendour what is due to the seat of Royalty and 

the seat of Government, or what is consistent with the 

pa|jpantry which should belong to the Sovereign of 

these kingdoms, or what the nation would desire to 

behold upon occasions of state or of Royal parade? 
If not, the same allowances with respect to clothing 

must be granted to the troops of the line when em¬ 

ployed on the London duties as are now granted to the 

household regiments. 

“ Another item of extra charge for the household 

troops is on account of pay. The pay of the privates in 

the battalions of Foot Guards is Id. a-day more than in 

battalions of the line, and there is a considerable in- 

create of pay ijn the household cavalry above the pay of 

the cavalry of the line ; but a great portion of that in¬ 

crease is in considersvtion of the additional cost and the 

additional' wear and tear of those* articles of cavalry 

equipment which the non-commissioned officers and 

men of the household cavalry are required to provide 

out of their own pockets. And here again, if the 

troops of the line are ter be brought up for the duties 

of the metropolis, where , every article of life is 

dearer than in the provinces, and if the non-commis¬ 

sioned officers and men are to be subject to greater 

disbursements on account of the additional wear and 

tear of more costly appointments, it will not be ac¬ 

counted unreasonable if, when they shall be expected to 

maintain the same appearances as those which are now 

maintained by the household troops,, they should also 

expect to receive the same consideration with respect to 
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pay haH been enjoyed by their predecessors.— 

Under the circumstances above stated,especially the cir> 

cumstance of an original outlay of nearly half a milion 

sterling) together with the interest to be paid thereupon, 

it may reasonably be questioned whether any advantage 

could accrue to the public, even on the score of ex¬ 

pense, by substituting troops of the line for the per¬ 

formance of the London duties in lieu of the household 

regiments. In every other respect but that of expense, 

the transmutation would be productive of incalculable 

detriment to the public service. 
I proceed to the second objection raised against the 

maintenaiyje of the household troops—namely,*'tjjat 

the household troops are exempted from the ordinary 

tour of colonial service.* It will presently be shown 

that exemption from a portion of colonial service must, 

of necessity, take place in* favour of any body of troops 

(whether household or of the line) which shall be ap¬ 

pointed to the London duties, provided the said duties 

shall continue to be carried on, as heretofore, with per¬ 

fect efficiency and with perfect safety to the public ser¬ 

vice. Upon all other crecasions (save in a portion of 

the colonies) the battalions of the Foot Guards have 

taken their full share of foreign service with the regi¬ 

ments of the line. The proud memorials which are 

borne upon the colours of those distinguished battalions 

afford abundant testimony of their achievaments in the 

field thrdhghout the late war, from the memorable 

plains of Lincelles, under their late revered Colonel-in- 

Chief, the Duke of York, to the post of Hougumont, 
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where, to use the words of the Duke of Wellingtoli, the 

battalions \)f Guards ‘set an example which was fol¬ 

lowed by the whole British army,* in that eventful 

struggle when it belonged to a comparative handful of 

English, Scotch, and Irish soldiers to restore the ba¬ 

lance of trembling Europe! Nor have the Guards 

been spared since the peace upon occasions where pros¬ 

pects were held out for service in the field. In the 

year 1826, when an expedition was suddenly despatched 

for Portugal, a brigade of Guards was placed on ship 

board in less than 48 hours. In 1838, when it became 

expedient to augment our forces in North America, the 

first Jroops that embarked were a brigade of Guards.*— 

Nor was it adiongst the least of the advantages to be 

drawn from the establishment of our household troops, 

as at presept maintained, that the battalions of the Foot 

Guards are held at all times in a state of the most perfect 

efficiency, and available at any moment for service in the 

field, whilst it will often occur that scarcely a single 

battalion can be drawn from amongst the regiments of 

the line, serving at home, in a state perfectly efficient 

for field service abroad. •Ndr can this be wondered at 

when it is considered that the battalions of the line 

which are stationed in the United Kingdom consist 

only of those which have recently returned home from 

the East or West Indies, or other of our colonies, in 

order to retruit, to refit, and reorganize, and at the 

end of four years to be despatched again to some foreign 

station. But if the household troops are exempt from 

taking their turn of duty in certain of the colonies, there 
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are other duties which press far more severely upon the 

brigade of Foot Guards than upon any other ^portion of 
the British array. Let a course of 25 years' service be 

taken, and let a comparison be made between the num¬ 

ber of night duties performed, the number of nights 

when the soldier has been kept out of bed, in a battalion 

of Foot Guards, and the number of similar duties per¬ 

formed in any battalion of the line, and the balance 

will be as three or four to one against the Guards.— 

Hence is it that the casualties produced by consumption 
and other pulmonary diseases are exceedingly more 

numerous amongst the battalions of the Foot Guards 
than amongst any other battalions in her Majesty’s 

. • » * *> 
service, ^ 

“ I come now to the third objection that has been 

raised against the household troops^—namely, ‘ that the 

officers of the household corps (especially of the Foot 

Guards) enjoy |)rivileges with respect to rank which 

are not enjoyed by the officers of regiments of the line," 

No doubt the privileges with respect to rank which are 

enjoyed by officers of the household corps are high pri¬ 

vileges. But the question i|p, whether the Sovereign 

of these kingdoms shall be despoiled of the prerogative 
which has been so long exercised by the Sovereign, of 

maintaining near the Royal person a select body of 

household troops, and of conferring upon the officers of 

such select body some especial mark of Rojjal favour ? 

I deny that jthe privileges accorded to the officers of the 

Guards, with respect to rank, have engendered invidious 
feelings amongst the officers of the army at large, In-p 
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dividuals, no doubt, will be found in every service to 

complain qf wrongs and of grievances. But tlie said pri¬ 

vileges have not been of ex post facto creation. They 

have been productive of no breach of contract or of faith 

with the officers of other corps. Every officer now 

serving in the line accepted his commission subject to 

the disadvantages which might arise from the privi¬ 

leges accorded to the officers of the household troops 

with respect to brevet rank and brevet promotion, 

“ The most important question of all remains to be 

considered—a question which, I am persuaded, can 

never have presented itself to those Hon. members of 

the ^,House of Commons who would advocate the dis- 

banclment of .our household corps. By wliat descrip¬ 

tion of troops, and by what course of service, are the 

military duties of this metropolis to be regulated and 

carried oh when the household corps shall have ceased 

to exist ? 
r* 

“ It has already been explained that the battalions 

of the line, which are stationed from time to time in 

the United Kingdom, afe, generally speaking, amongst 

the least effective of a]|y pf Her Majesty’s service. 

The evil is unavoidable, owing to the inefficient state 

in which regiments usually return home from colonial 

or other service abroad. Such, then, would be the 

description of troops to which the London duties would 

be assigned in the event of the household corps being 

disbanded. Moreover, it is the general rule of the 

service, that regiments shall change their quarters 

every year; but suppose an exception were made in 
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favour of the regiments performing the London duties, 

and that such regiments were retained in Ldndon two 

years» instead of one, still what would be the conse¬ 

quence?—That just as they were beginning to be inured 

to the duties of the metropolis, they would be marched 

off, and be succeeded by other regiments, whose ap¬ 

prenticeship would then have to commence. Woe to 

this vast and opulent metropolis upon the day of riot or 

of actual disturbance, when the public peace and the 

protection of property shall be committed to raw and 

inexperienced troops; and all troops must be accounted 

raw and inexperienced (however high their qualihca- 

tions in other respects) which shall have been nowi&e 

initiated in the peculiar duties which tffey are called 

upon to perform. Had the celebrated light division of 

the lamented Moore—had the famous fighting division 

of the gallant Picton, landed at Portsmouth at the 

termination of tlfe late war, fresh from the fields of all 

their glory, flushed with the pride of all their victories, 

and thence been ordered to take the London duties— 

had they been accompanied with the cavalry brigade 

which La Merchant led in*tht onset at Salamanca, or 

by the cavalry brigade which Ponsonby headed in their 

charge against the column of 12,000 at Waterloo, I 

would have accounted the whole of those distinguished 

corps, from the moment they had crossed Westminster- 

bridge, as raw and inexperienced troops in*respect to 

the duties upon which they were about to enter, so 

utterly different are the military duties required by the 

garrison of London from the military duties performed 
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by the British army in any other part of Ihe world. 
You are aware that no portion of my military service 

has been passed in the household regiments, I enter¬ 
tain no favour or affection towards those corps above 
that which I bear towards the whole army. I set no 
higher value, as soldiers, upon a battalion of Guards 
than upon a battalion of the line. It is solely on ac¬ 
count of the apprenticeship they have served—it is be¬ 
cause, in addition to their general duties as soldiers, 
they have been trained from their enlistment to the 
peculiar duties w'hich belong to a London garrison— 

because they have been instructed in the delicate and 
tjje j2ritical position in which they are often placed 
whilst on duty—^because they have been taught to bear 

and forbear—because they are conversant with all the 

arts, and intrigues, iind temptations of a London popu¬ 
lace—because they are familiar with all the public 
departments, the public offices, and the public autho¬ 

rities, as well as with all the localities within the bills 
of mortality,—it is on these grounds that I pronounce 
the household corps to “be by far better fitted for the 
London duties than can eveivbe the case with any other 
portion of her Majesty’s troops. To the foregoing ad¬ 
vantages, I would add the perfect understanding which 

has been established and cemented between the house¬ 
hold corps and the metropolitan police. The beautiful 
manner in iwhich their reciprocal duties are blended on 
every occasion of being brought together amounts to a 

piece of mechanism, which no exertions could ever 

preserve under a continued* introduction of fresh and 
inexperienced troops. 
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The household corps of the British ramy represent 
a body of troops which, for appearance, for'discipline, 

for intelligence, and for respectability, are unequalled 

by the troops of any other nation upon earth. They 

reflect credit upon the Sovereign, upon the Govern¬ 
ment, upon the service, and upon the nation at large. 

They serve to impress every foreigner who visits this 
country with a high opinion of our military character, 

and of our military power. Yet have propositions been 

entertained for disbanding these household corps. The 
result that would follow upon their disbandment is 
manifest. That, whereas the military duties of London 

are now, agd have been hitherto, conducted in a r«!iar. 
ner the most perfect and the most efficieift, they would 
be committed henceforth to different portions of Her 

Majesty’s troops, which, by reason of their frequent 
relief, and their consequent want of experience, could 
at no time be ejipected to carry on the military duties 

of London w'ith equal efficiency for the maintenance of 
the public peace, and the protection of public property ; 
and in the event of any serious disturbance arising 

(which God avert!) the disbandment of our household 
corps, and the dissolution of that unity of service 
which is at present so happily established between the 
military and the civil forces of the metropolis, might 
be productive of consequences fatal to the security of 

the metropolis itself, and to the interests of the empire 
at large.—I remain, my dear Sir Henry, with the 
greatest respect, yours most faithfully, 

“ J. C. Dalbiac, Lieutenant-General. 
“ 13, Albanyf March 9, 1840.” n 
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Sir Charles Dalbiac’s letter is certainly a strong 

appeal to 4;he army and country; and as one of the 

staff of Picton’s division, I particularly feel it. What 

Sir Charles says, as to the soldiers of that division taking 

the duties of London, I readily admit to be quite cor¬ 

rect. My objection is not to the Guards, but to the 

unnecessary and injurious privileges possessed by their 

officers. Perhaps, however, the desirable object I have 

in view, may not be considered attainable ; and should 

this prove the case, it might not be uhreasonable to 

expect, that these corps should be kept perfectly dis* 

tinct from the regular regiments; and that no exchange 

shalj ever be allowed between officers of the Guards 

and those of tlie regular army. If they must continue 

a privileged body, to the injury of the service, their 

privileges ought not to be allowed to hurt even the 

feelings of the latter. 

All regular regiments of cavalry, infantry, and artil- 

'lery, should, as before observed, be liable to serve in 

any part of the world, in case of war or commotion; 

but they should from many parts of it be invariably and 

immediately recalled, as so(»n as the causes for which 
they were sent out had been removed ; but these regi¬ 

ments might be stationed wherever it should be deemed 

expedient, and for any period; for instance, in such 

countries as North America, the Cape of Good Hope, 

the islands in the Mediterranean, &c. 

Service in the regular army being limited to ten 
years only, there could be no necessity in future for 

burdening the country with any other pensions than 
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those already proposed for well behaved non-commis¬ 

sioned officers and soldiers, except in cases of severe 

wounds, or loss of health in the service; but both these 

should be placed under very strict regulations; and my 

object for so limiting the period is, that when the time 

for discharging a soldier arrives, he would not be too 

old to return to and resume his former occupation or 
k 

trade; for, I am sorry to say, that old soldiers, in 

general, are rather addicted to drunkenness, and con¬ 

sequently hav^ become unfit for the quiet walks of life; 

and* practicoiin war also teaches us, that experienced 

officers, and young but well-disciplined soldiers, always 

achieve tli§ most brilliant and enterprising feaffe 

heroism in battle or at sieges; and even ill skirmishing 

1 have never found that veterans were to be preferred. 

There were exceptions occasionally met with, but those 

who have seen much of modern warfare, will, I think, 

coincide with me in these opinions. 

To effect some^f the objects I have in view, it should 

be penuaiiently settled, how many corps of cavalry, in¬ 

fantry, engineers, artillery, and marines, are to consti¬ 

tute the regular army of Great Britain and Ireland; 

and their respective establishments in officers should 

likewise be permanently fixed upon; for I am most 

anxious, and I consider it to be practicable, to do away 

with half-pay to officers; and although the peace and 

war establishments of corps, as to non-con5missioned 

officers and privates, may vary, I do not see, if officers 

are not unnecessarily and improperly taken away from 

♦heir regiments, why their numbers should ever ]be in- 
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creased or decreased; for the whole being efficient, and 

well instructed, they could, in a very short time, with 
the aid of intelligent non-commissioned officers, train 
such recruits as it might be found requisite to call out 

to augment the establishments of corps; and thus a 

considerable saving to the country may be effected. 

Situated as Great Britain now is with regard to other 

nations; and considering the number of troops likely 
to be at all times required in some of our foreign pos¬ 
sessions, together with the state of Ireland, and also 
how very few corps are now available for h»me service; 

and even bearing in mind our fine army of reserve, but 
wbid^ ought not unnecessarily to be called out, and 

likewise what I have yet to propose in regard to the 
East Indies and some of our foreign possessions, I can¬ 
not suppose, that our regiments of cavalry ought to con¬ 
sist of less than i colonel, 1 lieut-colonel, 2 majors, 
8 captains, 8 lieutenants, 8 cornets, 24 sergeants, 32 
corporals, 16 trumpeters, 560 privates. And to insure 
our having really effective corps of infantry, they 

ought to have 1 colonel, i lieut.-colonel, 2 majors, 10 
captains, 10 lieutenants, 10‘ensigns, 30 sergeants, 40 
corporals, 20 buglers, 760 privates. Both cavalry and 
infantry should, of course, have the usual number of 
regimental staff officers and sergeants, including a 

school-master, sergeant, and a trumpet and bugle 
major. 

The establishments of corps of engineers, artillery, 
and of marines, should also be finally decided upon; 

as likewise that of a permanent staff, which I intend to • 
propose for the army. 
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1 am aware that objections have been made to the 
plan of a military fund, yet I have never heard a good 

reason assigned by those who made them against it. 

To such as ask if it would not render officers too inde¬ 
pendent, I would not even deign to give an answer. I 
see, therefore, no cause why I should not venture 

strongly to urge that a military fund be established 
under the sanction and approval of Government; and 

to promote so desirable an object, the country, as it 
would thus soon be freed from the great expense of 
half-pay to the officers of the army, ought, in common 

justice, to contribute a certain sum annually, and espe¬ 

cially at first, towards it) for it should be borfte in 
mind, that, comparatively speaking, very few pensions 
would be hereafter required for soldiers, and, I may 
sav, none whatever for officers. 

All officers, according to their rank, should be obliged 
to contribute a Certain small sum monthly towards the 
fund, which could be regulated in proportion to the 
assistance afforded by Parliament,. and likewise by 

what might be expected to arise from such officers as 
were desirous of retiring from the army being required 
to pay a fixed but moderate sum, according to the rank 
they may hold at the time, into the fund; but I expect 
that the whole amount in any manner contributed, or 

which will accumulate at interest in the public fund, 
would produce annually sufficient to enable those who 

may be intrusted with its management, to allow retired 
officers, after a certain nunoiber of years service, consi¬ 

derably more than is at present granted in the shape of 
balf-pay. 
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At present, officers sometimes receive fixed suras, 

according .to their rank, for going upon half-pay ; hut 
I propose to reverse this as to retirements; and ray 
reason for so doing is to quicken promotion; for I wish 
to make it the interest of every officer under the indi¬ 

vidual desirous of retiring (who ought to be allowed to 

retain his rank) to make up the sura amongst them, 
which he would have to pay into the fund, in order that 

he might be entitled to a retirement, and something 

besides to go into his own pocket, and which he should 
be permitted to take openly; for a step would, by this 

means, be gaified by all those under him in the corps ; 

HiidUhis would greatly remove the apprehension of 
promotion becoming too slow, and officers would no 
longer be exposed tq the present galling and disheart¬ 

ening system of purchase. A considerable sum might 

thus be produced annually for the fund, out of which, 
as I calculate, even general officersl^ should receive 
retirements^t the same rate as lieut.-colonels. 

Something of this kind is, I find, adopted by officers 
in the service of the East India Company, who con¬ 
tribute so much monthly towards a purse given to 

retiring officers, by which their promotion is found to be 
quickened. 

If wounds, or ill health, acquired in the service, 

should compel an officer to retire from his regimeqt, or 

should he 'have served for fourteen years, he ought, 

without any payment to the fund, to be allowed the 

full retirement to which he would be entitled according 

to his rjink, whether those below him were willing to 
contribute for him to the fund or not; but should 
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these officers have done so, in order to induce him to 

retire, and an attempt be made to conceal the trans¬ 

action, the retired officer, if if was afterwards found 

out that deceptions had been practised, ought, by an 

unalterable regulation, to be deprived of his retirement. 

The senior Cornet or Ensign, Lieutenant, Captain or 

Major, as the case might be, would find it their in¬ 

terest to subscribe a much larger sum than the other 

officers, for him who was to retire, as he would thus 

acquire a higher rank in the corps and also an increage 

of pay. 

With respect to pay-masters and surgeons, as a plan 

has already been adopted by Government for the^r re¬ 

tirements, after a certain number of years service, Tt 

would be unwise to interfere with such an arrange¬ 

ment, but they should, nevertheless, be permitted to 

subscribe to the military fund, although they could not, 

like the other officers, be expected to pay towards it on 
retiring; and unless their monthly payments to the 

fund were increased, which would not probably be de¬ 

sirable, they must be satisfied with smaller retirements 

from it; but all such pbints should come under the 

consideration of a board of management, as well as the 

amount of retirements for regimental quarter-masters 

and assistant-surgeons, but officers ought not to be 

allowed any retirements whatever until after seven 

years service ; and till they have completed their four¬ 

teen years^ (or twenty years when there should be 

another increase) it ought to be only on a very mode¬ 

rate scale. It might also be a point requiring con- 
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sideration—bnt it strikes me”, that for obvious reasons, 

a genera] Court Martial by its sentence ought to have 

the power of depriving an officer of any retirement he 

might have become entitled to. 

Some of our best commanders of regiments had ob¬ 

jections to married officers remaining in the corps, and 

often did their best, but without injuring them, to have 

them removed ; for they always found, that at the 

very time when their thoughts ought to have been 

entirely given to their profession, they were quite dis¬ 

tracted from it, by the care of the world, and anxiety 

about their families; now the fund 1 propose to esta- 

hlish^ would enable those who had become situated, 

df such captrfins as might be apprehensive that they 

could not pass the examinations required before they 

could get the rank of major, to retire, without being 

obliged to do so, to the quiet of domestic life. I must 

beg also to observe, that it has long been a common 

saying as to young men, that the most talented of a 

genteel family ought to go to the bar, the next into the 
church, and that any dunce would answer well enough 

for the army or navy ; but if the examinations I have 

suggested are strictly inforced, this reproach will be 

removed, and taking into account what I am so anxious 

to establish for the benefit of officers, not only as re¬ 

gards a military fund, but also with respect to promo¬ 

tion, the awny would be rendered’a much more de¬ 

sirable and suitable profession for young men of talent 

than it is at present, and would make it well worth 

their while to exert themselves to get into it. 
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There ought not to be any difficulties started as to 

the appointment of a board of management of the mili¬ 

tary fund, and as it is to be presumed that no member 

of Her Majesty’s Government could have a wish to in¬ 

terfere, or to have any control over the board ; * I have 

now to propose (and I think this will satisfy all parties) 
that the Commander-in-Chief should have the nomina¬ 

tion of the president and board, which should consist of 
at least two, if not of four efficient members, removable 
only by the authority which had appointed them to it, 

and which should also have the power of choosing as se¬ 
cretary, a gentleman of habits of business, who would 
require the assistance of a certain number of cbsrk?. 

An annual report of the state of the •military fund 

should be made out and submittetl for the information 

of Government, the Commander-in-Chief, and that of 
every corps in the army. 

The officers of the board and secretary for perform¬ 
ing what cannot be otherwise than troublesome duties, 
all the details of which they would have to regulate, 

and as they must have considerable re^onsibility at¬ 
tached to them, probably requiring security to be given, 

I conclude they would be allowed respectable fixed 
salaries. The clerks will also be of course well paid. 
I may be sanguine, but I confess I feel very confident, 
that the plan would be found, under the management 
of an able board, to work well. I have4)een more 
minute than I could have wished, but my object in 

being so, was to obviate many of the objections which 

are likely to be started, i regret much, bowevqf, that 
D 2 
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I cannot now see hc^w to include the oflSicers of the 

navy in it; for, unless it were so arranged, that they 

could contribute towards the fund^ as retiring officers 

of the army are made to do, I fear that so desirable 

an object cannot, as they are now situated, be effected 

for them. 

By establishing this military fund, Government would 
not only be able to do away with half-pay, but also to 

discontinue the practice of granting pensions, excepting 

in particular cases to officers of the army, their widows 

and children, as I conclude that they would all in 

future be provided for under the regulations to be 

4padc by the board of management; and what a relief 

to the minds officers, and what a proud and proper 

feeling it would he for them to indulge in, that they 

could at such a triding sacrifice, and on such easy 

terms, provide for themselves; and for those about 

whom they must naturally be so anxipus, without be¬ 

coming a burden to the country ; and would, not this 

plan give them a stake in it, which must perpetuate 

(though it ca«uot for a moment be supposed, that in 

such feelings and principles they can be wanting,) that 

attachment to their Sovereign, and to our free and ad¬ 

mirable constitution, which they have ever so strongly 

evinced ; and thus an additional and powerful barrier 

would be formed against the dangerous designs of men, 

who appavently wish to see our e.4cellent institutions 

destroyed, and the country thrown, to suit their own 

selfish purposes, into such confusion, as could only end 

in a despotism of some kind'or other. 
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I am not blind to the circumstance, that if what 1 am 

endeavouring to establish for the good of the service is 

accomplished, a severe blow must be given to the 

patronage of the army, but I tru|t that this will not be 

allowed to become a stumbling-block in the way. of so 

much general benefit, I, however, willingly leave the 

cause of our gallant army, with wliich I am now, I may 

say, almost unconnected, to public opinion, which for¬ 

tunately in this country is so powerful, as not to be 

easily or long withstood ; and we may, 1 will venture to 

say, be certain, that if what 1 have presumed to propose^ 

is practicable and desirable, the Commander-in-Chief 

will readily meet the wisjies of the country and ti^. 

army, with all that good will and zeal which he has on 

so many occasions evinced for the welfare of both 
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What 1 have next to propose, will I think be allowed 

to be of importance ; for 1 wish to free our army from 

much inconvenience, and at the same time to insure its 

efficiency. I have therefore to recommend, that the 

East India Company should have the power of raising, 

usual by bounty, in the United Kingdom, such a 

number of regiments as they may require for their ser¬ 

vice ; to be conmianded by their own officers, in the 

same manner as has hitherto been the custom in their * 
European corps ; so as to enable them to maintain their 

ascendancy in the East, without the aid qf Her Majesty^s 

troops, except in cases of great emergency; for I am 

most anxious that any of our regular regiments sent 

there, as I have before observed, should be immediately 

ordered home, as soon as the cause forVhich they may 

have been sent out had been removed, 

I am convinced that the Honourable Company’s 

native armies would be greatly improved, and rendered 

fully competent to contend with any troops in the world, 

if several corps of Malays were formed for their service, 

and officered in the manner now practised *in Ceylon, 

and when i^ the field made to act along with the 

Sepoys; and for very unhealthy parts of India, where 
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the heat is almost unbearable, some corps of those 

always effective, and light-hearted beings—Caffres, 

would be found most admirably calculated fbr service, 

either in garrison or in the field. I am however aware 

that prejudices exist against both Malays and Caffres, 

but they should be got over. 

From what I have seen of Malays, I believe them to 

be the bravest people of the East. The only resistance, 

worth talking of, which our troops met with in taking 

Ceylon from the Dutch, was from a battalion of Ma¬ 

lays in their service ; and 1 am convinced, that Sir 

Stamford Raffles did not speak too highly in their 

praise. It was however, a sad mistake, our having re;; 

liuquished so much of their country, and I#fear too with¬ 

out their consent, to the tender mercies of the Dutch ; 

for tlicy were always greatly attached to us, and it is 

well known that they make excellent faithful soldiers* 

They are also vej’y healthy in almost any situation, and 

this alone should induce us to prefer them to every other 

description of troops, which could be employed in Indian 

warfare. Ought we not to* look forw'ard, and that 

too before long, to the Company’s wars increasing in 

number and importance ; for does not history and ex¬ 

perience show us, that conquerors cannot easily stop in 

their conquests, and say, this river, or that range of 

mountains shall be our future boundary, and we shall 

go no farther; dcweuot almost invariably, find, that 

before they had long endeavoured to halt, and when 

they had just began to expect, in rest and peace, to 

enjoy the fruits of their victories, that they were either 
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again obliged to go forward, or else to retrace tlieir steps. 

These historical facts are particularly applicable, even 

at the present moment, and ought to be considered as 

timely notice to beware of rendering our already vast 

Eastern Empire too extensive, unless we are prepared to 

support our high pretensions, by powerful and well 

organized fleets and armies ; and that our chief object is 

to disseminate the blessings of pure and reformed Chris¬ 

tianity throughout the East, for the long neglect of 

which we have, as a nation, so much to answer for. 

I well remember looking upon it as a hopeless busi¬ 

ness to expect that the Portuguese could ever be 

_^brought to stand before French troops; and in 

making this i^emark, 1 more particularly allude to the 

period when Marshal Soult occupied Oporto, f 

could then have got, most advantageously, as many 

did, into the Portuguese army ; but having, by chance, 

witnessed what took place on that occasion, and on 

some,others, nothing could induce me to have any 

thing to do with them. I certainly came to a wrong 

conclusion, and I did not* calculate, as I ought to have 

done, that British officers ca» make almost any men in 

the world fight; at all events, when they have an 

opportunity of seeing how British troops set about 

their work. 

I should greatly fear, that it cannot now be safe to 

employ—^ least in some of our West India Islands— 

corps composed of Blacks; I must therefore beg leave 

to recommend, that regiments should be raised by 

bounty in the United Kingdom, for service in that part 
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of the world, and in some of our other foreign posses¬ 

sions ; and none of our regular regiments should be 

required to serve there, but in cases of emergency; 

and they ought always to be immediately re-called 

from sflch countries, when the cause for which they 

were sent out had been removed. Such an arrange* 

ment would obviate many objections to the plan of the 

ballot, and would be found the means (so desirable 

an object in these times) of keeping our regiments in a 

very high state of discipline and efficiency ; for they 

would be then very superior in these respects to any 

troops we can now, or even could avail ourselves of; 

and if wliat 1 suggest bq adopted, a vast saving of 

expense to the country would be the •consequence, 

which is incurred in constantly relieving the number 

of regiments we are obliged to have always stationed 

abroad. 

In order to ^hew in the strongest manner, how 

serious a draw-back sufji prolonged service in tg^pical 

climates is t#the British army, I shall here take the 

liberty of stating, that in the*year 1820, the regiment 

to wdiich I then belonged arrived in the East, complete 

in officers and men. It lately returned to England, 

without having lost, I believe, any individual in action ; 

but the climate alone had produced great changes in 

its ranks; and although volunteers from other corps 

were added to it, and many recruits had bewu sent out 

during the period of its absence from home, to keep up 

its strength, yet when it returned it could scarcely be 

called a regiment. Some of the officers had cei’tainly 
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exchanged into other corps at home, or had sold out; 

but only one or two reached England of all those who 

had embarked with it. This is most injurious to the dis¬ 

cipline and efficiency of our army; for, according to 

present arrangements, and from unavoidable Circum¬ 

stances, a corps can only be at home for so short a 

period, that there is not sufficient time allowed to 

bring it into that state in which it ought to be for 

service; and when regiments arrive in foreign stations, 

they are too often so much detached in small bodies, 

that notwithstanding all the zeal and exertions of 

officers, a certain degree of relaxation in discipline 

-necessarily takes place, and generally increases the 

longer a regiment, always hoping to he re-called—is 

kept abroad. This feeling, or anxiety about borne, 

at least to any considerable extent, could not be sup¬ 

posed to exist in Colonial corps ; for those wlio volun¬ 

tarily entered them, would have, in a great measure, 

mad^p their minds to consi^^pr such fon'ign stations 

as their homes, at all events, for a cerHiu niiniher of 

years, which both officer? and men can, in most in¬ 

stances, contrive to pass both prolitably and agreea bly. 

The officers of Colonial corps should be kept distinct 

from those of the regular army, and there ought to be 

no exchanges permitted from the one to the other; 

and it might perhaps be thought advisable, that Co¬ 

lonial officers should receive a higher rate of pay or 

allowances, and they ought to be allowed—^as the same 

system of promotion is supposed to exist in such corps 

as in the regulars—to join the latter in making a pro- 
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vision for their retirement from the service, upon the 

plan I have endeavoured to establish. But fixed rates 

of pensions for service in the Colonial corps should be 

established for the non-commissioned ojfficers and 

privates, which ought invariably to be in proportion 

to good conduct, and to the period spent in tho.e 

generally unhealthy climates. In these stations, and 

in the East particularly, I have observed that soldiers 

of regiments of the line, were very liable to be cast 

down, in consequence of the expectations they had^ 

formed of the pleasures they were led to look for, not 

being by any means realized; and being exposed to 

temptations ^hich they could not resist, especially rtiat 

of drinking, they were more likely to becoTne slaves to 

it, and reckless, than in other parts of the world ; it 

would therefore be a point requiring serious considera¬ 

tion, how far it might be prudent, wdien the composi¬ 

tion of these Colonial corps is borne in mind, to 

dispense entirely with corporal punishment; it ought 

not, however, to be permitted to take place, but wdien 

called for by the strongest possible causes, and a 

special report of the circutnstance, should invariably 

and immediately be made, by the officer commanding 

the corps, for the information of the Commander-in- 

Chief. 

The establishments of Colonial corps ought to be fixed 

according to tlie service likely to be locally required of 

them ; and where their officers obtained the rank of 

generals, they could> of course, be employed in any 

manner, or upon any service for which the Coramaijder- 
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in-chief might think fit to select them ; but their know¬ 

ledge of these countries would eminently qualify them 

for colonial commands, and thus this branch* of the 

service would not only be rendered highly honourable, 

but it would also hold out many advantages to those 

who entered it They ought, therefore, to be obliged 

to undergo before appointment, and afterwards before 

they get the rank of major, the examinations to which 

the officers of the regular army must submit. 

I must now request attention to what I shall next 

bring before the reader—that is to say—as no one 

would hereafter, according to tlie plan proposed, be 

peraiitted to enter our regular army, who was not of a 

certain hciglit, and of a sound constitution, I must 

strongly urge, that, the old fa&liionod fancy of having 

grenadier and light infantry companies to regiments 

should be discontinued; for it takes awavthc best, or 

the picked men from the others, to gratify the vanity 

of two of the captains, at the expense of the feelings of 

the rest, and wliicli also most seriously affects the ge¬ 

neral efficiency, and ruins the appearance of regiments: 

and how galling and discouraging it is to a coiqis, but 

especially to its coniniandiug ofliccr, to have these com¬ 

panies placed under the orders of probably a stranger; 

who may have sufficient iriHuciice or interest with a 

general commanding an expedition, so as to he able to 

induce hfm to form grenadier, or light infantry batta- 

lionsj for a particular service, and which any regiment, 

or part of it, ought to be as well able to perform. 
L 

A battalion, or any body of troops, which is not per- 
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feet in the exorcises and duties of light infantry as well 

as in the less rapid movements of the line,, should be 

looked upon as unfit for modern warfare. All regi¬ 

ments of infantry oug'ht therefore to be like the old 

t3d and 52d; and I must, at whatever risk, presume 

to say, that officers unable to make their corps, if not 

altogether, at least almost as efficient as these were 

when they came from the hands of Sir John Moore, 

ought to be considered incapable of commanding them. 

I have also no hesitation in adding, that during the. 

late wars, these corps and the Rifles, far surpassed all 

others in many respects. 

We all k*ow that the celebrated Marshal Saxe, who 

was looked upon as a high military authority in olden 

times, is^reportod to have said, th^'t the whole'art of 

war was in the legs. This, to a certain extent, is true ; 

hut he then, of course, only spoke of the trade and not 

of the science. *1 have no doubt hut that some of our 

ancients may he inclined to think they got on well 

enough without exerting much activity in their day; 

yet I must say, that officers unfit for rapid movements 

on foot should he recommended to retire from the i^r- 

vice, as their unfitness in this respect might render it 

indispensable that they should not he allowed to remain 

a burden upon it. And I would likewise take the li¬ 

berty of suggesting, that all regimental officers, accord¬ 

ing to their rank, should be dressed and *appointed 

alike ; and all the soldiers of the ten companies alike. 

If all our regular regiments were made light infan¬ 

try, which they ought to he, it might no longer be con- 
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sidered advisable to encumber them with the large 

colours now in use. Once upon a time, a commanding 

officer of a light corps (not belonging to the famous 

light division), expecting next day to be engaged, actu¬ 

ally came to the strange determination of burning those 

of his regiment; but when acting in line, I would pro¬ 

pose (though some one else might think of something 

very superior), that there should be substituted as ral¬ 

lying points, and to which should be attached the same 

importance as to colours, two golden-lions, which 

might be ornamented by a scroll, upon which could be 

emblazoned, or inscribed, the actions in which the corps 

ma;j^. have distinguished itself—these shoulckbe screwed 

on to light kaffs; those for English regiments, being 

near their heads, adorned with Roses; those fgi* Scotch, 

with Thistles; and those for Irish, with Shamrocks : 

these standards in the field should be consigned to the 

care of the two youngest lieutenants,** and they should 

be made strictly responsible for them ; for I once knew 

an ensign, who, in action, actually threw down one of 

the colours of a renowned regiment, and made off to the 

r^p*, without thinking more of it, from having been 

hit rather sharply by a spent ball. T'hese are likely, 

I fear, to be thought too trifling matters for a work of 

this kind ; but 1 hope the reader will excuse me for 

having introduced them ; and also for adding, that in 

order to keep pace with improvements made by other 

nations in modern warfare, ought it not to be well con¬ 

sidered whether our slowest movements, in what is 
♦ 

termed ordinary time, would not be improved, if the 
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soldier was required to take a greater number of steps, 

say 87, of only 30 inches in length in the minute ; and 

if what is called quick time was made 126“ paces of 

only 30 inches each per minute, which would make 

him pass over the same extent of ground in the same 

space of time as he does by the present plan. At least, 

I have no doubt, and I speak, as an old adjutant, and 

as an officer long practised in the movements of both 

small and large bodies of troops, that all manoeuvres 

would be performed at ^ these paces w'ith much less 

chance of confusion, and with more ease to the soldier, 

especially in action, than according to the present 

mode. » 

It would lead me far beyond my present intentions if 

1 were to entei* extensively upon the^subject of military 

evolutions ; but I beg leave to say, that to simplify and 

render their execution easy, ought to become the pri¬ 

mary object of alh modern tacticians. 

In manoeuvring, especially large bodies of troops, 

rapid movements in columns at quarter distances ought 

to be much more attended to tJian they are.— 

Masses of such columns, or’close columns, as j)ractised 

by the Duke of Wellington at Paris or elsewhere, can 

be quickly and scientifically placed or prepared for ad¬ 

vancing or retiring in any direction, or for deployment, 

by simply, when put in motion, marking time and 

bringing up the shoulder; and by this means gradually 

producing a change of position or of formation of the 

whole mass. Deployments^can be made from such 

columns in quick or double-quick time, and with the 
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greatest accuracy, by merely moTing in threes or fours 

to the right or left. What an advantage an army thus 

instructed would have over one proceeding in the old 

heavy manner, in seizing hold of a position, or of a 

point, ])rcsenting eviden# advantages, and that too with 

perfect safety; for, in case of a sudden attack of ca¬ 

valry, a quarter'distance column is in security in square 

in an instant. This column also possesses many ad¬ 

vantages over the close column, not only in the supe¬ 

riority and rapidity of its inovoinents, Imt likewise in its 

being much less liable to get into disorder in broken 

ground, or to suffer from cannon, vvhicli very soon, if 

wek* served, destroy a perfectly solid mass^cspecially if 

steady battalions of infantry are also firing into it, as 

was the case at l^jilavera, when our Guards in the 

afternoon made a gallant but injudiciously-directed 

charge ; and when the 4'8th regiment, on the one 

hand, and the 45th on the other, ta^ight tlie French, 

that breaking through an enemy’s line in dense co¬ 

lumns would not answer with a British army.— 

Echelons of thes(^quarter-d'stance columns would, in 

many instances, be very superior to lines of battalions 

or brigades, as they could be moved with rapidity to 

the points of formation in a new" line or position, and 

without any risk of getting into confusion ; command¬ 

ing officers of corps, their majors and adjutants having 
i 

only carefully to attend to, judge, and preserve their 

respective distances ; and even in common drill or ma- 

nceuvres of a single battalion, this ought alw'ays to form 

an important part of the practice and instruction of 
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these officers, who in regimental tactics arc, in general, 

not sufficiently occupied, and consequently are too 

often found ignorant of their business when obliged to , 

act in brigade, and with this object in view every move¬ 

ment should ba performed as if in reference to a corps 

supposed to be upon either or both banks, with which 

they ought to work in unison. Now' I must heg the 

unmilitary reader to imagine a large body of troops 

thus manceuvring in columns at quarter-distances, or 

in open columns, or lines formed from them, covered by* 

clouds of sharpshooters, sup])orted by these columns or 

lines, cannon and cavalry, and he will have at once be¬ 

fore him a chief feature iif modern w'arfaro, in whjch 

science and experience on the part of generals and staft* 

officers must bo so essential and indispensable. 

In thus endeavouring to bring certain matters under 

consideration, and in doing so 1 fear I may exhaust the 

patience of tlie reader, I hope I may not give offence to 

some of those interested in their remaining as they are 

at present; but I must jnocecd in the task 1 have as- 

signed myself, and observe, that I look upon it to be a 

point of importance that the present mode of furnish¬ 

ing clothing and accoutrements for regiments should be 

altered, and tliat upon a general being appointed colo¬ 

nel of a regiment, he should receive a fixed income as 

such ; but all clothing and accoutrements of every de¬ 

scription, ought, undeT proper regulations, to besupplied 

through the regimental agents, upon the responsibility 

of the colonels, but it should be so arranged that net- 

ther could have any interest iu the articles being pro- 
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cured at a cheap rate. The granting, however, a fixed 

income to colonels need be no additional expense to the 

•country ; for what are the off-reckonings which go to 

colonels of regiments but an over-payment on the part 

of Government for clothing, &c. See, Some colonels 

are very liberal to their corps, but many more cannot 

afibrd to be so ; an alteration, whatever it may be, 

ought therefore to come under the notice of some board 

or other, so as to be kept, if possible, out of the hands 

of Mr. Joseph Hume and his liberal associates. 

To all who saw much service during the late wars, 

it must have been obvious under what disadvantages, 

owing to the colours of their dress, our, soldiers had 

often to contend with the French, but especially with 

the United States, troops in skirmishing. The latter 

were certainly, from having much practice, good marks¬ 

men ; and thickly wooded America was very favourable 

to their irregulars; for our brilliant scarlet coats, white 

belts, and bright belt and cap-plates, enabled the enemy 

to discover, whether in a wood, at the back of a hedge, 

or wherever they were posted, our unlucky soldiers, 

wlio were too apt to expose themselves, and many of 

them were in consequence laid low; whereas the French, 

or wary Yankees, almost entirely escaped; and that 

much owing to their being dressed in dark colours, 

which enabled them easily to conceal themselves. But 

officers Wiio served in our Rifle brigade, and in that 

also experienced corps, of which I saw so much on 

many occasions, the 5th battalion of the 60th, could 

give ihe best information, and a correct opinion upon 
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this head ; and I feel certain that they would join with 

me in recommending that a change should he made in 

the dress of our army, so as to make it ipore suitable 

for modern warfare, in wdiich light troops are so much 

employed. I must beg, at the same time, to say, that 

I often regretted that these fine regiments were not 

armed with superior muskets in place of rifles, for they 

are seldom to be preferred to muskets, and never but 

when loaded with great care, and this, in action, takes 
* 

up too much time. 

We every day hear of experiments and improvements 

in the construction of fire-arms ; and the countrv can 

surely aflbi^ to supply our army with a superior mus¬ 

ket, with a pro{)cr elevation, and a percussion lock. 

Tlie present old fashioned firelockv with which nearly 

all our troops are still supplied, is very imperfect, and 

heavier than it ought to be. But would it not be well 

to consider, whether the new musket should not be 

considerably longer in the barrel and smaller in the 

bore ; and that the bayonet should be much reduced 

in size ; and I would also.arm the soldiers, I have in 

view, with a sword, of the shape and size used by the 

ancient Homans; for we may depend upon it, that our 

brave, powerful men, would follow their officers, sword 

in hand, into the midst of their enemies. The musket 

could be then carried either in the left hand or slung 

upon the soldier’s shoulder, and the bayonet could be 

fixed to it if preferred. It might be necessary to weigh 

well the consequences before we so armed our impe¬ 

tuous soldiers, for it would be certain to lead to a new 

E 
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era in war; and would expose troops so fighting, 

which must be in a degree of loose order, to be charged 

by cavalry; yet the Romans fought in that manner, 

and with great success, though equally liable to be so 

attacked. Every thing would, however, depend upon 

so high a state of discipline being established amongst 

the troops, as would enable officers to keep them in 

hand, and at all times obedient when commanded to 

resume their places; and our dragoons ought always 

to be at band, ready to support infantry so acting. Such 

views as these are, I suppose, entertained by those 

offiqprs who seem to he so anxious to have broad sword 

and* bayonet, exercises introduced. 1 do \iot wish to 

enter farther into this discussion; yet I beg leave to 

say, that though I 'S*m certain our soldiers would have 

closed with their enemies, yet, in all my practice, which 

was tolerably extensive, I never saw two bodies of troops 

fairly charge each other with the bayonet; for one side 

or other (and generally it was that attacked) gave way. 

I have certainly seen a. few instances of individuals, 

French and British soldiers, actually attacking each 

other with the bayonet; and at the battle of Roli^a, I 

remember seeing a soldier of the 29lh regiment, and a 

fine*looking Frenchman, lying on the ground close to¬ 

gether, who bad, judging from the positions in which 

they lay, ^^evidently killed each o|her with their bayo¬ 

nets ; but such occurrences were, I believe, very rare. 

The introduction of the percussion lock into the army 

will necessarily cause a change to be made in part of 

the musket exercise; but it will simplify the motions 
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and expedite the firing. I, however, hope, that before 

any thing of this kind is decided upon, the following 

remarks may he allow^ed to have due consideration. 

The pouch might be differently constructed, and ad¬ 

vantageously converted into a magazine, to carry se¬ 

curely a certain quantity of powder in bulk, in an air 

tight tin canister, with a screw stopper, to insure its 

being, at all times, and in all situations, kept perfectlj^ 

dry; and this is a very essential point, as many cart- 

ridges are destroyed or rendered unserviceable in the 

men’s present pouches by rain, a damp atmosphere, 

and even continued friction ; and this is too often^only 

found out the moment when they are; required for 

service, and when there is, perhaps, no opportunity of 

exchanging them; and as this magazine ought at all 

times on service to be kept full of powder, the officer 

when inspecting his company or detachment, could 

easily ascertain if any of it had been made away with : 

indeed, the stopper might be safely sealed over, or 

otherwise secured ; and thus ^he soldier could be made, 

without inconvenience, to carry such a supply of ammu¬ 

nition as to render it unnecessary that recourse should 

be so constantly had to that carried in reserve for the 

army. The pouch should also be made to contain, be¬ 

sides the powder, a sufficient supply of percussion caps, 

and a proportionate number of balls, to the quantity of 

powder in the canister; and every ball should be sepa¬ 

rately, thinly, yet sufficiently covered with a kind of 

stuff similar to soft leather, so as to make it fit tightly 

when rammed down into the barrel of the musket, and 
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it would thus become a good wadding over the powder. 

For what is called blank cartridge firing, waddings 

of the common kind, and of the proper size, could be 

used. 

The pouch thus contracted, would hold the soldier’s 

reserve ammunition, which would amount to a much 

greater number of rounds than it contains according to 

the present plan. But to effect what I have in view, 

every soldier should be supplied with a good powder 

flask, with a proper measure to suit the musket, ac¬ 

cording to the most improved method, and similar to 

that which Mr. John Manton usually supplied along with 

his guns; having the measure forming an angle to one 

side, so as, in case of explosion, if such a thing could 

ha})pcu in loading, the right hand would not be much, 

if at all, hurt. This flask could be made to contain 

a sufficient quantity of powder, say for twenty rounds, 

at all times on service ready for use, and which, for the 

reason I have already assigned, ought, when the sol¬ 

dier is required to have ammimiuon in his possession, 

to he likewise kept full; and should it at any time be 

suspected that the powder in it had become damp, it 

could be easily aired by simply dipping the flask in 

boiling water. 

I regret that I am obliged to be particular in my 

descriptions of such trifles; but this flask should, I 

conclude, be carried for convenience on the left side or 

breast, and secured from falling when the soldier is in 

movement, by a slight chain attached to the belt, to 

which'the flask might also be steadily fixed by some 
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simple contrivance ; and to render this the more easily 

done, it ought to he rather flat in shape, and not larger 

than to contain the quantity of powder I'have men¬ 

tioned ; and twenty rounds are quite as many as can be 

wanted at reviews or field days. In action, if these 

twenty rounds are expended, I need scarcely observe, 

that if no other reserve powder be at hand, the flask 

could be replenished instantly from the magazine ; but 

under an apprehension that ammunition might be made 

away wdth, the quantity in bulk should be touched as 

seldom as possible, and if any of it be used, it ought to 

he iminediately replaced. A small pocket might he 

made iu ^lio right sidt of the soldier’s coat, ^hich 

should be only suflicleiitly large to contafii a number of 

covered balls m proportion to the quantity of powder 

in the flask ; and a flap should button over this pocket 

to prevent the balls from falling out. Each soldier 

would likewise require to be equipped wnth one of those 

brass cases for holding percussion caps, wdiich, by a 

spring inside, forces each cap out in succession as it is 

wanted. Those I use contain thirty caps. This cast* 

should also be attached tfo the belt, but upon the right 

side. 

The buck shot, I before mentioned, can easily be 

made up so as to serve for wadding, in place of the 

covered ball; and a sentry upon his post, especially at 

night, in many situations, would have mor^ confidence 

with his piece so loaded, than if he had only a single 

ball in it, A better method than that which I have 

ventured to propose, may very likely be pointed out ; 

hut whatever it may be, the admitting of the knapsack 
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being carried somewhat lower and easier to the soldier, 

ought to be kept in view ; and he should not be obliged, 

as at present, to take cartridges with so much inconve¬ 

nience out of his pouch every time he loads his musket; 

and the new exercise introduced on account of the per¬ 

cussion lock, must of course be made to suit the al¬ 

terations. 

Should the soldier be supplied with a well-constructed 

musket with a percussion lock—and if he be required 

to use a muzzle stopper, a charge though a day or tw'o 

in the barrel, will go off almost as well as if just loaded, 

and this too in any kind of weather. Our commanding 

ofHcors when going into action, or rather oq supposing 

that they wele about to do so, in general made the 

soldiers prime and load too soon, for this, 1 may say, 

IS the business of a moment; and how often after the 

regiments had loaded, have they never had an oppor¬ 

tunity of firing a shot the whole day. tAt night proba¬ 

bly the soldiers bivouacked, and it rained heavily,so that 

in the morning not a firelock, if it had been attempted, 

would have gone off, Darki:ess had prevented it from 

being done the night before, and when the charge had 

next morning to be drawn, it was found to be a very 

difficult job, when the ball was held tight by wet paper. 

And then the barrel required to be well washed out, 

which took more time than could be allowed for the 

purpose, and consequently it was badly done, I need, 

therefore, now scarcely observe, that the percussion 

lock, in a great measure, obviates, by a very little at- 

tentior?, such serious inconveniences and defects. 

It may very likely be deemed great presumption for 
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me to propose so many changes ; yet, having spoken 

of an alteration in the uniform of the regiments, I shall 

now venture to mention what has been suggested to me 

as likely to be a great improvement; but I do not by 

any means pretend to say that nothing superior could 

be thought of or invented. But if people take the 

liberty of finding fault with fashions or systems, whe¬ 

ther old or new, it is hut fair that they should be re¬ 

quired to point out remedies or improvements. 

Suppose that the uniform of the regular infantry was 

nearly assimilated to that of our Rifle Brigade (with 

Her Majesty^s Guards I don’t venture to interfere). It 

is generally allowed, that the dress of both officer^ and 

men of these corps is soldier-like, handsome, and far 

better adapted for service than that now worn by the 

rest of our armv. But I am most anxious that the 
4/ 

soldier^s coat should be made for comfort as well as for 

appearance; and I should, therefore, greatly prefer 

that it was made in the shape of what is usually termed 

a frock, but to have a stand up collar, and to come 

down nearly to the knee. Both coat and trousers 

could, at a very trifling'additional expense, be made 

water-proof. But soldiers ought never again to be 

overloaded on service with blankets, and let the reader 

only imagine their being obliged, as was often the case, 

to carry them when wet. But to make up for the 

blanket, they should be furnished with a •large sized 

water-proof cloth great coat; in these they could sleep 

sufficiently warm and secure from any damp that might 

rise from the ground, and which in campaigning is of 

such importance towards preservation of health. The 
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country would also be saved expense if this plan were 

adopted, by not being obliged to provide and convey 

bulky blankets to the points where they were to be de¬ 

livered out to the troops; and these water*proof great 

coats being of a very durable material, would last 

much longer than the old fashioned ones. 

Many of the absurdities which once existed in the 

dress of our infantry officers and soldiers; such as the 

powdered heads and long pigtails, and white pipe¬ 

clayed tight buckskin breeches, and large jack-boots 

of the former; and the soaped hair with finely feathered 

sidelocks, as they were termed, and long highly polished 

leat^ler queues, tight white cloth breeches, and long 

tight gaiters of the latter, have long been done away 

with; and why not go a step farther, and in the way 

hinted at, in order to secure to our infantry great and 

decided advantages. Many may remember the strange 

figures, which most of our soldiers cirt in Paris after 

the battle of Waterloo, in their dirty red coats, and 

ugly shaped caps; the former much stained, and the 

latter become brown and disfigured by exposure to rain 

and weather; the consequence was, that our army 

made, I do not hesitate to say, the worst appearance of 

all those assembled in and around that capital. 

I do not intend in this work to make many remarks 

upon our cavalry, but I must say, that I hope yet to see 

some of dur lights made heavier, and mounted on 

powerful yet sufficiently active horses. 1 confess I am 

not one of those who admire what are called hussars, 

&c., because I know how to value our heavy cavalry, 

and am therefore induced to draw a comparison be- 
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tween the two; and I boldly assert, that no cavalry in 

the world can stand before our splendid heavy dra¬ 

goons and their noble steeds. One regiment—and 1 

am enabled to judge from what I saw of them upon 

several occasions — would with ease cut their way 

through all the Cossacks of the Don, or any such 

Lights, which are seldom of any other use but to 

follow uj) a beaten enemy ; and, I must say, that it has 

often surprised me, how we could think of copying the 

inefficient cavalry of any nation. Sir Thomas Picton, 

but he was an infantry officer, was also no great ad¬ 

mirer of our light cavalry, and some of them may, 

perhaps, re^riember an oj)inion he publicly express(^d oi’ 

their efficiency at ilonceswalles, when he, in his em¬ 

phatic way, and, I must admit, not very politely, drew 

a comparison between them and the dragoons of the 

German Legion, who were not only excellent and ex¬ 

perienced, but always effective. We were all greatly 

attached to the German dragoons, and for riotbiiig 

more, than for their literally making companions, or 

playfellows, of their fine English horses, which they 

always thought of, witli res*pect to care and food, before 

they did of themselves. 

At the opening of one of the campaigns, a body of 

these German dragoons, so much and deservedly ad¬ 

mired by Picton, which bad been attached to the third 

division during most of the previous one, returned to 

us from tlieir cantoniiients, when wc were again close 

up to the enemy, and hourly expecting to be engaged ; 

officers, non-commissioned officers, and soldiers, tamed 

e2 
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out in a body to welcome their old friends, who passed 

through the camp to where they were to be stationed 

for the nighty amidst the cheering and congratulations 

of the fighting division—and Picton’s division knew 

well who were good soldiers. In making these remarks, 

I by no means presume to say any thing against our 

light cavalry, but I must protest against a system of 

mounting brave men upon horses unable to carry them 

through their work on the day of trial, and in this 

respect foolishly aping foreigners, who would give the 

world for such horses as we possess ; and who are doing 

all they can to improve their breeds in order to be able 

to jneet us at a future period. The pleoi, however, 

which I have suggested for promotion in the army, 

would wonderfully, change matters in our cavalry regi¬ 

ments, into which many officers would no longer go 

merely for the day, and for amusement, but into a pro¬ 

fession to which they were to belong for life. But 

mentioning these German dragoons, reminds me of a 

welcome Sir Thomas Picton himself met with on his 

return to the 3d division in the South of France, after 

an absence occasioned by severe illness, and to which 

the following letters allude. 

‘‘ Valley of Bastau, Augusit 27, 1813. 

‘‘ Dear Sir, 

“'•It has long been the wish of the officers of the 

three brigades, which we have had the honour to com¬ 

mand under you in the 3d division, as also of the divi¬ 

sional staff, to have an opportunity of offering you an 
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ostensible mark of their high respect, gratitude, and 

esteem, which we so sincerely feel in our hearts. 

Every objection seems now removed, in point of time 

and otherwise, when on the recurrence of severe ill¬ 

ness, which has in four successive seasons assailed you ; 

you at present only await a sufficient degree of con¬ 

valescence, to admit of your trying change of climate, 

with but too little prospect, we lament to think, of your 

returning to your command in this country. 

“ Services such as yours, cannot but have been* ac¬ 

knowledged before this, by the offering of one or 

more swords from your attached military brethren, 

or a grat(;ful country.* We therefore, for oursMves, 

and those who have desired us to represent them, 

request you will do us the honour to .accept of a piece 

of plate with a short inscription, commemorative of 

the circumstance, and of the corps which composed the 

3d division under your command in the Peninsula. 

“ With most sincere wishes for your early convales¬ 

cence, followed by your confirmed good heath, on 

leaving a climate that has proved so unfriendly to you, 

we have the honour to sifbscribe ourselves, 

“ Dear Sir, 

“ Your ever faithful Servants, 

(Signed,) “ C. Colville, 

Thomas Brisbane, 

M. PowEif. 

“ Fur the Staff of 
the Division, s F. Stovin, a. a. 

“ Lt.-Gen. Sir Tho* Piciony K.B. 
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London^ \%th Sept. 1813. 

“ My D^ab. General, 

“ In the extreme weak state to which 1 

was reduced previous to my leaving the Peninsula, my 

feelings were too powerful for my spirits, and it was 

not possible for me adequately to answer the kind 

letter of the general officers commanding brigades in 

the 3d division, which you did me the honour of for¬ 

warding to me from the Valley of Bastau, on the 29th 

of August last. 

“ I cannot but highly value the testimony of gentle¬ 

men, t to whose talents, zealous co-operation, and 

gallantry on every occasion, I feel myself indebted for 

the honours that have been conferred upon me, and 

for the degree of reputation to which I have risen in 

the service; and I shall receive any memento of their 

esteem and regard with corresponding ^sentiments and 

feelings of the heart. 

“ The period of my life to which 1 shall always recur 

with the greatest satisfaction, is that which was passed 

at the head of the 3d divi&'on, when I always expe¬ 

rienced such a spirit of unanimity and heroism, as 

never once failed of success in any of the difficult 

enterprises we were employed upon. Though I may 

never again have the honour of commanding so dis¬ 

tinguished, a corps, I shall ever feel myself identified 

with the 3d division in all its operations, and shall 

take as strong an interest in its success as I ever did, 

whilst I had the honour of presiding at its head. 
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Accept my many acknowledgments for your kind 

attention, and of my sincere and constant wishes for 

your success and prosperity on all occcasions. 

“ Your devoted and faithful, 

** Humble Servant, 

(Signed,) “Thomas Picton, Lt.-Gen. 

“Jh the Hon, Major-General Colville^ 

Major-General Brisbane, 

Major-General Power, 

Lt.-Colonel Stovin, 

The day upon which Sir Thomas Picton unexpectedly 

rejoined Ijis division, the 45th regiment was lldng 

down at the head of Sir Thomas Brisbane's brigade, 

which was concealed behind a height, ready for an 

intended attack. The enemy were posted at a bridge 

on the right bank of a brook, and occupying, advan¬ 

tageously, a few Jiouses close to it. Our sentinels and 

theirs were within ten yards of each other, when to this 

corps delight, which had so long served under him, 

up rode their favourite chief: in an instant, and under 

strong and general impulsft of feeling, which could not 

be suppressed, they to a man stood up, and gave him 

three hearty cheers, which were immediately responded 

to by the 74th and 88th regiments; thus discovering 

where they were to the French. “Well 45th, you 

have let the enemy hear you, you may n^w, if you 

please, let them feel you," was Picton’s smiling reply ; 

and at the same instant he ordered the attack, which 

I need scarcely say was completely successful. 
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I hope I may be excused for giving here another 

trifling anecdote. I remember well Colonel Guard, 

whose adjutant I was at the time, being most anxious 

that the 45th regiment, which he for some years com¬ 

manded, should be made Light Infantry, and also to 

have had them styled, “The Sherwood Foresters.” 

He, however, for what reason I know not, failed in the 

objects he had in view. Not long after, the 45th was 

brigaded in England for exercise with the 87th and 

88th regiments. Colonel Guard had constantly, and 

much to his annoyance, and more particularly on 

account of his recent failure, heard these corps called to 

att^tion by their appropriate local designations, in 

place of their numbers ; but one day he could stand ii 

no longer, and wh.en Colonels Butler and Duif loudly 

and proudly exclaimed, “ Prince's Irish,” and “ Con¬ 

naught Rangers,”—he iiia very shrill voice, called out at 

the same instant, “ Nottingham Hosiers,” attention. 

His brother chiefs, who seemingly had not heard, or 

understood what he had said, looked all astonishment, 
4 

when the whole brigade burst into an irrepressible, 

and unmilitary fit of laughier. I fear that in this 

instance, like old soldiers in general, I have been led 

away by the love of telling my story, and must therefore 

apologize for the liberty I have taken with the reader; 

yet, if I am not mistaken, I think I have shown, that 

a particufar designation, however acquired, is consi¬ 

dered by many, as of more importance to a corps, than 

a mere number; I therefore look forward to tne day, 

if mj views are adopted, when a district will have just 
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cause to be proud of its regiment; and to a regiment 

never hearing it named but with a feeling of revived 

affection, and a determination, that their home shall 

never be disgraced by any act of theirs. 



CHAP. IV. 

Other causes besides those arising from the descrip¬ 

tion of men generally enlisted into our army, tended 

greatly to keep soldiers what they were—that is to 

say, difficult to manage, and always ready to avail 

themselves of any opportunity of getting away from 

undt^ the eyes of their officers, with the view of indulg¬ 

ing in irregularities whenever it w’as possible to do so; 

as, I trust, I shall, be able hereafter to point out. I 

cannot, however, undertake to say, what may be the 

custom in the present day; but a soldier, in former 

times, could not commit a greater offence*than to presume 

to think or act for himself; and T remain still in doubt, 

when, or at what rank, an officer was suyiposed to be 

capable or had a right to think. And as for education, 

too many entertained the strange notion, that beyond 

reading and writing, which were allowed to be useful 

to non-commissioned officers, the less soldiers knew of 

such matters the better. After this need it have sur¬ 

prised any one, that intelligence of any kind was but 

rarely to be met with in the ranks of a British army ; 

and that it was constantly found in those of the French, 

into which the conscription necessarily introduced it; 

and when evinced, it was sure to meet a due reward. 
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I remember, years ago, being visited by a brother- 

adjutant. As he entered my barrack-room, a young 

soldier placed a book upon the table and retired ; which 

my visitor, a few minutes after, took up, and being sur¬ 

prised at wdiat it indicated as its contents, he asked me, 

in seeming astonishment, what a private soldier could 

have to say to such a work ? I replied carelessly, that 

the soldier who had just left the room, was a young man 

of considerable ability and great promise; and that I 

wished him to read useful books ; so as to be fit, at a 

future period, for any station he might attain. He 

looked at me again, and seemed by no means satisfied 

bv what I had said, nor with the book, and thus%n a 

very friendly way addressed me :—“ You are a very 

yoimg man, the youngest I ever saw made an adjutant 

—I have invself risen from the ranks, and have consc- 

qucntly had much experience amongst soldiers; and 

know them vvell.^ You may therefore take my word for 

it, that books containing such information, only tend to 

make soldiers question the wisdom of their officers; 

and to fit them for being ringleaders in any discontent, 

or even mutinous conduct in their com])anies: and it also 

causes them to be disliked by the non-commissioned 

officers who have to teach them their duties, and espe¬ 

cially the drill-serjeants, who are always jealous of those 

who are likely to become rivals.” This certainly sur¬ 

prised me as coming from my visitor, but he^had been 

for many years an adjutant, and it has often been re¬ 

marked, that no officers are so severe, or have so little 

consideration for the feelings of soldiers as those who 
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have risen from the ranks. With this as a kind of text, 

and also requesting that the reader will bear in mind 

what was shown at the commencement of this work, by 

excellent authorities, to be the character of our soldiers 

in general, I shall now proceed with my remarks, some 

of which may probably be thought trifling. 

The French plan of carrying the knapsack, though 

not so smart looking, is in the o}»inion of many, superior 

to that adopted in our army ; as it has much more the 

ease and comfort of the soldier upon a march in view. 

Our present mode, wdiicli binds the soldier so tightly 

within the slings and straps of the knapsack, as almost 

to l^revent the free circulation of the bloody is certainly 

far from judicious, but we have been long accustomed 

to it, and like it on account of appearance. But in olden 

times, we had many ways of trying the tempers and 

dispositions of our soldiers; such as making them, 

though kept at drill, or at exercised in the field the 

greater part of the day, to burnish the barrels of their 

firelocks, to their serious injury, till they were made to 

shine like silver, and to polish their pouches, and oddly 

shaped caps, so as to render looking-glasses quite un¬ 

necessary, How often have I, when a zealous and 

enthusiastic adjutant, cracked a pouch with the head of 

iny cane, when it was not bright enough to please my 

practised eye, with the kind intention of affording the 

owner a pleasant w^eek’s occupation to get it again into 

order. And how often have I, on my well-practised 

horse, placed camp colours as points of movement, till 

the whole “ Eighteen Manoeuvres’* were gone through; 
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many of them, if the commanding ofHcer was dissatis¬ 

fied, with the regiment’s day’s performance, two or three 

times over; having previously had the delight of march¬ 

ing past repeatedly, in quick and slow time, to please 

the spectators, or because the soldiers did not make the 

ground sufficiently resound by the firmness of their 

* steps; thus altogether agreeably occupying from five to 

six hours of the officers and soldiers time, with the 

prospect before them of a long evening parade, or in¬ 

spection, because they had not been so steady under 

arms as they ought to have been during the morning’s 

occupations. 

I sincerely hope we shall never again hear of sach 

things being practised in a British army : and no com¬ 

manding officer should be allowed to keep his regiment 

longer than an hour and a half, or two hours at a time 

under arms, which will be found quite sufficient, if well 

occupied, for evei^ useful purpose of instruction ; espe¬ 

cially as at almost every parade, a battalion ought to 

be made to perform a movement or two before it is dis¬ 

missed. I however look upon it to be of the first 

importance, that a soldier should be accustomed to 

consider his knapsack and accoutrements, I may say, 

as parts of himself, and that he should be so habituated 

to them, that whether marching or not, he could per¬ 

ceive little or no difference; and to effect this, he should 

never appear under arms without his knapsack ; but I 

hope, if this plan be enforced, as it ought to be, to hear 

of an improvement being made in the mode of carrying 

them. • 
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Our soldiers were greatly overloaded, especially on 

service, when they had to cany, besides their arms, 

accoutrements and ammunition, their canteens, haver¬ 

sacks, and well-filled knapsacks, their great coats, and 

often wet and consequently very heavy blankets, and 

sometimes in addition two or three days bread, and 

generally ten extra rounds of ball cartridges. Over** 

loading soldiers in this manner was down right mad¬ 

ness, especially if we had considered the description of 

men we too often had to deal with ; and this will never 

answer in the more rapid modes of carrying on war, to 

which we must hereafter look forward. 

saw it not along ago announced in a daily paper, 

that the recruiting of the army had been very success¬ 

ful, 13,000 men Jiaving been raised for the line, and 

had joined their corps in the course of 183S. Of that 

number, more than 40C0 were passed in tlie London 

district, and this was exclusive of iticn raised for the 

East India Company’s service. Py this it would ap]>ear, 

that London alone furnishes about a third of the 

men raised to fill up casualties in Her Majesty’s regi¬ 

ments. 

It is very likely that the editor of the paper, wdio 

seemed so pleased at being able to afford us this intel¬ 

ligence, is a zealous advocate for doing aw'ay with 

dogging in the army ; but if such be the description of 

men of*which it is chiefly composed, any person of 

common sense must see that it is impossible to do so, 

for what are these men in ^general but the vitiated and 

debHitated part of our population. 
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I have no doubt but it is very desirable that the coun¬ 

try should get rid of such subjects, who are mostly 

unfit for any military purpose whatever; but why, at a 

great expense, burden the army with them ? Would 

it not be much better to allow the worthy Yankees to 

have many of them at once, as emigrants or soldiers; 

^and if sufficient authority were given to our Police 

Magistrates, they could very soon, by only threatening 

such fellows, with what a certain Colonel once upon a 

time practised in Ireland with so much success, makfe 

volunteers in plenty, and thus save our sympathizing 

friends the trouble and expence of enticing them to 

desert from their corps in the Canadas. 1 am well ac- 

<|uainted with their proceedings in this way, and can 

therefore speak from experience, having been for some 

time employed upon the staff of the army stationed in 

that part of the world. I certainly had at that time 

no trifling task assigned me to make arrangements, so 

as to have a good look-out kept all along the extensive 

frontier of the lower Province^ to prevent desertions, 

to which our soldiers were much addicted, and en¬ 

couraged by promises of l?oth money and land, but 

which were seldom intended to be fulfilled; indeed, 

most of those who got off had nothing else left for it, 

in order to keep themselves from starving, but to 

become once more soldiers, and to fight against their 

old comrades. 

It was supposed by some officers, that shooting a 

number of them (I saw six shot in one day at Cham- 

bly), wlio were caught in attempting to cross the boun- 
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dary line, would have put a stop to this disgrace to our 

army, but it had no effect whatever; indeed nothing we 

could devise produced any change in this respect, until 

it was made the duty of commanding officers to give me 

immediate information whenever a man was missed 

from liis corps. Small detachments of dragoons were 

posted at certain points to convey to me at St. Johns 

the necessary intelligence. Upon receiving it, the out¬ 

posts were instantly informed of the circumstance. At 

the same time parties of Indian warriors were sent out 

in all directions in search of him, and a reward w'as 

held out to them for bringing him in. These arrange¬ 

ments being made known to the several corps, and the 

deceptions of our kind neighbours being pointed out 

to them, a complete stop was thus put for the time to 

desertions. But are men who would so readily desert, 

those Great Britain should have in her armies ? I 

ought here however to mention, to the honour of my 

old friends, the 88th, or Connaught Rangers, that they 

were exempted, by Sir Thomas Brisbane, from wit¬ 

nessing executions for this crime, as not a man of that 

corps had deserted to the United States. 

In order to show what little effect executing men for 

desertion had upon others,-1 shall take the liberty of men¬ 

tioning what took place upon one occasion at St. Johns. 

My General being absent at Montreal, as Brigade- 

Major attached to the troops, most of the melancholy 

duty of superintending such executions fell to my share. 

A private of De Meuron's regiment was at this time to 

be shot. The troops were formed in three sides of a 
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square, at the other side towards the forest the grave 

was dug, and the coffin for the criminal to kneel upon, 

was placed, as usual upon such occasions, beside it. 

The Provost, with the firing party escorting the prisoner, 

and with the band of the regiment at their head playing 

the Dead march, entered the square—when, to my sur¬ 

prise, there proudly inarched the prisoner—coolly smok¬ 

ing a cigar. Seeing at once the bad effects likely to 

result from such evident contempt of death, painful as 

it was to me, I called the Provost, and ordered him fo 

take away the cigar from him. On approaching the 

grave, the prisoner walked quietly, but steadily for¬ 

ward, looked into it, and turning round to me, said*, in 

French, “ it will do.” But still more to my surprise, 

yet with equal calmness, he walked u-j** to his coffin, and 

before 1 was aware of what he w^as about, with his 

middle finger and thumb he measured its length, and 

turning round agtiin to me, he said, in French, which 

his corps generally spoke, “ it will do also.” This was 

so far beyond any thing I hqjl ever before witnessed, 

that I found it necessary to direct the Provost to pro¬ 

ceed with the execution as quickly as possible ; he 

therefore went up to the prisoner with a handkerchief, 

and, as is customary, offered to bind up his eyes. He 

however pushed the Provost aside, exclaiming, in 

French, “ I am a brave soldier, and have often looked 

death in the face, and shall not shrink from it now.” 

The Provost then desired him, or rather made signs to 

him, to kneel upon hiscoffi^, but he replied, “ I prefer 

standing, and shall do so firmly.” “ Vive L’Empefeur, 
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rive Napoleon,” were his last words. The party fired, 

and in an instant he ceased to exist. 

lie was a Fi*enchman, and had been a prisoner of 

war for a considerable time in England, but had been 

very improperly allowed to enlist into De Mcuron’s 

regiment; which he had, no doubt, entered with the 

intention of deserting the first opportunity which should 

present itself, 

I have yet to mention our North American posses¬ 

sions ; but it would appear, that it is now in contem¬ 

plation, to employ corps of veterans upon the Canadian 

and our other North American frontiers. It is, how- 

ever, evident that whoever can have suggested such a 

scheme, must have altogether overlooked, or be igno¬ 

rant of the rigorous nature of a Canadian winter, and 

must likewise have forgotten, that almost all our vete¬ 

rans have spent a great portion of their lives in tropical 

climates, which cannot be supposed to have prepared 

their constitutions to bear up against such cold as is 

quite unknown in any part of Great Britain, as in¬ 

dicated by registers of the thermometer kept during a 

residence there; where it ranges from zero to 10, 20 

and even 35 degrees below it; and should a strong 

wind prevail along with such cold, any one exposed to 

it is very likely to be frost-bitten. It may also be sup¬ 

posed, that the proposers of such a plan, are not aware 

of its being often necessary during winter in Canada, 

to have sentries relieved, or at least visited every half 

hour; for if they be unfortunately overcome by the 

seveilty of the cold, and in consequence fall asleep, it 
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is certain death. Are worn-out men, many of them 

already martyrs to rheumatism, or must soon become 
« 

so, fit for service in such a country^ and to which they 

may be sent from their homes, probably reckoned upon 

as permanent, contrary perhaps to their wishes, and 

very likely only to suit the economidM notions of 

penny-wise theorist and gruniblcrs, who grudge old 

soldiers and sailors, even the pittance their services 

entitle them to, whilst they would handsomely rewf^rd 

the author of a mischievous pamphlet? But are these 

poor veterans, I again ask, fit to guard such an ex¬ 

tensive frontier, constantly menaced by hardy itfind 

restless men, inured to a North American climate ? 

1 have no doubt hut that prejudiced men, and such 

as arc always ready to cavil at afy change proposed, 

be it good or bad, will at first be inclined to look upon 

what 1 have suggested for keeping up our army, as 

not only a wdld and visionary, but also as an impracti¬ 

cable scheme ; yet all 1 request is a full and fair con¬ 

sideration of what I have said and brought forward ; 

and it ought now, I thi^k, to be •bvious, that our 

regiments must he composed of a superior description 

of men, if tlie country is to be |erved as it ought to 

be in our future wars, as will, I trust, more fully 

appear as I proceed. 

1 shall now beg to remind officers, in general, of the 

numbers of soldiers who arrived in Portugal and 

Spain, who went into hospitals before we had many 

weeks carried on military operations in those countries, 

many of whom, as might have been expected from 

F 
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their early debilitating habits,- never rejoined their 

regiments \ and throughout the war when fre'sh bat¬ 

talions arrived from England, nearly the same thing 

invariably occurred, and with detachments of recruits 

for corps already in the field, it was still worse, so 

mu#h so, that^ve could never calculate upon one-third 

of the new comers remaining fit for duty with their 

regiments, even for a short time after tlieir first ar¬ 

rival ; some of them, however, as they became more 

habituated to campaigning, turned out to be good 

i-oldiers. Now many of these were men who had been 

probably raised, according to our present system of re¬ 

cruiting, in London, or in our manufacturing districts, 

and thus the country was pul to an enormous but use¬ 

less expense. • 

The soldiers we could chiefly depend upon, were 

those who originally belonged to the corps, or had- 

come to us from many of the militia regiments, and 

particularly those who had been brought up to early 

habits of labour in our agricultural districts. I am 

aware that many gf the men we got as volunteers from 

the militia, had been called out from our manufacturing 

■ population, but their habits and health had been much 

improved by being ^liged to relinquish debilitating 

practices, by good feeding, and regular military exer¬ 

cises for a length of time before we got them. A long 

peace has probably brought into our corps a more 

robust description of men, than we had often to make 

the best we could of during the late wars, and many of 

whom were frequently most wretched creatures, so 
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much so, that it was unfair to expect that British 

officers, however zealous they might be, could always 

be successful in battle against the finest men of France, 

which the conscription brought into the French ranks; 

but if ail immediate increase of the army, to any con¬ 

siderable extent, should become requisite, and if the 

present system of recruiting is to be still pursued, the 

same generally unprofitable and expensive materials 

must be resorted to, for augmenting or completing the 

resjioctive establishments of our old, and also of atiy 

new corps which it might be necessary to form, and 

many of whom must be again found to sink under the 
4/ W 

fatigues and hardships of war, and the weight of fiieir 

knajjsacks. I must, however, declare that none of the 

inhabitants of Great Britain and Ireland are deficient 

in courage. But let us reflect upon the state into 

wliicli Sir John Moore’s army (which almost set him 

distracted) had got in the retreat to Corunna. Almost 

all .the corps had become completely disorganized in 

every respect, and had nearly lost the appearance of 

regular troops. An opportunity of fighting presented 

itself, and in a moment ‘'steady and well disciplined 

British battalions appeared in the field. Such were 

the strange beings British officers had to manage as 

•well as they could. 

It would appear that a new plan is about to be 

adopted for re-organizing and training the militia, and 

that the men are in future to be raised at a small 

bounty to serve for a period of five years;*and that the 

whole are to be formed into battalions, of one thousand 
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strong each. The training to take* place annually, in 

portions of two companies at a time, for 28 days, under 

the adjutant, or permanent staff; which in future is to 

consist of an adjutant, a serjeant-major, eleven Ser¬ 

jeants, one drum-major, and five drummers : one 

Serjeant to do the duty of quarter-master-serjeant; and 

it is intended to allow a part of the men to volunteer 

annually for the line. 

This appears to me an exceedingly bad plan. In 

the first place, the corps of militia must hereafter be 

composed of a very inferior description of men to w’hat 

they were of old; and flogging must, as a matter of 

couise, be persevered in; but why in these times are 

the militia to be embodied and badly trained at a con¬ 

siderable and unnecessary expense to the country; for 

it is quite time enough to think of calling out this force 

when the country may be threatened by an enemy wdth 

invasion ; for with the fine regular army 1 have in 

view, the tranquillity of the United Kingdom can* be 

completely secured ; and ^uch militia corps, as tliose 

that seem to be in contemplation, must be the very 

worst description of troops which could possibly be 

employed in case of commotions. I must sincerely 

hope that the old and constitutional mode of calling^ 

out the good and true men of the nation to serve in the 

militia regiments will never be abandoned, and I yet 

trust to seeing it extended, as I have proposed, to the 

Guards and regular army. Surely I have shewn plainly 

enough the ^vils of our present recruiting system to 

dissi]E>ate the notion of extending it to the militia. I 
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have long entertained a dislike to the plan of enlist¬ 

ment, unless every possible inquiry were made into the 

characters of the men who offered themselves as re¬ 

cruits ; and I endeavoured to act in this manner some 

years ago, when commanding a depot at Glasgow. I 

had an old friend in that city, who had been one of its 

magistrates, and could look back •to the period when 

only herring boats could come up to the Broomilaw, 

and who knew every body. I never took a recruit 

without the approbation of my friend the Bailie; but he 

rejected so many, who were instantly taken by other de¬ 

pots, of which there were several at the time in Scotland, 

that I was at last called‘upon to say why I did nat get 

on quicker with the enlistment of men for the regi¬ 

ment. I gave as my reason, that I was anxious to 

take qnly men who could prove that they were respect¬ 

able in character; but this was not deemed satisfactory, 

and I had no losager any thing for it but to take such 

as presented themselves ; and then I certainly got on 

fast enough with recruiting. 

Not very long after this^ the Bailie came to see me, 

and 1 happened at the time to be superintending the 

drill of several strong squads of my newly enlisted 

recruits. The Bailie looked closely at them all, and I 

could not help fancying that I read alarm in the coun¬ 

tenances of many of my prizes. “ Well, Colonel,’* 

said the Bailie, “ the city of Glasgow is infinitely in¬ 

debted to you, for you have freed it of many deserving 

characters ;’* but observing that I became rather chop- 

fallen, he added, “ Never mind, man—they’ll fight— 
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they’ll figh't like devils. Was there ever a better iight- 

ing regiment in the world than the -, and they 

were nearly all raised in Glasgow, which ^was, to my 

certain knowledge, very peaceable for many a day after 

they were gone from it.’’ 

I am at this moment reminded, by what occurred upon ' 

the retreat to Coru»na, of the state into which many of 

our men were brought upon that and other.occasions 

from want of shoes. I may venture to say, that we had 

seldom taken the field a fortnight—and our armies 

had even more than once to halt on this account—when 

the greater part of the soldier’s shoes had gone to 

pieces, and others could -not always be got to replace 

them. This destruction of shoes w^as in a great measure 

occasioned by the previous injudicious practice of highly 

polishing them with injurious kinds of blacking, Avbicb 

I suppose must continue to be the fashion in these quiet 

times; and I hope I may be allowed tcfsay, that when¬ 

ever a corps of infantry is ordered upon service, this 

practice should be positively forbidden. Tw^o good 

pairs of boots—not such ciiimsy concerns as some of 

the Russian soldiers wore in France—should be pro¬ 

perly prepared for evei’y man—that is, well saturated 

with the waterproof stuft', now so much used by sports¬ 

men, and they should never after have anything else 

put upon them but some of this composition, which 

not only softens, but also tends to preserve them for a 

considerable time. Such boots will certainly not look 

so well as those now in general use ; yet for grand oc- 

casion^i, the soldier might be made to carry another 

finer polished pair; but with the hoots 1 want; and 
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good stockings, every soldier should be furnished, or 

he cannot march as he ought to do, and is, therefore, 

so far unfit for service. Some people may consider this 

trifling, but experienced soldiers will think otherwise. 

’The plan I have suggested of calling out the regular 

army, of course, overturns the present defective depot 

system, which seems to me to be only calculated to 

give officers habits of idleness and restlessness; and 

their frequent removals from the companies abroad to 

those forming the depots, requiring others to be ‘sent 

out to replace them, afford opportunities of indulging 

in such pernicious habits. Depots are but verj in¬ 

ferior schools for the instruction of officers, non-com¬ 

missioned officers, or privates. The ten companies 

assembled form a fine battalion, well adapted for all 

kinds of military movement and instruction : a depot 

is quite the reverse of this. 

There are now before me notes upon certain points, 

which I wish to bring under consii^ration ; but if they 

should appear to some readers tiresome, or uncalled 

for, I can only regret tha^t they should seem so, and 1 

must request that they will arm themselves with 

patience sufficient to enable them to accompany me to 

the end of the chapter. 

Regimental bands are looked upon as very pretty 

and necessary appendages to corps ; but as it is most 

essential that as few soldiers as possible should be taken 

out of the ranks, it might be advisabfe to consider 

whether it would ‘not be wise to place them upon a 

different footing. The present^jplan takes away from 
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their companies perhaps twenty soldiers to make 

second-rate musicians; as more men are almost always 

occupied in this w^ay, (at least it was so formerly) than 

regulations would admit of; and supposing that all our 

regiments were made light infantry, there would,* I 

conclude, be neither drummers nor fifers ; but, in place 

of them, one sergeant as bugle-major, and two buglers 

per company, and two extra buglers to accompany 

(when necessary) detachments, the wdiole to be clothed 

almost the same as the other soldiers; and I would 

also arm them with light muskets—indeed, those which 

belonged to light companies generally contrived, when 

in tlie field, to arm themselves. These muskets might 

be slung over their shoulders when they w'ere required 

to cheer the regiment on a march, or to attract the 

fair to the windows as corps passed through towns; 

and most delightful strains, at least to a military ear, 

can be produced by key bugles, Frencli horns, trumpets, 

&c. There should,^owever, he one good sized drum, 

on the new principle, alloyved to mark the time; and 

surely twenty-three men per regiment are quite suf- 
I 

ficieut for such purjioses, especially if some "of them 

were also taught to perform upon a few other instru¬ 

ment!?. 

The corporal and ten pioneers per regiment, who are 

generally nothing else hut so many attendants upon 

the quarter-blaster and his sergeant, should be done 

away with ; that is, 1 would keep the men hitherto 

employed in this way where, they ought to be—in the 

ranks.' If men are wjpted for fatigue, as it is termed> 
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the soldiers should he employed on it as a duty, and 

their time can never be better occupied than in all 

kinds of labour or works, especially those which may 

tend to instruct them in what is -likely to be required 

of them at sieges, or during campaigns; and above all, 

they should have a knowledge of the best and quickest 

methods of making roads, temporary bridges, &c., and 

even of preparing food, and lighting fires ; if they were 

also taught to be boatmen and good swimmers so much 

the better. It certainly would be very desirable that 

soldiers had more practice in this way than is the 

fashion in our army. But having mentioned preparing 

food, I think it important to say a few words upon the 

subject. 

The comfort in which the men cf the 5th battalion 

GOtli regiment (.who were chiefly Germans,) lived upon 

service was very striking, when compared with the 

wretched diet of the generality of British soldiers. I 

must, however, preface my remarks upon this subject 

by the following division order which was issued by 

Major-general Colville, at Moimeiita de Beira, in Por¬ 

tugal, omthe 29th Marclf, 1813, respecting this corps : 

“ No. 9. A detachment of the 5th battalion 60th, 

has arrived at head-quarters under the command of 

Captain Kelly, and which having left Lisbon consisting 

of fifty men, has brought up all but one man who was 

left sick at Coimbra, and no prisoners. * 

“ This is so unlike the report of any detachment of 

the British part of the division that has arrived at quar* 

ters since the Major-General’s taking the command of 

F 2 
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it, .that he cannot help mentioning the mortifying dis¬ 

tinction, in the hopes that there may be yet left among 

the good men of the division regard enough for their 

own honours to keep«. check upon the conduct of those 

of an opposite character/’ 

It seemed to be settled amongst themselves, that 

every man of the mess of the 5th battalion COth, had to 

carry something, that is say—highly-spiced meats, such 

as sausages, cheese, onions, garlio, lard, pepper, salt, 

vinegar, mustard, sugar, coffee, See.; in short, whatever 

could add to or make their meals more palatable, nou- 

. rishing, or conducive to health. As soon as the daily 

allo\’iance of beef was issued, they set to work and soon 

produced a first-rate dinner or supper, which were of¬ 

ten improved by certain wild herbs which they knew 

where to look for, whereas, in attempting this, I Iiave 

known instances of our men poisoning themselves ; and 

what a contrast to this were the ways of our too often 

thoughtless beings who rarely had any of the above ar¬ 

ticles—day after day they boiled their beef, just killed, 

in the lump, in water, w'hich they seldom contrived to 

make deserving the name of soup or broth, •fliis and 

their bread or biscuit was what they usually lived upon. 

But I lament to be obliged to add, that their thoughts, 

of course unconnected with military matters, were too 

often directed to ardent spirits and to the means of pro- 

*curing enough of it; for though a certain allowance, 

usually of rum, was issued daily, this was not sufficient 

to satisfy their longings for more. And it was always 

known when the rum was about to be given out when 



we heard a shout in the camp, and from many voices a 

cry of “ turn out for rjyii!” 

Our mode of messing in barracks is extremely regu¬ 

lar, and much in the*style so carefully exhibited in Rus¬ 

sia to visitors of importance, and is well calculated to 

produce effect. In general (at least in former times,) 

.cooks were hired, and tlft soldiers* wives were some¬ 

times engaged for this purpose, so that most of the men 

were kept almost in ignorance of learning «he sim¬ 

ple art of boiling beef and potatoes: they only knew, 

that at fixed hours daily, they were sure of a breakfast 

and dinner ; and although this was to be admired in 

fjuiet times, it sadly unfitted soldiers for what they were 

afterwards to turn their minds and hands to in the field ; 

and it also sometimes left them more money than they 

ebuld spend with propriety. But if their thoughts could 

now he more directed to the German and French style 

of living it w'oifld be attended with the best results, and 

vve should hear less of drunkenness and the crimes 

arising from out of it in dbr regiments. These 

hints might, perhaps, be thought useful to those inte¬ 

rested in the welfare of our population in general, 

whose early habits are too often very pernicious and de¬ 

moralizing. 

The observations of his Grace the Duke of WelUntr- 

ton, on the 1st and 3rd of October, 1812, git the siege of 

Burgos, will shew the necessity of our soldiers’ being 

accustomed to labour and the consequences of their not 

being habituated to it :-7-“ The Commander of the 

Forces is concerned to §tate, that the working parties in 
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the pains which have been taken to relieve them every 

six hpurs, &'c. j'* and his GraS adds—“ The officers 

and soldiers of the army should know that to work du¬ 

ring a siege is as much a part of their duty as it is to 

engage the enemy in the field; and they may depend 

upon it, that unless they p<»form the work allotted to 

them, with due diligence, they cannot acquire the ho¬ 

nour wjj^ich their comrades have acquired in former 

sieges.” The Guards were exempted from the censure 

contained in this order; indeed their conduct was most 

exemplary on all occasions. And we can again read in 

a general order, dated Cartaxo, 4th March, 1811 :— 

“ No. 2. As during the two years which the brigade 

of Guards have be^n under the command of the Com¬ 

mander of the Forces, not only no soldier has been 

brought to trial before a general court-martial, but none 

has been confined in a public guard : the Commander 

of the Forces desires that the attendance of the brigade, 

at the execution to-mor#ow, may be dis})ensed with.” 
I 

This ought surely to convince the country, that 

though the changes I have proposed, as to the officers 

of the Guards, may be-necessary for the general good 

of the army; yet the idea of disbanding such troops 

can only be entertained by an ignorant and absurdly 

prejudiced mind. 

I have often wondered it has never been deemed indis¬ 

pensable, that an unilbrm system of regimental economy 

was adopted for the whole army. This most desirable 

objectby no means attained by the book of general 
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regulations and orders; for although there is to be 

found in it much that is useful, still a vast deal more' 

is required to come up to what is necessary for#he 

guidance of a regiment in the various situations in 

which it may be placed; and thfe want of such a well 

digested plan is the reason we see such a difference in 

the state of corps; some being in every respect in the 

highest po«sibIe order, whilst others are the very re¬ 

verse. The former is entirely owing to their being com¬ 

manded by talented and judicious officers ; the latter is 

evidently occasioned by their being under men who are 

themselves ignorant, inexperienced, and yet very likely 

self-sufficient. Many regiments have good standing 

orders if they were steadily acted up to; but much 

depending upon the will of the commanding officer, he 

most })robably adopts something of his own, which is 

often injudicious, or even injurious; or as much only 

of the old standing orders as he thinks fit; or perhaps 

he allows the whole to become a dead letter. A matter 

of such importance as this should not be left to whim 

or caprice; but a simple, uniform, and sufficiently com¬ 

prehensive system shoiftdT be established for the whole 

army, for the guidance of regiments in barracks and 

quarters at home and abroad ; upon a march, or when 

on board ship, or in any situation, but especinlly when 

employed in the field. If this were done, and positive 

orders given, that there should not be the slfghtest de¬ 

viation from the system laid down, on the part of com* 

manding officers, we should hear less of ^jorps being 
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more annoyed and teazed by one commander than 

another; and we should not be able to observe that 
• . • 

reap,rkable difference to be met with amongst them, 

both in appearance and discipline. 

There could not be*much difficulty in effecting this 

most important object. The* standing orders of some 

corps, though in general too diffuse and complicated, 

and requiring too many returns or reports from com¬ 

panies, &c., would afford ample ground-work for all 

useful purposes, except in what is essential for the field; 

in which respect, all those I have seen were totally de¬ 

fective ; but uniformity in every point is as necessary 

in this as it is in military movements; and if judiciously 

adopted, would be found as strikingly beneficial, as the 

changes were from the fancies of every commanding 

officer to the well known “ eighteen manoeuvres/’ 

Having proposed to do away with regimental piorujers, 

to make up efficiently for them, two men of good cha¬ 

racter should be enlisted—but that only for service in 

the field, to take charge of and lead a bat-horse each, to 

carry on well fitted pack-saddles a few of such useful tools 

as might he required for ordinary military purj^oses. 

The suHgeon, at such times, also requires a man and a 

horse of this kind for his instruments and medicines; 

and so do the pay-master and adjutant, for the convey¬ 

ance of money, books, and various indispensable papers 

and returns. These ought always to march in the rear 

of the corps to which they belong. Thus, by doing 

away both with generally hidifferent musicians and 
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misappropriated pioneers, I would save to each regi¬ 

ment about thirty soldiers, pr about half the effectives 

•of a company of the present day. 

It will surprise those who know nothing of war, and 

even many military men, when I mention how many 

soldiers are lost, I may say, to the service, taken out of 

the ranks of corps to be employed as non-combatant 

clerks, servants or bat-men, horse-keepers or grooms, 

&c. The head-quarters and staff* sweep off numbers*in 

this wify beyond belief. The general officers and staff of 

divisions and brigades, including engineer officers, 

staff surgeons, commissariat, &c. if allowed, quite as 

bad. Then come field officers and regimental staff^and 

perhaps forty captains and subalterns per regiment, all 

of whom must be supplied; a few with two, for taking 

care of their chargers and pack-horses or mules, and all 

with at least one each to look after pack-horses for the 

conveyance of baggage; most of it probably indispen¬ 

sable, if it is expected that these gentlemen are to be 

kept efficient. But there is another demand of a man 

per company for the care of pack-horses for the car¬ 

riage of tents, &c. as wheel carriages for such pur¬ 

poses ought never to be •allowed upon .the line of 

march. 

For these various occupations, I have no hesitation in 

saying, many hundreds of soldiers are taken away from 

where they should te, and corps are thus deprived of 

their best men, and greatly weakened before they eome 
* 

into contact with an enemjr. 

This must appear almost incredible to many good 
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people, who will naturally be surprised what Mr. Hume, 

that mirror of economists, qpuld have been about; but 

wh(ifc they may depend upon it, invaritSly contrives to • 

have, at last, the candle burnt at both ends. But how 

indignant they must now be to hear, probably for the 

first time, that they were obliged to pay for such a 

number of soldiers, who only made a figure upon paper 

to the disadvantage of the general’s reputation who 

commanded the army in the field, who was supposed 

to have had, perhaps, 30,000 men to act with, ^vtlereas 

in reality he could not bring into action 25,000; and 

when a battle took place, there were a few more drains 

from** the ranks besides the killed and wounded ; for 

the hitter and sick required attendants at the several 

hospital stations, and also on the road to them ; and 

how often have I, as a Brigade-major of the 3d divi¬ 

sion, had to encounter the cross looks of commanding 

officers of regiments, when I could nat avoid calling 

upon them for officers, non-commissioned officers, and 

soldiers, for such purposes, when the enemy had, per¬ 

haps, sufficiently thinned their ranks. 

I would suggest that money.should be allowed, and, 

if possible, no soldiers whatever for any of these pur¬ 

poses at home or abroad, and certainly not upon ser¬ 

vice ; and even at home it would be advisable to make 

officers a proper allowance for private, or non-com¬ 

batant servants^ so that an end might at once be put to 

the custom of taking away soldiers from their duties to 

be employed as such. All servants should, however, 

be regularly enlisted as soldiers are at present, but for 
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a limited period only; and tkey should be bound to 

accompany their masters abroad, or upon any kind of 

service ; and commanding officers of regiments should 

have the power of discharging, at their master's re¬ 

quest, these servants if found guilty of bad or improper 

condi^t, and of enlisting others to replace them, of 

course, such servants come under martial law; hut 

what I have proposed, in this respect, is nothing new, 

for does not history tell us, of non-combatant servants 

being of old attached to armies; and allow me to afek, 

with what intention is it, that officers receive at the 

commencement of a campaign, and at fixed periods 

afterw'ards, bat and forage money ? If the sums granted 

are insufficient—which they undoubtedly are—for^ro- 

viding servants, field equipments, pack-horses, 

more should be given, as it must be admitted, that 

they are all indispensable. It could never, however, 

have been intended, that the number of muskets and 

bayonets in the ranks, were to be so much reduced, 

as I have sIk^u is the case, to supply men for the 

purposes enumerated, when by a trifling comparative 

increase of the expenses ot a war, our armies could he 

kept efficient, and in such a complete state, as to 

enable a General to carry it on witlf that vigour, which 

is always so essential towards its successful and speedy 

termination. 

But the necessity of what I have just recommended 

being adopted, appeared in so strong a light, to one of 

our best officers, ihat we read in a general order, dated 

Thoien, 20th of December, 1813, as follows :— 
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“No. I. The Commlinder of the Forces being de¬ 

sirous to render the armv for the field as effective as 

possible, directs that all soldiers acting as servants to 

officers, shall always appear in uniform, and carry 

their arms and accoutrements on the march. The 

servants of regimental officers to be in the ranks^n the 

march, and the Commander of the Forces calls upon 

the General and other officers in command strictly to 

inforce this order.’* 

“ No. 2. With a view to diminish, as much as pos¬ 

sible, requisitions on regiments for soldiers as servants, 

General Sir Thomas Graham authorizes anv officer 

who is entitled by the usage of the service to appear 

mounted and keep a horse, to hire a servant as bat¬ 

man in lieu of a soldier, for which he will be allowed 

at the rate of 4^. Qd. (quite insufficient) per week and 

a ration; but it is distinctly understood, that the allow¬ 

ance is not to be extended to any persons attached to 

this army, who, by the custom of the service, are not 

entitled to soldiers to wait upon them, Hid whenever it 

is drawn, an effective soldier is to be thereby restored 

to the army.” 

“ No. 6. The Commander of the Forces strongly re¬ 

commends to all geTieral officers of the army to return 

immediately any bat-men they may have to their 

corps, and to direct their staff to do the same, at all 

events no officer of any rank is to employ more than 

one soldier of this army to attend upon him, whether 

he acts as his own personal .servant or bat-man.” 

No. 7. Field officers of regiments are entitled each 
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to a servant and bat-man, and of course to draw the 

alJowance for each, when men from the ranks are not 
* 

employed.” 

“ No. 9 Announces that such servants cotie under 

martial law.” 

I believe that I could not any where, more con¬ 

veniently or properly, introduce some observations, I 

consider it necessary to make upon the baggage of an 

army in the field, and upon some other matters con¬ 

nected with it, than at the close of this chapter, and T 

feel convinced that experienced officers will allow, that 

is a difficult subject to enter upon. It must, howej'er, 

ha’ve been obvious to many, how much the quantity of 

baggage gradually increases as a campaign advances. 

Various articles are accumulated in all sorts of ways, 

but chiefly by servants upon the line of march, in the 

towns they pass through, in the field of battle, and 

above all at siege*s. 

We unluckily have many wants, almost unknown to 

the people of #ther (^untries, arising out of our early 

habits of indulging in man^ comforts; indeed, so many 

and so productive are they of enjoyment, that in spite 

of what some philosophers may say to the contrary, we 

cannot easily divest ourselves of the remembrance of 

them, for with, most of us they too frequently become 

indispensables, or in,other words, they are apl^to make 

us rather selfish. But a General who may wish to 

keep such wants within reasonable bounds, or who is 

determined not to* be overwhelmed with baggage, fol¬ 

lowers, and animals of burden, must be wholely un- 
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influenced by any other feeling than that of the good 

of the public service, and must cut off, at once, with an 

unsparing hand, all superfluities of every description; 

and he must endeavour to keep the whole under due 

restrictions. All the odium of this ought not, however, 

to be thrown upon the Commander of any army 

about to take the field, as it must, to a certainty, render 

him unpopular with many; but it would be much 

wiser that a British army should have, at all times for 

lls guidance, established regulations, which no one 

could, on any account, be allowed to deviate from. 

Selfish feelings never, I believe, show themselves 

more strongly than amongst landsmen on board ship, 

and amongst too many men in the field. Some, I have 

no doubt, have seen individuals retire to a snug corner, 

to enjoy unobserved something good which they had in 

their haversacks, lest they should be obliged to offer 

part of it to hungry comrades. Others have been 

known to sleep sound, warm, and dry in tbeir tents, 

having probably oflered shares •f them, but in such a 

way to the officers of their own companies, that even 

they could not accept of their liberality, and preferred 

reposing at the roots of trees, or behind hedges, ex¬ 

posed to the pitiless storm. M}’ only object in al¬ 

luding to such trifling matters is, in th^ first instance, 

to show that these things do sometimes occur, and, 

moreover, to try to inculcate, if I can, into such badly 

brought up men, at least a little feeling for the wants of 

others. Yet I would not le^ve it in their power thus to 

enjoy their comforts—at all events in such situations, 
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for I would make the officers of a company live and 

sleep in the same tent or hut, and be partakers of the 

same fare whatever it might be. 

A regimental mess at home or abroad, is admirably 

calculated to keep up respectability, by insuring a pro¬ 

per degree of genteel economy ; but of this the officers 

of corps cannot avail themselves in the field, and then 

it becomes requisite to act upon established regulations. 

The officers of a company should be made to have in 

common, a tent of a particular size and shape, and 

should all three contribute towards its purchase, as well 

as towards the procuring of two horses or mules, which 

they should be obliged to keep. I would also fix iipon 

a trunk or rather a portmanteau for each, of a certain 

size and shape. One of the horses should carry, on a 

well-jitted pack-saddle, the two subaltern’s portman¬ 

teau, and the tent between them. The other horse 

should carry the* captain^s portmanteau, which 'might 

be a very little larger than those allowed to subalterns, 

but care should be taken that its size was also fixed 

upon; and this should be balanced upon the horse’s 

back by a canteen (bought also amongst them) for the 

use of the mess, and between them a bag of a certain 

size, made of some water-proof stuff, could be placed, 

in which might be conveyed some useful articles for 

general comfort, especially such as might be considered 

necessary, when the country, the seat of war, could 

afford but few supplies. 

It appears to me that th^ office# of a company could 

not possibly contrive to get on, for any length of lime, 
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with less than those two animals; but in the portman¬ 

teau should be carried, besides their clothes and a 

blanket ea6h, their mattresses made air tight, so as to be 

inflated when necessary, and w'hich can be rolled up 

into very small compass, when not wanted for use; and 

such mattresses not only make excellent beds, but also 

secure those who use them completely from damp from 

the ground. This is all that could or ought to be al¬ 

lowed to company officers in the field*; and positive 

orders should prevent any other article whatever from 

being put upon the horses, as alt good purposes are at 

once defeated if they are permitted to be overloaded; 

and"* even the private servants or batmen should be 

made to carry their own knapsacks, m place of fasten¬ 

ing them, as they will always try to do, upon the loads. 

I at the same time conclude, that the baggage of a 

company, regiment, brigade and division, marches in 

proper order, and if one overloaded or sore backed 

animal knocks up, the whole is most annoyingly and 

injuriously detained in consequence upon the road. 

In any arrangement, however, of this kind, I should 

expect that the baggage and animals allowed to field 

officers and regimental staflP, and to commissariat and 

medical officers, &c. were likewise strictly brought 

under regulations, and the name of the owner, or the 

number of the troop, company, and corps, being con. 

spicuottsfy painted on a water-deck* or cover, to go over 

the load of each animal, any irregularity, and the 

individual who mig^t occasion it, could be at once 

ascertained. 
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It is quite impossible to make arrangements for com* 

pany officers who may be taken ill, and obliged to go 

to the hospital stations in the rear. A company in the 

field is what must be kept in view in any plan of this 

kind. The medical department, with the means I have 

yet to propose to place at its disposal, would have to 

.look to such casualties. I must, however, here ob¬ 

serve, that in Portugal especially, we had often far too 

many officers at such stations—for instance at Lisbon, 

or rather Belem, Coimbra, &c. where it was well known 

many of them staid so long, that Lord Wellington had 

often to give them very broad hints, that it was high 

time they should remember that their regiments w^re 

in presence of the enemy. Some of these gentlemen, 

when absent from their corps, had well supplied their 

wants, and returned at last to their divisions* nicely 

mounted on a horse, probably purchased in Lisbon, at¬ 

tended by a soldfer, and perhaps a Portuguese boy, 

leading a mule or two heavily loaded with the good 

things of this world# Thus the baggage and animals 

with the army were always increasing. The mule or 
* ^ 

horse had very likely soon to be sold, from want of food 

and people to look after theffi, so that the good things 

brought up being consumed, the temporary campaigner 

again fell so sick, that it became indispensable for him 

to revisit an hospital ^station, to recruit his health and 

replenish his supplies. This is by no means an over¬ 

drawn picture; and when it was sometimes asked by 

those with the army, what h^d become of so and so, the 

common answer was, that he had taken up a stfbng 
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near Lisbon^ his right upon the Tagus, and his 

left at Belem; or that he was teaching ihe good people 

of Lisbon to cross the river in cork boats,—for these 

gentlemen were not without then^^jlifnnseinents. It 

however strikes me at this momeiJ^e»|p hg many of 

these frequenters of hospital stations were really seri¬ 

ously ill, it would be desirable, that when young gen¬ 

tlemen presented themselves to be examined fur iom- 

missions, it should not only be ascertained that they 

had been educated, but also that they were fit for ser¬ 

vice. But I must proceed with other matters. The 

large bell tents now in general use for soldjers in the 

field, accommodate certainly a great many of them at 

p^ht, when well packed with their feet to the poles ; 

b^t they are much too heavy to be carried on the backs 

of animals Ti^hen wet, or when they must be struck 

before sunrise, saturated with heavy dew. The baggage 

rnuks ivere often knocked up by tberfi in this state. It 

is plan that of carrying the large iron camp ket¬ 

tles upon animals fi>r the nse of iompanies ; the light 

tin ones carried in turn by the soldiers themselves, in a 

bag madefi>r the' purpose, are greatly to be preferred, 

as they are always at hand. 

It must altogether depend nj^on circumstances, but 

it would at all times require serious consideration, 

whether company officers should be allowed to keep 

riding horses or not. When they arp allowed to ride 

on the line of march, they are certainly enabled to go 

nn&tigited into action, apd to look more closely after 

their men at the end of a day’s work; but I beg to ask 
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take the charge of their honsi^ when must die* 

mount when near the enemy, on g<^ng aotion; 

and no soldier should he taken out of the ranks for 
such a |.)how can any countiy }io supposed 

capable of furnishing the enormous quantity of forage 

required for such increased numbers of animals, after 
regiments of Cavalry, Infantry, (I mean those that 

must be kept by them) Artillery, and the other de¬ 
partments have been supplied? Here therefore an 

almost insurmountable difficulty presents itself, «and 
it becomes wise to curtail as much as possible in time, 

for every animal allowed to be kept, .must be fed in 
some way or other. ^ 

The fewer women permitted to accompany an army 
the better, for they are generally useless, and tend 

immensely to increase the number of animals and 
quantity of baggage. I once knew a general, who, 
in an order he issued, was so ungallant, as to style 

these ladies, <*his advanced guard of in^my and 

1 mnst admit that he had too often just cause to style 
them so. , 

His Grace the Duke of Wellington was often 
greatly annoyed at the enormous consumption of forage 
by his army, and found it necessary to issue many 

orders upon subjeqt, of which I shall now give a 
few. 

G. O. San Pedra^ \%th 1809, 

No. 10. As the Commander of the Forces has 

reason to believe many horses and mules are kept by 
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even the soldiers of the army» and maintained by 

means entirely inconsistent with discipline and good 

order, he desires oiHcers commanding regiments and 

brigades, to inquire into the number of horses and 
mules which are attached to the regii^^lfes under their 

command, and to enforce the immediate sale of those 

not allowed to be kept by the regulations of the 

army.” 

“ G. O. Zarza Mayer, Ath July, 1809. 

“No. 17. The Commander of the Forces requests 

the attention of general officers commanding divisions 

andjbrigades, to the general orders of the 4th and 5th 

of March, by the late Commander of the Forces, 

relative to the use of mules allowed for conveying 

camp kettles, in any service, except for the carriage of 

camp kettles. 

“No. 18. The consequence of loading them with 

other baggage is, that they are unequal to carry the 

kettles which they are given to convey, and the loads 
* 

are so ill put on, that they fall from the mules, and 

the camp kettles do not arrive from the march till 

after the hour, at which they ought to be used by the 

troops.*’ 

G. O. Merida, 25th August, 1809. 

“ No. 3. The army must not forage for themselves, 

but must^et it from the Commissary according to the 

usual mode, by sending in returns of the number of 

animals for whom forage is required, and receiving 

from him the regular rations; or if forage cannot be 

provided in that mode, and it is necessary it should be 
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tak^ from the fields^ it must be taken according to 

the general orders of the 17th of June, 1839.*’ 

“ G. O. Villa Formastty 13<A Aprily 1811. 

‘'No. 1. The Commander of the Forces requests, 

that, if possible, the green corn may not be cut for the 

horses, kc. belonging to the army; and that they 

may, if possible, be turned into the grass fields in 

preference to the green corn. It must be understood, 

however, tlttit the horses, &c. attached to the army, 
4 

must be fed, and must have the green corn, if they 

cannot get grass.” 

“ G. O. Ng,v€ de Rey, 16^4 July^ 181^ 

“No. 1. The Commander of the Forces particularly 

requests the attention of the commissariat attached to 

divisions and brigades of Infantry, and to regiments of 

Cavalry, and of the general officers of the army, and 

commanding officers of regiments, to the orders which 

havtf been issued regarding the cutting of forage. 

“ No, 2. He desires, that whenever it is possible, grass 

may be given to the horses and other animals, instead 

of straw with the corn in the ear. 

“ No. 3. The Assistant Frovosts must be employed *to 

prevent flie plunder of the corn-fields, and their de¬ 

struction by turning cattle into them.” 

“ G. O. Frenadtti Novembery 1812. 

“ No. 4. The Commander of the Forces has t^ken the 

precaution of haying the grass mowed, and saved as 

hay, in many parts of the country in which the troops 

are .now, or may be cantoned, which resource is 
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ample for the food of all the animals of the ^my 

during the winter, if duly taken care of, and distrimited 

under the regulations of the service. 

‘‘ No. 5. The Commander of the Forces is sorry to 

learn, however, that much of what was thus provided 

in this part of the country, has been already wasted, or 

trampled upon and destroyed, and in particular 36,000 

rations of hay, which were at Espeja, and of which 

Lieutenant Holborne took possession, has been de* 

stroyed. 

“ No. 6. He entreats the attention of general officers, 

an(| commanding officers of regiments, to these orders, 

as they relate not only to the hay provided by the 

orders of the Commander of the Forces, but to the 

forage, and other resources of the country.” 

Much more might be given and said upon this most 

important subject; but being apprehensive that I have 

already exhausted the patience of many readers, I shall 

only farther observe, that in the French armies they 

act in a very summary manner with respect to car¬ 

riages and animals kept contrary to the rules of the 

sel^^ice. Ail such carriages and animals, and the per¬ 

sons along with them, are laid hold of by tlfls police, 

and taken to head-quarters, to be delivered up to the 

provost, who reports the circumstances to the major- 

general, ^and who commonly orders the transgressors 

to be punished by the provost-corporals, and the car¬ 

riages and animals to be sold for the benefit of the 

captors. 
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tuiow becomes necessary to consider other subjects 

connected with the higher branches of the military pro¬ 

fession, and which require to be so well weighed, that 

I may, if possible, give offence to no one; at least it 

shall be my study to endeavour to avoid doing so. 



CHAP. VI. 

As I find that I have not yet touched upon some of the 

subjects which I am anxious to bring under consideration. 
I must again beg here to remind the reader, that having 

shown, in several instances, in what manner consider¬ 
able savings can be effected, I will now go on to point 
out a very injudicious piece of economy, the consequences 

of which have been always felt in our regiments, viz. 

that of never allowing one quarter enough of aramunl- 

tion for practice; and the result w^as, that our soldiers, 

in general, I will venture to say, were probably as bad 
marksmen as any in the wwld. Our game laws are in 

a certain degree the cause that the lower orders of the 

people are all so ignorant of the use of fire-arms; but 
this is a subject with which I do not intend to meddle, 
and shall only say, that when English archers were so 

formidable, the people were encouraged and even com¬ 

pelled to assemble at various times of the year to prac- 
tise this to them amusing craft; and the result of this 

wise policy on the part of their rulers was fulTy evinced 

in battle. I must, how'ever, observe, that our old-fa¬ 
shioned heavy muskets recoil, or kick so violently, 

after tiring even a few rounds, that if they then go off 

at all, they cause a man to think twice, and pi obably to 
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raise his eye from the object aimed at, before he ven¬ 

tures to pull the trigger; but since I made a note of 

this, with the intention of bringing the subject under 

consideration, I find that an improvement in fire-arms, 

for the army in general, is actually in contemplation, 

I by no means wish to increase the quantity of blank 

cartridges usually allowed to amuse grown children at 
mock-fights, &c. but of ball and buckshot ammunition; 

for it is most desirable that the soldier should know 

and be able to calculate, at what distances he ought to 

use both with proper effect. 

A general officer, now long in his tomb, entertained 

certain very odd notions, in which I sometimes fancy 

that I participate; in one of his usually laconic ad¬ 

dresses, or exhortations, in which he was fond of in¬ 

dulging even when going into action, upqp one occasion, 

and rather to the astonishment of the soldiers he led, 

though accustomed to his waj’s, and after cautioning 

them, that he would not give the word fire until he 

could see the white of the enemy's eyes; and he was 

very near-sighted—he thus addressed them—Now, 

lads, there is the enemy, if you don’t kill them, they 

will certainly kill you; and it is better to break their 

shanks than to fire o’er the crown of their heads.” 

There was much to be admired in tins pithy address, 

wliicli comM be perfectly understood by soldiers. But 

1 must say, that I have often regretted seeing a useless, 

distant fire kept up, which had no effect whatever upon 

the enemy, and certainly did not improve the taste of 

our soldiers for the bayonet, in whose bands it may 
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be always made a very useful instrument for deciding 

the fate of battles. I must, however, apologize for 

taking up the reader’s time with these remarks, and 

also for having so unceremoniously introduced the 

general, my worthy ancestor, to him; yet I must beg 

to add, that a very brave and esteemed friend of mine, 

Major Smith, 46th regiment, who fell fighting glo¬ 

riously, but too rashly, for he really w'ent up to the 

French bayonets at Busaco, had also sometimes a very 

odd way of expressing himself. I remember bearing 

him on one occasion emphatically observe, “ I don^t 

like your prudent officers,* Sir, w]^o deal in long shots, 

and w’ho talk so much of sparing the effusion of human 

blood—their prudence, Sir, always increases it in the 

end, Sir.” But those who knew him will readilv re- 

cognize this to he genuine; and it may be well sup¬ 

posed, that he must have come up to Sir Thomas Pic- 

ton’s ideas of what a good soldier should be; at all 

events, he considered that the 3rd division and the 

country, sustained an irreparable loss when Major Smith 

fell. But to proceed—I beg«to recommend, that there 

l>e erected, as near as may be deemed consistent with 

the safety of the passers by, and even against the high 

walls of barracks, sufficient mounds of earth against 

which to fire with ball; and this should not.oiilv be 

made the means of useful instruction, but also, like the 

bayonet and sword exercises, conducive to the sol¬ 

dier’s amusement; and whilst I would greatly increase 

the allowance of ammunition*for practice, 1 would ^Iso 

suggest that a sum of money be annually granted to 
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regiments to be laid out at the discretion of commanding 

officers, in rewards to the best shots and the best 

swordsmen. This is very essential, as light troops are 

so much employed in modern warfare, that their being 

good marksmen cannot be dispensed with; therefore, 

with a superior description of musket, having a good 

percussion lock, serviceable in wet as well as in dry 

weather, and fire never being uselessly thrown away in 

action in a volley like a single report, which in former 

times was considered so fine, our soldiers would be more 

than a match for the Yankee Back-woodsmen, or any 

other troops in the world. 

I have now arrived at a part of my undertaking in 

which I am very much interested, and to which I am 

desirous of attracting attention; for I am sure it will 

he readily allowed, that amongst any boHy of men, there 

will always exist irregularities and misconduct; it is 

therefore indispensable, that there should be at hand 

the means of making those guilty of offences promptly 

feci the consequences of committing them. With this 

in view, I conclude it will be thought necessary, that 

there should be several small, dark, dry, and well ven¬ 

tilated cells in all prisons attached to barracks at home 

and abroad, in which offenders can be separately con¬ 

fined, either upon bread and water, low diet, or other¬ 

wise for fixed periods, according to the present system, 

and to the sentences of courts-martial, for I am obliged 

to write so as to suit the times, and whilst undergoing 

this'kind of punishment, the inmates should be sub¬ 

jected to the most perfect silence; which» if duly at- 
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tended to, will soon be found to constitute the severest 

part of the punishment, and to produce the most de¬ 

sirable results; every necessary precaution should, there¬ 

fore, be taken on this head; but it should never be 

overlooked, that such kinds of punishment for the 

maintenance of discipline, can never be resorted to when 

regiments are in the field. 

In no regiment that I have ever had any thing to do 

with, have I yet found the link of responsibility pp- 

fectly kept up. For instance, the majors were not 

made answerable for the state of their respective wings. 

The captains were almost never interfered with by tlie 

majors, who were really little* else than sinecurists ; 

indeed, commanding officers in general, did not like 

their doing so; as they too frequently looked upon It 

as meddling with what did not concern them; and 

they too often rendered the captains also mere nonen¬ 

tities with their companies ; managing all promotions, 

&c. (so powerful is the love of patronage) between 

themselves and their adjutants. It was the same as to 

granting leave of absence |‘roin the regiments, or even 

from common parades ; and thus captains were entirely 

stripped of influence. It was also much the same with 

regard to men guilty of crimes or irregularities : their 

names were found in guard reports; the adjutants 

were made to inquire into the reasons of tliefr confine¬ 

ment, and they were sometimes sentenced by courts- 

martial, and even punished, without any reference 

whatever being made to their captains; and I, have 

heard commanding officers say, that there was no use 
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in consulting them, as th^ knew nothing about their 

companies; but whose fault was that, and why were 

they not encouraged and made to do their duty, and to 

look after their men’s conduct ? 

In former days (and I may go back even to the days 

of Marlborough) captains were men of some impor¬ 

tance, and were allowed to exercise much more autho¬ 

rity over their companies, than has for many years past 

been the fashion* They could keep them at drill, or 

confined to barracks, or camp, if their conduct was 

irregular, till the offenders were found out, and pun¬ 

ished by the soldiers themselves. These oftendcrs were 

tried by what were then called Company Courts-31ar 

tial, W’hich consisted of a non-commissioned officer 

and four privates. The sentence (nothing else being 

written) having been approved of by the captain, or 

officer commanding the company, it was in presence 

of the non-commissioned officers, and sometimes of a 

subaltern, privately carried into execution, either by 

the drummers of the com]>any giving the culprit a 

certain number of blows, or. else all the soldiers Iiad to 

do so with the slings of their firelocks. This having 

been properly, and often severely done by themselves, 

the company w'as considered as purified, and were then 

dismissed from drill, or released from confinement to 
I 

barracks or camp. If a plan of this kind in spirit w’as 

properly followed up, how admirably it would be found 

calculated for service in the field even in our days. 

When- the importance of company officers is raised, 

so is proportionally that of the %on-commis8ioned 
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officers ; and does not the siiperiority of our companies 

of guards consist in the respectability of their non¬ 

commissioned officers? 

Not very long ago, what, I believe, was called 

Picketting, was practised as a punishment in our regi¬ 

ments of cavalry for minor offences, and I have heard 

from old officers, that the soldiers had a great dread of 

it; they assured me it did not in the least injure their 

health, or unfit them for immediate duty; and jt 

almost entirely obviated the necessity for flogging. 

Would it not therefore be well, if the reviving of this 

kind of punishment in every corps, when an army took 

the field, were to have due consideration. I am 

aware of the outcry which most likely would be raised 

by injudicious men against such a plan, and nothing 

would have induced me to venture to mention it, but 

iny abhorrence of flogging, and my fear that capital 

punishments might become frequent and unavoidable, 

if there were no other mode of maintaining discipline 

amongst our troops. I therefore must not shrink from 

suggesting it, as 1 feel convinced, that in the field, our 

military police, might be safely trusted with the power 

of using it as a punishment; and it would, I have no 

doubt, deter soldiers from straggling from their corps 

in search of liquor or plunder. 

We are constantly bearing of the horrors of flog¬ 

ging in our regiments, and scarcely an instance occurs, 

but that some of the newspapers endeavour to hold it 

up in the most exaggerated slanguage, and strongest 

colouring, to the detestation of the nation; but after 

i2 
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all, what is such punishment, as now inflicted, to what 

takes place all over Germany, and in the armies of the 

Czar ? We are told—and it should be known in Great 

Britain—that the kind of bastinado, by which the flesh 

is most cruelly torn off by the point of the stick, is so 

severe in the German and other armies, that few men 

can stand many blows of the corporals who inflict it; 

and as for the Russian knout, half a dozen strokes, or 

even less, can be made fatal by a skilful hand. 

Unluckily, by our mode of proceeding, punishment 

is, in some measure, converted, by its slowness, into a 

kind of torture; and if flagellation is to be unfortu¬ 

nately allowed to continue in a British army, it most 

probably would be better if fewer lashes were awarded 

by the sentences of courts-martial, but to be inflicted 

more after the manner practised in our navy. At all 

events, what may he termed the teasing system, which 

now prevails in regiments, and to which commanding 

officers, in compliance with existing circumstances, 

jiiust adhere, cannot be productive of good, and must 

from necessity, and want of time and means, be nearly 

abandoned when our army is actually in the field. In 

what way then, I l)eg to ask, are officers to maintain 

discipline, if their power and influence in their compa¬ 

nies are not increased ? 

It has always been the practice in our army to direct 

attention—^and in this commanding officers of regi¬ 

ments had no choice—more particularly to what was 

necessary for home service, or garrison duty abroad, 

or their attention was called (as in the Russian service) 
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to what would produce effi^ct, through a splendid dis* 

play of neatness, uniformity, and regularity in dress, 

messing, barrack and other arrangements; which iu 

themselves are much to be lauded and admired ; but 

with regard to what were really essential and indis¬ 

pensable in the field, for which most of this instruction 

or knowledge, but little prepared them, such matters 

seemed generally to be left to chance, or to be acquired 

by both officers and men when once there; and thi^ 

was one of the reasons why so few regiments did not 

fall off in every respect, the very first campaign^!ii 

which they were employed. 

One of the chief objects which I ^faave in view’ being, 

however, to do away with corporal punishment, and 

still to insure our having a w’cll-conducted and highly 

disciplined army, I consider as essential towards se¬ 

curing this, that the utmost attention should be paid to 

what was formerly so lamentably neglected—that is to 

say—tlie religious instruction, and general education of 

corps. Without this all our efforts must be useless and 

unavailing. 
55 • 

To expect that such objects can be attained by merely 

paying the clergymen of tow’ns, where troops are 

usually quartered, a certain sum annually for perform¬ 

ing clerical duties, is altogether out of the question. 

Every regiment ought to have its own chaplain, and 

the changes which have of late years taken place in 

the religious, ns well as in the moral feelings of the 

country, (for we ought not to attend to the wild ideas 

and effusions of men, who in the present day arc 
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leading the unwary astray,) have rendered their ap¬ 

pointment to corps no longer objectionable. The re¬ 

gimental chaplains should be required, before appoint¬ 

ment, to produce to the chaplain general, certificates 

from bishops of the church of England, or from, at 

least, two ministers of the church of Scotland, setting 

forth the respectability of their characters, their fitness 

to discharge the religious duties, and to direct and 

superintend the instruction of the regiment, to which 

they might be attached, and in which a higher de¬ 

scription of education was hereafter to be looked for. 

I must here declare, and 1 do so after long and 

serious consideration of the subject, that the con- 
% 

sequences of a mixture in corps of men professing 

Protestant and Roman Catholic creeds have ahvays 

been, that religion, of any kind, became altogether a 

forbidden subject, and I firmly believe, that much of 

the depravity and irregularities committed by our 

soldiers, may be attributed to this cause ; for what 

could be expected from men, who, I may say, never 

gave religion even a lliouglu. The officers were al- 

most all Protestants, whilst a consideralde proportion 

of the soldiers, in many regiments, from having been 

raised in Ireland, were Papists ; and it, unfortunately, 

yet clearly, became the duty of those under whose 

command they were placed, to show no respect of per¬ 

sons, or to hurt the feelings of either party on account 

of religious opinions or differences; and thus what 

is commonly looked upc^p as sacred amongst men, 

could not even be named, and much less brought to 
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the assistance of officers in the management of their 

men, so that fear of punishment was all they had 

to depend upon (and even corporal punishment when 

too frequently resorted to, lost its effects,) for the main¬ 

tenance of discipline, it was, therefore, to the system 

pursued, and not to the officers that blame ought 

to have been attached for much of the misconduct 

which the commanders of our armies, and Lord Wel¬ 

lington in particular, had to lament and contend with. 

Much more might be said upon this subject, but I do 

not wish to pursue it farther. 

But let us for a moment look at the effects of unani¬ 

mity in religious views in a RAssian army, in which, 

however, is to be clearly seen far too much of the old 

Prussian severity of discipline to be productive of good ; 

and I am also aware, that in consequence of the power 

that the upper class—themselves exempted from the 

conscription—possess over their serfs, many bad cha¬ 

racters are forced into their ranks ; yet their Emperor, 

generals, officers and soldiers are, I may say, of one 

mind and of one religion. See the whole joining in 

its—to them—sacred offices, and imposing ceremonies; 

and who then can deny, but that their chiefs thus 

establish a firm hold upon the minds and aftections of 

their soldiers, who may, by this means, be led to 

respect morality, and to imitate praise-worthy conduct, 

whilst they are at the same time rendered more for¬ 

midable as enemies. 

Regimental chaplains qught to be married, and 

should be allowed sufficient means to provide them- 
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Reives with suitable lodgings, and when it could be 

done, outside the barrack walls; and to insure tJieir 

respectability and fitness for the performance of their 

important duties, they ought to receive the same pay 

and allowances as pay-masters. 

Very few churches in provincial towns, or villages, 

can afford proper accommodation for the troops quartered 

in them, and they ought not to be dependant upon 

this; and as regiments would thus have their own 

clergymen, there should be attached to every barrack, 

at home or abroad, a large comfortable school-house, 

in which divine service might be performed twice a 

day on Sundays; so that one wing of a regiment could 

be accommodated in the morning, and the other in the 

afternoon. 

Every corps ought to have a well paid, and highly 

respectable schoolmaster, with whom no one should 

have a right to interfere, but the eoinmandirig officer 

and chaplain ; and |>art of the duty of the latter should 

he to superintend the school and to direct I he system of 

education to be pursued in it. Every school-house 

ought to be furnished with acaiefiilly selected collection 

of books, which should be handed over, in good order, 

from one chaplain to another, and according to an in¬ 

ventory kept for the purpose. Of course the regiment 

relieved 'would have to pay for any books lost or 

damaged. There ought to he also a sufficient allowance 

of fuel and candles granted for the school-house ; and it 

wouy be most desirable that the soldiers should, as 

much as possible, be induced to spend their evenings 
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there; and in order to increase this inducement, the 

books should not only be instructive, but also amusing; 

and as far as practicable, different at every station. A 

place of public resort of this kind, where a certain 

number of non-commissioned officers should be required 

to be present, would be particularly desirable every¬ 

where, but especially in our North American possessions, 

where in winter it is so difficult to find means of amuse¬ 

ment^ for soldiers, and there))y to keep them out of mis¬ 

chief. But all kinds of out-door amusements ought also 

to be encouraged in evei7 part of the world, and even 

money should be allowed to commanding officers to pfo- 
vide what is required for them f and every thing pos¬ 

sible done, 80 as to make soldiers feel that their regi¬ 

ments are their homes, and their officers their best 

friends. With this most desirable object in view, 

officers must see what vast responsibility devolves upon 

them, and how much they are called upon to teach by 
example. 

It is well known, that in the United Kingdom, society 

is very differently circumstanced to what it is in any 

other part of the M'orld. Jlo nation can boast of such a 

high-minded and enlightened middle class as we possess; 

and education and manners place most of them upon a 

level with the highest. Almost all the officers of our 

army and navy are taken from this middle ^lass; but 

I regret to say, that too many of them, as well as the 

first class, know as little of the habits or feelings of the 

lower orders, as the latter know of theirs. Thus the 

the very formation of society is against that community 
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of feeling and interest, which ought to exist between 

officers and soldiers, or sailors; and to the want of this 

sympathy among us, may be attributed much of that 

powerful influence which dangerous men are able to 

exercise over the lower orders of the people of the pre¬ 

sent day; for they are generally destitute of the virtues 

or principles to be found among men in a similar state ; 

and the dependence in which they are held by the nioi*e 

wealthy part of the coinnmnity, engenders feelings of 

jealousy and even dislike towards them, which may be 

expected at any time, when opportunity offers, to burst 

forth in those acts of open violence, which occasionally 

disturb the tranquillity of the em}>ire. 

The fancies and absurdities of some of our com¬ 

manders in former times, were most truly surprising ; 

but to us who were their victims they were any thing 

but amusing or laughable. Some of them ought to be 

held up as beacons to warn others to avoid them ; but 

doing so, and showing their effects upon tho-e under 

them, would occupy much more time and s])ace tlian 1 

can devote to the purpose. But how rapidly an army 

whose spirit has been already subdued by a too severe 

system of discipine is vanquished, was clearly proved, 

by what occurred in the year 1800. On the 7th of 

October in that year, the Emperor Napoleon announced 

to the Senate, that he had quitted his capital to repair 

to his army in Germany. Already had the Prussian 

army, completed to its war establishment, passed their 

frontier, in all the confidence of discipline, and had in¬ 

vaded Saxony; and their advanced posts had even 
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made tlieir appearance not far from the cantonments of 

the Imperial army. 

The French were instantly put in motion to cross the 

Rhine, and by forced marches, the several corps occu¬ 

pied the points assigned them, and every thing was 

arranged for advancing against the Prussians. By the 

evening of the 8th, the French, after several brilliant 

affairs, in which the Prussians were invariably beaten, 

had passed the Saale. Events succeeded each other 

with great rapidity, and according to the Emperor’s 

account of what occurred. Marshal Davoust arrived at 

Naumboiirg on the night'of the 12th of October. The 

Prussian army being thus caught* “en flagrant delit,” 

their left being turned, and many of their depots of pro¬ 

visions taken. The king of Prussia intended to have 

commenced hostilities on the 9th of October, by moving 

his right upon Frankfort, his centre upon Wurtzbourg, 

and his left upon Bamberg; but the Emperor seems to 

have anticipated this arrangement by marching upon 

Saalbourg, Lobenstein, Schleitz, Gera, and Naumbourg, 

when the 9th, 10th, llth, ^nd 12th, were necessarily 
occupied by the Prussians in changing their positions, 

and in recalling tlieir detachments; so that upon the 

13th they were, by concentrating their troops, in number 

about 150,000, enabled to offer battle to the French 

between Capelsdorf and Amerstadt. 

At two o’clock in the afternoon of the 13th, the Em¬ 

peror arrived at Jena; and from a height occupied by his 

advanced guard, he reconnoitred the Prussian position, 

and made his dispositions for the morrow. 
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The Prussian army on the morning of the 14th dis¬ 

played a splendid front of infantry) cavalry, and seven 

or eight hundred pieces of cannon. All their manoeu¬ 

vres were executed with that precision and rapidity which 

might be expected from troops who spent their lives at 

constant drill, and in military evolutions; in all of 

which the French were very inferior; yet they had been 

sufficiently taught their business as soldiers, without that 

severity of discipline having been resorted to, which 

too frequently dispirits men, and renders them indiffer¬ 

ent to events. 
•I 

The results of this campaign, of seven days duration, 

and the famous battle of Jena, were 30,000 prisoners, 

and amongst them twenty generals ; upwards of twenty 

colours, three hundred pieces of cannon, and great 

quantities of provisions taken by the French. The 

Prussian loss was estimated at 20,000 in killed and 

wounded; and the wreck of tlieir army fell back in 
consternation and disorder, whilst the French admitted 

only the loss of a few generals, and about 1,5(K) men 

killed and wounded. 

We are not to suppose that the Emperor Napoleon 

could have gained such advantages over a Prussian 

army, manoeuvred by such able officers as those who 

led it, by superiority of tactics, though be evidently 

wished the world to think so; and we must attribute 

the results of the battle to the gallantry and superior 

intelligence of the French officers and soldiers over 

troeps in whom such a spirit no longer existed ; for had 

it not, in a great measure been banished, for the time, 
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from amongst them, by the severity of Prussian disci¬ 

pline, which is most certainly calculated to eradicate 

courage out of any army in the world but that com¬ 

posed of English, Scotch, and Irishmen, upon whom 

its effects were but too long tried; and though it did 

not exhaust their innate national bravery, and love of 

war, yet it rendered them at all times ready and 

anxious to free themselves from the restraint under 

which they were so tightly kept; and when once they 

could contrive to get out of the sight of their officers, 

and to think for themselves,—to do which they perha|)S 

had very few opportunities in the course of their lives—- 

they bade farewell to subordination, and took good 

care, in every kind of excess, to make up for what 

they had suffered, under the kind of discipline we had 

in a great measure copied from the Prussians ; and to 

this I venture to ascribe many of our soldiers* irregu¬ 

larities, and even their crimes. 

Let us see the effects of such absurd discipline upon 

a Russian army. In the month of June, 1807, the 

Russians occupied Heilshujg, where they had collected 

vast quantities of provisions, and all that was neces¬ 

sary for an army. Their position was excellent, and 

during a period of four months every thing possible 

had been done to render it, by field works, more for- 

midable. The Russians even attempted to be the first 

to commence hostilities, but they were attacked by the 

French, and completely beaten with the loss of 30,000 

killed and wounded, and 4,000 prisoners; while the 

French lost (and the results go to prove their state* 
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ments to be correct) only 700 killed, and about 2)000 

wounded ; and I do not hesitate to attribute the loss of 
the battle of Eyiau to the same cause as I do that of 
Jena; that is to say, the injurious, depressing effects of 
Prussian discipline; and which system seems to be even 

to this day followed up in the Russian armies. 
In further proof of this, I must beg the reader’s at¬ 

tention to what 1 am going to mention, and which 

actually occurred in a regiment that shall be nameless. 

The day was fixed upon which it was to be reviewed. 

Its commanding otficer was suddenly taken ill, and he 

was confined to his bed. So far had preparations been 

carried for this great event, that even the large cards, 

as was the practice in those days, containing the ma* 

noeuvres to be performed, had been made out for the 
inspecting General. This illness of the Lieutenant- 

Colonel was an event quite unforeseen, and the senior 

Major, a good-natured old gentleman, whose military 

career bad been in the West Indies, and who was more 

agreeably occupied at the time than in studying Dundas, 

was completely thunderstruck when he found that at 

the shortest notice he had to make up his mind to as¬ 

sume the command on this truly alarming occasion ; 

for the General was well known to be a first-rate tiger. 

It was, therefore, a very hopeless case with llie gallant 

Major, as he really could not at any time manoeuvre a 

battalion, and much less under such trying circum¬ 

stances ; and what made matters worse, his Lieutenant- 

Colopel would rarely allowjum to try whether he could 

do so or not, for he was one of those commanders who 
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carried on every thing himself, aided by his adjntant, 
and a well trained set of drummers, whom he kept in 

constant practice. 
His Adjutant was a well-meaning man, and in kindly 

feelings, and good will towards the Major, and in his 
great zeal for the reputation of his corps, he went with 

the beautifully written out card of the manoeuvres (the 

produce of many an anxious hour of the Lieutenant- 

Coloners valuable time) to the Major, to explain*it 

fully to him, and also comfort him with the hope, that 

as the regiment had most diligently practised every 

inarch, counter-march, and wheel of it, things must go 

off well, if he would only not be alarmed. Accord¬ 

ingly, that very evening, well prompted by the Adju¬ 

tant, he actually got the regiment through it hand- 
i?omely enough. At night the Adjutant went to see 

and condole with his most yellow, billious-looking 

commander. “ How will ever the poor Major get 

through with the review to-morrow?” ‘*0, there 

is no fear whatever of him, for he put the regiment 

through it tolerably this evpning.” “ Through what, 

Sir—have you presumed to show him my manoeuvres ?’* 

“ Yes, Sir, but I thought there could be no harm in 

doing 80, as——” ** You thought. Sir—no harm, Sir. 

Go immediately, Sir, and bring back my manoeuvres, 

and let Major-make out a review for himself— 

he shall certainly not have mine.” 

The cards were consequently delivered up to their 

unselfish owner. But the Adjutant, who flattered him¬ 

self, that he was also something of a manoeuvrer, 
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though, at the risk of irritating the Lieutenant-Colonel, 

thought it would be well, before he should terrify the 

Major out of his senses with this awful intelligence, to 

sit down and concoct a very pretty review—one, at all 

events, which would show that the battalion knew how 

to act against an enemy in its front and rear, and 

probably upon both its flanks at the same moment. 

In short, he went that very night with a splendid plan, 

which he proudly and confidently displayed before the 

astounded Major; who, at last, after a good deal of 

trouble, made so far to comprehend it, that he was 

able next morning, at five o’clock, to put the regiment 

through it very tolerably. But this was rather sharp 

work upon all concerned; for the grand review was to 

take place at 11, a.m.—the Major was quite hoarse— 

and a new card had to be finely written out for the 

General. 
The review came off admirably-—the Major (his 

voice cleared by the yolks of eggs) was not often 

wrong ; at least this was not observed, and it did not 

signify, as both officers and men had fully determined 

to do well, not only on the Major’s account, but on 

their own. 

At the long wished-for conclusion, the General came 

solemnly forward, and in front of the regiment, really 

covered the blushing, but exhausted. Major with 

praises and honourable acknowledgments, and appro** 

bation of his own and the corps’ most admirable per¬ 

formances. ♦. 

On the return of the Adjutant from the field, he, as 
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in duty bound, waited upon h}s Commanding officer. 

‘‘ I suppose, poor —- made a very pretty business of 

it to-day?” “ A most admirable review; and I have, 

upon no occasion, ever seen the regiment do better; so 

much so, that the General expressed in the strongest 

terms his admiration of our day’s performance 

This was quite enough, but the symptoms of the Lieu- 

tenant'ColonePs attack of bilious fever, were not allevia¬ 

ted by the account of the Major’s unlooked-for success. 

Such were the men to whom the command of our regir 

ments was too often confided, and who generally con¬ 

trived to render soldiers indifferent to events, and rec5- 

less in their conduct. 

I had the luck to be stationed in the West of Ire¬ 

land under a General, who considered that nothing 

tended so effectually to make first-rate soldiers, as to 

accustom them to prolonged exposure, under arms, to 

deluges of rain, and to all kinds of weather ; and cer¬ 

tainly in that part of Ireland, there was no want of bis 

favourite specific—rain. I must, however, at the same 

time acknowledge, that of this he himself took ample 

doses. Two other regiments, and the one to which I 

belonged, and a body of cavalry and artillery, formed 

his brigade; and the more gloomy and threatening the 

, weather, the more certain were we of a repetition of 

the General’s admired refrigerant system, for*his prac¬ 

tice in this line was extensive and unwearied; we 

had frequently, on such occasions, to take up favourite 

positions, and to make long and fatiguing excursions, 

over high sand-hills, which were some miles distant 
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from our cantonments. But, notwithstanding this ex¬ 

cellent treatment, our soldiers did not become a whit 

the more water-proof; and many of them most pro- 

vokingly went into hospitals with violent pains in 

their backs, bones, &c. and which, to the GeneraPs 

surprise, often terminated in fever. 

How differently were Sir Thomas Brisbane’s kindly 

feelings evinced for those placed under his care (indeed 

Sir Thomas Picton always wished his commanding 

officers to act in the same manner). No officer com¬ 

manding a corps was allowed, under any j^retcnce, to 

keep his men unnecessarily under arms, especially after 

a march. As soon as the soldiers reached their canton¬ 

ments, or ground of encampment, they were ordered to 

be instantly dismissed, and allowed to go into their 

quarters or tents to take off their accoutrements, knap¬ 

sacks, &c. so that they might as soon as possible re¬ 

cover from the fatigues of the march ; for keeping men 

standing, after being heated, till they became chilled, 
was always found to be injurious to their health. 

After the troops came down the river Plata from 

Buenos Ayres, we vrere kept in what our Generals chose 

to denominate, barracks afloat—that is to say—in trans¬ 

ports off Monte Video. One of these great officers 

came unexpectedly on board our head-quarter ship, 

which was certainly kept in fine order. The moment 

he set his foot on deck he called for the officer of the 

day, who happened to be also the senior officer on 

boar/3, and ordered him to show him all over the ship. 

1 believe he must have been surprised at the man-of-war 
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style adopted, and at the extreme cleanliness and regu¬ 

larity of every thing (for even in spite of the remon¬ 

strances of the masters of the transports, as to their 

decks being ruined,^ the soldiers were kept constantly 

rubbing away with the holy stones), at all events, he 

found no fault, but unfortunately in passing the ship’s 

coppers, he thought fit to demand what was in them, 

and being told rice for the soldiers’ dinners, he, with 

great dignity and gravity, inquired of the alarmed officer 

the quantity of rice in them? The unlucky wight, not 

knowing well what to say, and being fully aware, that 

to betray ignorance upon such important points, watf 

an unpardonable crime, answered at once, about 1000 

pounds—terrible mistake, at least the threatened con¬ 

sequences were terrible—for this worthy coadjutor of 

General Whitelock, in an instant, set upon the unlucky 

miscalculator of boiled and unboiled rice, and declared 

that he had never met with such a downright ignorant 

blockhead in all his life ; for the hold of the ship (and 

she was 700 tons burden) could not contain that quan¬ 

tity when boiled; “ and now. Sir,” continued this 

great commander, ‘‘ I shall take care to make you 

suffer for such ignorance and inattention to your duty, 

and shall report your conduct upon this occasion to the 

Horse Guards, in order to have your promotion stopped.” 

Whether he kept his word or not I cannot tell«s but I 

am rather inclined to believe, that he had other matters 

to occupy his attention, on his return to England, which 

came more home to himself. 

1 could bring many more examples of this kind for* 

K 



ward, but I must no longer occupy the reader’s atten¬ 

tion with such frivolous matters. 

But it is impossible to show in a more satisfactory 

manner, what was the state of a British army in the 

field than by giving, as I intend to do after a few ob¬ 

servations, a letter from his Grace the Duke of Wel¬ 

lington to the Generals commanding divisions and bri¬ 

gades ; yet, I trust it will not be deemed presumptuous 

if I venture to say that the real causes of irregularities 

and bad conduct on the part of soldiers, are not always 

perceived or ascribed even by men of the greatest ta¬ 

lents and experience to the propej* sources ; but having, 

in the retreat from Madrid and Burgos, which is that 

alluded to by his Grace, had much to do with the 

part of the rear-guard under Sir Edward Pakenhau!, 

who then commanded the 3rd division of infantry, 

during the absence of Sir Thomas Picton, and having 

also seen a good deal on many other occasions, I hope 

I may be considered authorized to remark, that owing 

to the admirable management and unwearied exertions 

of Sir Edward Pakenham, the conduct of the division 

on that retreat was, I may say, tolerably good, except 

upon the night after we left Madrid; when many a 

pig was slain in the woods, and the lives of the staff 

and other officers of the division and brigades seriously 

endangered in their endeavours, under a sharp fire of 

musketry, kept up at these animals, to put a stop to 

such disorderly conduct on the part of the soldiers, as 

actually left the division, from the hunt having become 

almost general, at the mercy of the French, had they 
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known what we were about; for they were close at 

hand, and must have wondered what could have occa¬ 

sioned the uproar and firing in our camp. But what 

occurred, day after, day, during the retreat amongst the 

numerous disorderly stragglers from the several divi¬ 

sions, some of whom, in spite of all that could be done, 

occasionally fell into the hands of the enemy, most 

clearly evinced very bad conduct on the past of the 

troops, and also a want of management somewhere; 

but the irregularities, his Grace laments, were compa¬ 

ratively nothing to what occurred in the retreat to Co¬ 

runna. In this instance,^also, the weather, as usual in 

Spain, in the montli of November, was very severe, so. 

much so, that some men who had been barely able to 

reach the resting, or rather halting place for the night, 

which was, perhaps, an open ploughed field, become 

quite a swamp from the rain, were in the morning found 

dead, from the effects of cold, wet, and want of suffi¬ 

cient food, much of which, from those having charge of 

it, not knowing in what direction to move, had gone 

astray ; and in one instance, we, as rear*guard, obtained 

a supply of biscuit, by takmg a quantity of it off the 

hands of a conductor of a brigade of mules, who, in a 

few minutes more, had he not been prevented, would 

have led them in amongst the enemy. 

After the troops from Madrid and Burgos tnet, the 

army, when there were roads running nearly parallel 

to each other, marched generally in two columns; but 

I must say matters were not always well managed, and 

we had no properly organized police, who could have 
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promptly, when necessary, enforced discipline, for what 

were a few provosts with their infan try guards, generally 

accompanying the baggage ? The columns sometimes 

unfortunately and probably unavoidably, came into 

contact with each other on the same road, occasioning 

a certain degree of confusion, which afforded opportu¬ 

nities for some of the soldiers to escape from under the 

eyes of their officers, however watchful they might be, 

and to become as usual irregular; and at other times 

the columns (probably also unavoidably), considering the 

state of the weather, the nature of the country, and the 

then bad roads, were at times too far asunder, and the 

communication not having been kept up as it should 

have been by either our cavalry or infantry, the army 

became liable to sudden and unlooked for events ; and 

in one instance of this kind, I believe it was, that one 

of our generals was taken by a French patrole, that 

through mistake, occasioned by the rain, and a hazy 

state of the atmosphere, and a want of proper precau¬ 

tion on our part, had actually contrived to get in be¬ 

tween our columns, certainly not very much to our 

military credit. 

When his Grace's letter reached us after the retreat, 

the feeling of the officers commanding brigades and 

corps was, that, in this instance, if nothing were said 

about the pig hunt, the 3rd division, although a few of 

its soldiers had fallen into the hands of the enemy, did 

not deserve the censure pronounced against the army 

in general; and it was thought right that Sir Edward 

Pakenharn should be waited upon, in order to induce 
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him to point out this to Lord Wellington, for they were 

besides hurt at the implied superiority of the French in 

even making fires and in quick cooking. Sir Edward, 

however, soon settled the matter, by declaring in his 

usually laconic manner, that he would do no such 

thing,” and adding, ^‘let whoever the cap fits wear it.” 

They all knew well in what this supposed superiority 

of the French lay, for the truth was, they never hesi¬ 

tated to turn a town or village inside out, if it suited 

their purposes, or to pull down a house, or half a dozen 

of them, if necessary, so as to get dry wood for their 

fires, whereas our people had to be marched regularlf 

under officers for beef, bread, water, and wood, and 

they had seldom any thing else for it, but to cut down, 

bring in, and use the green branches of trees as fuel to 

cook with. This accounts for the observable difference 

between the two armies, for when our soldiers occa¬ 

sionally, and when not a tree was to be seen, got a 

house or two to bum, which were always paid for, they 

could then cook as quickly as their practised foes. 

“ Sir, “ Frenada^ Nov, 2Sth, 1812. 

“ 1 have ordered the army into cantonments, in 

which I hope that circumstances will enable me to keep 

them for some time, during which the troops will 

yeceive their clothing, necessaries, &c. which are already 

in progress by different lines of communicatioli to the 

several divisions and brigades. 

“ But besides these objects I must draw your atten¬ 

tion in a very particular manner to the state of discipline 

of the troops. The discipline of every army, after a 
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long and active campaign, becomes in some degree 

relaxed, and requires the utmost attention on the part 

of the general and other officers to bring it back to 

that state in which it ought to be for service ; but I am 

concerned to have to observe that the army under my 

command has fallen off in this respect in the late cam¬ 

paign to a greater degree than any army with which I 

have ever served, or of which I have ever read. Yet 

this army has met with no disaster; it has suffered no 

privations, which but trifling attention on the part of 

the officers could not have prevented, and for which 

there existed no reason whatever in the nature of the 

service; nor has it suffered any hardships, excepting 

those resulting from the necessity of being exposed to 

the inclemencies of the weather at a moment when they 

u ere most severe. 

“ It must be obvious however to every officer, that 

from the moment the troops commenced their retreat 

from the neighbourhood of Burgos on the one hand, 

and from Madrid on the other, the officers lost all 

command over their men. Irregularities and outrages 

of all descriptions were committed with impunity, and 

losses have been sustained which ought never to have 

occurred. 

“ Yet the necessity for retreating existing, none was 

ever mfide in which the troops made such short 

marches; none in which they made such long and re¬ 

peated halts, and none in which the retreating armies 

were so little pressed on their rear by the enemy. We 

must look therefore for the existing evils, and for the 
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situation in which we now find the army to some cause, 

besides those resulting from the operations in which we 

have been engaged. 

“ I have no hesitation in attributing these evils to 

tlie habitual inattention of the ofiftcers of the regiments 

to their duty, as prescribed by the standing regulations 

of the service, and by the orders of this army. 

“ I am far from questioning the zeal, still less the 

gallantry and spirit of the otficers of the army, and^ I 

am quite certain, that if their minds can be convinced 

of the necessity of minute and constant attention to 

understand, recollect, and carry into execution the 

orders which have been issued for the performance of 

this duty, and that the strict performance of this duty 

is necessary to enable the army to serve the country as 

it ought to be served, they will in future give their at¬ 

tention to these points. 

“ Unfortunately the inexperience of the officers of 

the army has induced many to consider that the period 

during which an army is on service is one of relaxation 

from all rule, instead of being, as it is, the period dur¬ 

ing which of all others every rule for the regulation 

and control of the soldier, for the inspection and care 

of his arms, ammunition, accoutrements, necessaries, 

4ind his field equipments, and his horse and horse ap¬ 

pointments, for the receipt and issue and care of his 

provisions, and the regulation of all that belongs to his 

food, and the forage of his horse, must be most strictly 

attended to by the officers of,his company or troop, if it 

is intended that an army, and a British army in parti- 
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cular, shall be brought into the field of battle in a state 

of efficiency to meet the enemy on the day of trial. 

These are points then to which I most earnestly 

intreat you to turn your attention, and the attention of 

the officers of the regiments under your command, 

Portuguese as well as British, during the period in 

which it may be in my power to leave the troops in 

their cantonments. The commanding officers of regi¬ 

ments must enforce the orders of the army, regarding 

the constant inspection and siiperiiitendance of the offi¬ 

cers over the conduct of the men of their companies in 

/heir cantonments, and they must endeavour to inspire 

the non-commissioned officers with a sense of their si¬ 

tuation and authority, and the non-commissioned offi¬ 

cers must be forced to do their duty, by being constantly 

under the view and superintendance of tlie officers. 

By these means the frequent and discreditable recourse 

to the authority of the Provost, and the punishments 

by the sentence of courts-martial will be prevented, 

and the soldiers will not dare to commit the offences 

and outrages, of which there are too many complaints, 

when they know that the officers and non-commissioned 

officers have their eyes and attention turned towards 

them. 

The commanding officers of regiments must like¬ 

wise enforce the orders of the army, regarding the 

constant real inspection of the soldiers’ arms, ammuni¬ 

tion, accoutrements, and necessaries, in order to pre¬ 

vent at all times the shameful waste of ammunition, 

and the sale of that article, and of the soldiers* neces- 
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saries. With this view, both should be inspected 

daily. 

In regard to the food of the soldier, I have frequently 

observed and lamented in the late campaign, the 

facility and celerity with which the French soldiers 

cooked, in comparison with those of our army. 

“ The cause of this disadvantage is the same with that 

of every other description, the want of attention of the 

officers to the orders of the army, and to the conduct 

of their men, and the consequent want of authority 

over their conduct. Certain men of each company 

should be appointed to cut and bring in wood, otheifts 

to fetch water, and others to get the meat, &;c., to be 

cooked; and it would soon be found, if this practice 

were daily enforced, and a particular hour for seeing 

the dinners, and for the men dining named, as it 

ought to be, equally as for the parade, that cooking 

would no longer require the inconvenient length of time 

which it has lately been found to take, and that the 

soldiers would not be exposed to the privation of their 

food at the moment at which the army may be en¬ 

gaged in operations with tlite enemy. 

“ You will, of course, give your attention to the field 

exercise and discipline of the troofis. It is very de- 

sireable, that the soldiers should not lose the habit of 

marching; and the divisions should march ten or 

twelve miles twice in each week, if the weather should 

permit, and the roads in the neighbourhood of the 

cantonments of the division should be dry. But I 

repeat, that the great object of the attention of the 

k2 
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general and field officers must be, to get the captains 

and subalterns of regiments to understand and perform 

the duties required of them, as the only mode by 

whicli the discipline and efficiency of the army can be 

restored and maintained during the next campaign. 

“ I have the honour to be, &:c. &c. 

(Signed) “Wellington. 

“ To the Officer commandwg — Division.'* 

The Duke of Wellington in this letter again accuses 

the officers of being, in a great measure, the cause of 

irregularities, by their neglect of duty ; nevertheless, I 

slill venture to attribute the })ad conduct of the soldiers 

more particularly to what 1 am convinced was the 

chief cause, viz. the description of men they had to 

deal with. As a proof of thi', we find what follows 

in a general order, dated Vizar, 28th February, 1810. 

“No. 6. The Commander of the Forces draws the at¬ 

tention of the soldiers of the army to the consequences 

of the crimes committed by the soldiers thus ordered 

for execution, under the sentence of a General Court- 

Martial. Cornelius McGuire, of the 27th regiment, 

and George Chambers, of the 88th regiment, com¬ 

mitted a crime, which the Commander of the Forces 

is concerned to observe is too common in this army ; 

they robbed and ill-treated an inhabitant of this coun¬ 

try, whom they met on the road ; a crime which the 

Commander of the Forces is determined in no in¬ 

stance to forgive. 

“The soldiers of the army have been invariably well 

treated by the inhabitants of Portugal, and the fre- 
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quent instances which have occurred of their being 

robbed and ill treated, and of murder being committed, 

by soldiers who straggle from their detachments on a 

march, are a disgrace to the character of this army, 

and of the British nation. 

‘‘The Commander of the Forces is therefore deter¬ 

mined, in every instance of the kind, that may occur, 

to have proof adduced of the crime committed, and 

the sentences of the General Courts-Martial, what- 
« 

ever they may be, shall be carried into execution. 

“ The Commander of the Forces is concerned to 

to observe, that the crime committed by John x\!ti- 

Donough, private in the 58tb regiment, is no less 

common in this army, than robbery ak.d murder, and 

in respect to this crime, (repeated desertion) he is 

equally determined to carry into execution, the sen¬ 

tences of the General Courts-Martial, whatever they 

may be.” 

We again find in a general order, dated Coimbra, 

30th September, 1810, that four soldiers of the 45th 

regiment were found guilty, and sentenced to be exe¬ 

cuted, for stopping on the highway, assaulting, and 

robbing some Portuguese inhabitants, at, or near the 

bridge of St. Euphemia; and which sentence was 

confirmed by his Excellency the Commander of the 

Forces, but who was, as will be seen by whaft follows, 

pleased to pardon them. “ No. 3. Although the Coin- 

inander of the Forces has long determined that he 

will not pardon men guilty^ of crimes of which the 

prisoners have been convicted, he is induced to pardon 
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these men in consequence of the gallantry displayed by 

the 45th regiment on the 27tb instant. (Battle of 

Busaco.) He trusts that this pardon will make a due 

impression upon the prisoners, and that by their future 

regular and good conduct, they will endeavour to 

emulate their comrades, who have, by their bravery, 

saved them from a disgraceful end.*’ 

I have already stated, that our soldiers certainly 

possess one redeeming quality, which is undaunted 

courage in battle; but how lamentable it was con¬ 

stantly to find that this was so much marred by irre¬ 

gularities and crimes, which invariably and instantly 

followed the most brilliant displays of it. As an 

instance of this, I beg to say, that upon the night of 

the storming of Ciudad Rodrigo, I was in the trenches 

with the 45th regiment, which was destined to lead the 

assault of the main breach. Whilst waiting for the 

hour fixed upon for this purpose, an order arrived 

from Sir Thomas Picton, to form a forlorn hope. The 

officers commanding companies were therefore called 

together, and desired to bring to the head of the 

column, six men from each for the purpose. They 

soon returned, hut to my surprise, unaccompanied by 

a single soldier, all of them declaring, that every man 

present volunteered for the pre-eminence, and they 

wished tb know how they were to act, for that the oldest 

soldiers claimed it as their right. Well might officers 

be proud of such men, who could evince such a spirit 

with the breach, I may say, yawning for their destruc¬ 

tion. The moment for the assault had however arrived 



—no time could be spared—the officer commanding 

knew not well what to do, when the Captain of 

Grenadiers, (now Major Martin) who was there 

dreadfully wounded, put an end to all difficulties, by 

requesting permission to lead as he stood with his 

company at the head of the column. This was very 

reluctantly acquiesced in, but there was no time to 

make any other arrangements, and thus the regiment 

advanced rapidly, but compactly and in perfect order, 

towards the breach. 

The outer edge of the ditch was soon reached. The 

45th, stoutly supported by the 88th and 74th, the othtfr 

fine corps composing the leading brigade, jumped in 

upon bags of hay thrown there by the sappers. At 

that instant a very loud and prolonged explosion touk 

place, seemingly at the foot of the breach, which, 

providentially, the regiment had not then reached. 

This did not, even for a moment, stop their progress, 

and the rugged breach was ascended under a most 

destructive fire from all points. Many brave men had 

already fallen. The enemy’s fire continued to be most 

ruinous, and to our horrdr we saw that the breacdi 

was completely cut off, and that there was no pos¬ 

sibility of advancing or descending into the city. The 

left was first tried, but in vain; and although the loss 

of officers and men of the brigade, but especiaMy of the 

leading regiment was very great, yet no one supposed 

that retracing our steps could even be thought of. 

I had just made my way back, but with great difficulty, 

from the left of the breach, when I met General 
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McKinnon, who commanded the brigade, and who 

had, by some means or other, contrived to get through 

the dense crowed below; and though I tried, amidst 

the uproar, to make him understand how we were 

situated, and that we could not gain ground to the left, 

yet he seemingly did not understand me, and went on 

in that direction. Whilst thus situated, another and 

a most dreadful explosion took place, which shook the 

ramparts like a powerful earthquake, and destroyed 

General McKinnon and most of those who had fol¬ 

lowed him. A short but fearful pause insued, when 

Brigade-Major Wyldc suddenly appeared, coming 

greatly animated from the right, and pointing in that 

direction; all followed him with loud cheers, and I will 

venture to say, that he was the first man, who that 

night entered Ciudad Rodrigo. In their burry in 

falling back from the breach, the French had not had 

time to remove a few planks laid across the cut to our 

right, and more were found on the other side ; and 

thus by unflinching and persevering gallantry on the 

part of the leading brigade of the 3rd division, under a 

most appalling fire, the city was carried. 

I make no remarks u])on the gallantry of those em¬ 

ployed at the smaller breach, but undaunted courage 

w'as unquestionably displayed upon this occasion by the 

soldiers^, but all the corps engaged immediately broke 

away in search of plunder and liquor, or with the 

intention of enjoying themselves in every kind of 

irregularity and excess, and that too in spite of the 

utmost exertions of their officers, who could not for a 
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moment be supposed capable of countenancing their 

atrocities. 

I found myself again with the 45th regiment, which 

had in so noble a manner volunteered the forlorn hope, 

and had led so gallantly into the breach, A great 

part of the regiment had been got together, by the 

officers’ exertions, in a large building in which they 

posted themselves immediately after the city was 

gained. The officers had begun to flatter themselves, 

and even to say to each other, that the corps would 

surely in this instance gain great credit for its proper 

behaviour; but while some watched orie door, and aM 

thought they had the soldiers seejure for once, and out 

of harm’s way, they almost all contrived to escape by 

another, and the officers, however zealous, had nothing 

for it, but to arm themselves with patience and re¬ 

signation. Neveitheless several of them wei*e ordered 

out into the streets to endeavour to bring back the 

stragglers, but the liorrors witnessed, and which coidd 

not by any means be prevented, were beyond belief or 

description. I well remember, looking on in dismay, 

at a party of these madifien, belonging to all the 

corps engaged, sitting round a table, in a large house, 

carousing, singing, cheering, and firing off‘ their mus¬ 

kets. The windows were all open, so that we could 
• 

see every thing that was going forward, for the house 

was ill a blaze about them. I called aloud, and did 

every thing possible to induce them to come out, but 

all ill vain ; they neither listened to me, nor to several 

other officers who were equally exerting themselves 

to save them, and we even ran great risks of being 
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shot by these idiots, who continued drinking, singing, 
firing and cheering, and in which delightful occu¬ 

pations, I saw that they were most cordially joined by 
some of the French garrison. 

This noise, however, and the reports of their muskets 

suddenly ceased; the roof of the building had fallen 

in, and they were all swallowed up amidst the ruins! 
These wretched men were, I conclude, returned by 

their regiments as killed in the assault of the fortress. 
Lord Wellington, I have reason to believe, ordered 

the 45th regiment, (then under the command of the 

present Major-General Sir Leonard Greenwell,) such 

was his opinion of their firmness, at the battle 

of Fuentes d'Onor, to, receive in line, and without 
forming square, the enemy’s cavalry then advanc¬ 
ing in force towards them, if they should venture 

to charge. The experiment was not, however, made, 
for the French, 1 conclude, observing such a steady 
determined front presented to them, thought it wiser to 
retire, especially as they were at the time sutfering se¬ 
verely from our cannon , but I have no doubt, as to 
what would have been tho^* result, had they ventured to 

charge; yet this, if even successful, could not have been 

compared to the splendid achievement of the 5th regi¬ 
ment, in the famous retreat of the 3rd division from 

Elbodon to Guinaldo, in which I saw that corps receive 

the charge of the French cavalry steadily and firmly; 
to my delight and astonishment, however, they in turn 
charged them, and drove them down the hill with con¬ 

siderable loss. The 5th and 45th were, perhaps, as 
steady under arms, and as well conducted regiments as 
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any in the army; yet I have seen both led away at 

sieges, and upon other occasions, when opportunities 

presented themselves, like the rest. I feel, however, 

that I ought here to give Lord Wellington’s orders is¬ 

sued immediately after the retreat alluded to. 

“ G. O. Richosaf 2d October, 1811. 

“ No. 3. The Commander of the Forces is desirous 

of drawing the attention of the army to the conduct of 

the 2d battalion, 5th and 77th regiments, and the 21st 

Portuguese regiment, and Major Arentschild’s Portu¬ 

guese artillery, under the command of the Hon. Major- 

General Colville, and of the 11th Light Dragoons aiK^ 

1st Hussars, under Major-General Alten, in the affair 

with the enemy on the 26th ult. These troops were at¬ 

tacked by between thirty and forty squadrons of cavalry, 

with six pieces of cannon, supported by a division con¬ 

sisting of fourteen battalions of infantry, with cannon. 

“ No, 4. The Portuguese artillerymen were cut down 

at their guns before they quitted them; but the 2nd bat¬ 

talion, 5th regiment, attacked the cavalry which had 

taken the guns, and retook them. At the same time 

the 77th regiment were attacked in front by another 

body of cavalry, upon which they advanced and re¬ 

pulsed them. 

“ No.'^5. While these actions were performed, Major- 

General Alton’s brigade, of which there were only three 

squadrons on the ground, were engaged on the left, 

with numbers infinitely superior to themselves. These 

squadrons charged repeatedly, supporting each other, 

and took above twenty prisoners ; and notwithstancfing 
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the immense superiority of the enemy, the post would 

have been maintained, if the Commander of the Forces 

had not ordered the troops to withdraw from it, seeing 

that the action would become still more unequal, as 

the enemy’s infantry were likely to be engaged in it, 

before the reinforcement ordered to the support of the 

post could arrive. 

“ No. 6. The troops then retired with the same de¬ 

termined spirit, and in the same good order with which 

they had maintained their post—the 2nd battalion, 5th 

regiment, and 77th, in one square, and the 21st Portu¬ 

guese regiment in another, supported by Major-General 

Alten’s cavalry and-the Portuguese artillery. The 

enemy’s cavalry charged three faces of the square of 

the British infantry, but were beaten off; and finding 

from their repeated fruitless efforts, that the brave 

troops were not to be broken, they were contented to 

follow them at a distance, and with firing upon them 

with their artillery, till the troops joined the remainder 

of the 3rd division, and were afterwards supported by a 

brigade of the 4th division. 

“ Although the Cist Portuguese regiment were not 

actually charged by the cavalry, their steadiness and 

determination were conspicuous, and the Commander 

of the Forces observed with pleasure the order and re¬ 

gularity with which they made all their movements, 

and the confidence they showed in their officers. 

“ No. 7. The Commander of the Forces has been 

particular in stating the details of this action in the ge¬ 

neral orders, as, in his opinion, it affords a memorable 
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example of what can be effected by steadiness, disci¬ 

pline and confidence. It is impossible that any troops 

can, at any time, be exposed to the attack of numbers 

relatively greater tl^an those which attacked the troops 

under Major-General Colville, and Major-General Al¬ 

ien, on the 25til of September ; and the Commander of 

the Forces recommends the conduct of those troops to 

the particular attention of the officers and soldiers of 

the army, as an example to be followed on all such 

circumstances. 

“ No. 8. The Commander of the Forces considers 

Major-General Alten and Major-General Colville, and* 

the commanding officers of the i^girnents under their 

command, respectively, viz. Lieutenant-Colonel Cum¬ 

mings, Lieutenant-Colonel Arentschild, Lieutenant- 

Colonel Broomhead, Major Ridge, and Colonel Bacel- 

lar of the 21st Portuguese regiment, and the officers 

and soldiers under their command to be entitled to his 

particular thanks, and he assures them that he has not 

failed to report his sense of their conduct in the action 

of the 25th September to those by whom he trusts it 

will be duly appreciated and recollected.” 

His Grace the Duke of Wellington very rarely be¬ 

stowed such public praise upon any part of his army ; 

yet how strange it was that soldiers who could, in the 

presence of their officers, behave so bravely ancl merit 

such encomiums should, when out of their sight, act so 

recklessly. I do not hesitate in saying that the officers 

of the army deserved more .credit for whatever yras 

found deserving of commendation in their men than 
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was usually allowed them. It was of old a common 

saying that, “ with French officers and English soldiers 

the world might easily be conquered.’' Whatever slur 

this may have been intended to convey against British 

officers, it certainly no longer exists, and it could be 

easily proved that they are now second to none; and 

all they want is a superior description of men to act 

with, which tlie United Kingdom can easily furnish, 

and a better system for their guidance—a system which 

would allow them to treat those placed under them as 

beings endowed with reason, and not as mere pieces of 

Vnachinery. 

The castle ofBadajoF,,after three unsuccessful attempts, 

was at last carried chiefly through the wonderful ex¬ 

ertions, persevering zeal and gallantry of the officers of 

the 3rd division, several of whom had waited, according 

to orders, just before the assault, upon Sir James 

Kempt, then one of its generals of brigade, when a plan 

of the castle was shown to tbera, and much pains taken 

to point out what was to be overcome in order to cap* 

ture it; and it must have been obvious to those officers, 

that retreating, when once'under the walls of the cas¬ 

tle, was quite impossible, and this clearly shows that 

the idea of a false attack could never have been enter¬ 

tained ; indeed it was talked of and considered by 

many c/f us as an enterprise fit only for the knight- 

errants of old. 

To these explanations, and to the extraordinary per¬ 

severance and gallantry of the officers, I have always 

chiefly attributed the taking of the Castle of Badajoz 
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by the 3rd division- But in giving what follows, I can¬ 

not avoid again calling the reader’s attention to the 

praises so justly due to the officers, and also to the 

soldiers for undaunted courage in following them ; and 

I regret to say, to the censure, the next moment, so 

well deserved by the latter. It may be asked, why I 

persevere in making such severe remarks upon the 

conduct of our soldiers'? I readily answer, that my 

only motive is to induce the country, if possible, to 

employ hereafter such men, as can be called out in the 

way I have proposed in our armies, and not the inferior 

and most difficult to be restrained part of our fine and* 

warlike population. # 

“ G. O. Camp before Badajoz, 7th April^ 1812. 

No. 1. The Commander of the Forces returns his 

thanks to the general officers, officers and soldiers of the 

3rd, 4th, and light divisions, to the Royal engineers and 

artillery, and to the Portuguese artillery, for their per¬ 

severing patience and laborious industry, and the 

gallantry which they have uniformly manifested 

throughout the late siege of Badajoz. 

“ In thanking them for tlib uncommon gallantry dis¬ 

played last night in the assault of the place, under the 

most trying circumstances,the Commander of the Forces 

must include among those the general officers, officers 

and soldiers of the 5th division,” • 

“ G. O, Fuente Guinaldo, Wth May^ 1812. 

“ No. 1. The Commander of the iForces has great 

satisfaction in communicating to the army the following 

extract of a letter from the Earl of Liverpool, one’ of 
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his Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State, dated 

Downing-street, 28th April, 1812 :— 

‘ His Royal Highness has commanded me to express 

to your Lordship the sense he entertains of the great 

services rendered to this country, and to her allies, by . 

the reduction of Badajoz. 

‘ The Prince Regent has perused with most sincere re¬ 

gret the long list of brave men who have suffered in this 

memorable siege, and particularly in the assault of Ba¬ 

dajoz, on the night of theCth instant. Never, perhaps, 

was immoveable intrepidity more imperiously required, 

**and never was it more conspicuously and more glori¬ 

ously displayed. , 

‘ The great proportion of officers of high rank who 

have bled in this tremendous conflict, aflPords an affect¬ 

ing proof of the zeal with which they pointed out the 

path of victory to their willing followers. 

‘ The Prince Regent desires that your Lordship will 

receive his Royal thanks for j^our conduct throughout 

these important and arduous operations ; and likewise, 

that yon would convey his thanks, in the most public 

manner to the general officers, the officers of engineers 

and artillery, and to all the officers, non-commissioned 

officers and soldiers, (both British and Portuguese) em¬ 

ployed under your command, at the siege of Badajoz, 

for their distinguished services on this occasion, in 

which their superiority has been so unequivocally and 

nobly manifested.’ ” 

But we must now, I am sorry to say, turn to the 

other side of the picture;— 
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“ G. 0. Camp before Badajoz^ 1th ApriU 1812. 

“ No. 4. The regiments of the 5th division are to 

return to their bivouac by regiments, as soon as Lieu¬ 

tenant-General Leith will think proper, excepting the 

Royal Scots and 9th regiment, which are to remain in 

Badajoz as late this day, ’till the soldiers will have 

been turned out of the town and order will be restored.” 

“ After General Order. 1th Aprils 1812. 

“ No. 1. It is now' full time that the plunder of Ba¬ 

dajoz should cease, and the Commander of the Forces 

requests that an officer and six steady non-commissioned 

officers may be sent from each regiment, British and 

Portuguese, of the 3rd, 4 th, 5th a»d light divisions into 

the town to-morrow morning at five o’clock, in order 

to bring away any men that may be straggling there. 

No. 2. The Commander of the Forces has ordered 

the Provost-manshal into the town, and he has orders 

to execute men he may find in the act of plunder after 

he shall arrive there.” 

“ G. O. Camp before Badajoz^ ^th Aprils 1812, 

“ ai 11 dclock, p, m. 

No. 1. The rolls must*be called in camp every 

hour, and all persons must attend till further orders. 

“No. 2. Brigadier-General Power is ordered and 

held responsible that no British or Portuguese soldiers, 

except those belonging to the place, or having* a pass¬ 

port from a field-officer, shall go into Badajoz till further 

orders. 

“ No. 3. The Commander of the Forces isisorry to hear 

that the brigade in Badajoz, instead of being a protec- 
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tion to the people, plunder them more than those who 

stormed the town. 

“No. 6. The Commander of the Forces calls upon 

the staff* officers of the army and the commanding and 

other officers of regiments, to assist him in putting an 

end to the disgraceful scenes of drunkenness and plun¬ 

der w hich are going on at Badajoz. 

“ No. 7, The Provost-marshal of the army, and the 

Assistant Provosts of the several divisions, are to attend 

there to-morrow at daylight and throughout the day. 

“ No. 8. Brigadier-General Power is requested to 

*place 50 men, with officers in proportion, on guard at 

the gate of Elvas, and another of the same number at 

the breaches; and to prevent soldiers from entering 

the town, or from quitting it with bundles of any de¬ 

scription. 

“No. 9. British and Portuguese soldiers are forbid 

to go into Badajoz, and the Provosts are to punish those 

they may find there as being guilty of disobedience of 

orders, unless they have a pass signed by a field officer, 

or the commanding officer of the regiment.” 

This must surely open tHe eyes of the most incredu¬ 

lous as to the behaviour of our army ; but even long be¬ 

fore the Peninsular war the conduct of the British sol¬ 

diers, wherever they had an opportunity of breaking 

loose, 'fras much to be deplored, indeed nothing can 

show this more strongly than the following extracts 

from a modern publication, and for the correctness of 

which I think I could answer, from what I myself saw 

in South America. 
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“We took the cannon and turned them on the fugi¬ 

tives, after which we pursued th^n into Maldonado, 

and sweeping from house to house, were in five minutes 

masters of the town. Then followed a scene of barri- 

cading and plunder, such as I have no words to de¬ 

scribe. While some ran to fill up the ends of the streets 

with barrels, c^s, and household furniture, others 

broke into wine and spirit stores, or ranged through the 

dwellings of the inhabitants, carrying destruction and 

terror into all their quarters. For our commandant 

gave his people three hours license, and never surely did 

men make better use of the opportunities afforded them. 

It was in vain that the officers flew from cellar to cel¬ 

lar, knocking in the heads of casks, and pouring out the 

contents into the streets. The soldiers if they could not 

get at licpior elsewhere, dropped their canteens into the 

kennel and were soon in a state which set all subordi¬ 

nation and discipline at defiance. It was well for us that 

the Spaniards did not think of returning to the attack. 

If they had done so, we should have been cut to pieces 

almost without resistance.” We again read in the same 

publication, “ Meanwhile the few among our people 

who were fit for duty, took the out-posts, and the rest 

slept where they had fallen down: some in houses, 

|ome in the streets, but all in S state of helpless intoxi- 

cation. Under such circumstances, the night was, to 

those in command, an anxious one.” , 

I think it must now be allowed, that the object I have 

ill view has been effected ; and that I have brought for¬ 

ward sufficient to sanction my entertaining a hope, that 



the plans I have proposed for calling out men for our 

regular army may be deemed worthy of notice; and 1 

also trust that alter what I have shown to be the con- 

duct of our soldiers, in spite of the utmost exertions of 

their officers, the idea of enlisting men at low bounties 

for the militia will be well considered before it is adopted. 
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« 

The escalade of the castle of Badajoz, ought to be 

held up as an example to future commanders of such 

enterprises. Good maps, and plans of fortifications can 

almost always be purchased, or procured by some m^ans 

or other, of any country about to become the scene of 

w arfare. If they cannot be purchased in Great Britain, 

it ought to be the business of some department of th? 

state to endeavour, if possible, 10|f)rocure them; and 

the generals and staff of the array about to leave our 

shores should be furnished with correct copies of such 

maps ; and when necessary, they should be referred to 

as ofiicial documents. All those therefore intended to 

be used, whether by the General commanding-in-chief, 

or by any general or staff officer, should be strictly alike ; 

and how easy it would then be to direct the movements 

of,bodies of troops, though even stationed at a distance, 

upon particular points by c*ertain lines of march, and 

there|j|y to insure punctuality*and correct performance 

of all the parts of a combined operation. And what a 

quantity of ^writing and explanation would thus be ren¬ 

dered unnecessary. I however repeat, that to thS plan of 

the castle of Badajoz—which had been much strength¬ 

ened during the time the French held it—and which 

was, I believe, obtained through the means ftf a deserter, 

I attribute our success in that very difficult enterprise; 
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for by it the office^ were shown where to go, what they 

might expect to encounter, how they were to overcome 

the obstacles which would present themselves; and they 

were even encouraged to ask questions, and for explana¬ 

tions upon points wdiich they might not clearly under¬ 

stand. How different was this to the display of con¬ 

summate wisdom, by some of our chiefs at the attack 

upon Buenos Ajrcs in South America; who seemed, 1 

must say, generally to have been selected because they 

possessed, to say |he least of it, most overbearing man¬ 

ners, and truly Prussian ideas of discipline. A field- 

officer who was to command one of the wings of a regi¬ 

ment ill that very^njudiciously arranged undertaking, 

ventured to ask, how he was to act after reaching a 

certain point, which w'as a consjiicuous building show^n 

him—a general present on the occasion deigned to re¬ 

ply, yet in any thing but an encouraging manner, and 

at the same time turning from the unlucky querist, to 

the Commander of the Forces—“ General Whitelock, 

the city of Buenos Ayres will never be taken, if our 

time is to be occupied in answering silly questions.’* 

Now all the wings of regiments accomplished what was 

required of them, and it was entirely owing to sutli silly 

questions not having been answered, and to those bodies 

of gallant tioops becoming isolated, and noicoramunicp- 

tions being kept up, or orders sent for their farther pro¬ 

ceedings, that the total failure of that ill-fated, and 

badly managed enterprise was chiefly to be attributed. 

J[ hope r shall be forgiven if I presume to observe, 

that if the manner of carrying on war since the time of 
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Julius CiBsar has been necessarily changed, the spirit 

which a soldiar should possess, and the attainments 

requisite for rendering an officer fit to command-in¬ 

chief, or even to be an able subordinate, are still the 

same. 

The art of commanding, and of inspiring that confi¬ 

dence, which Cassar possessed so transcendently, and 

which can make men fight, who are not much inclined 

to do so, are also still the same. 

A General should not only have studied attentively 

the sciences which qualjfy him for his profession, by^ 

he ought also to be an experienced soldier. He should 

know, with due discrimination, liow to appreciate men, 

and to employ them, so as to reap the greatest advan¬ 

tages from their various talents and acquirements, es¬ 

pecially those which fit them for staff appointments. 

He should know how to act, so as to make the most 

of both the fear and love of those he leads. He should, 

like the Duke of Wellington, command the respect of 

mankind by the uprightness of his public dealings with 

them ; even to the exclusi(wi of his own family or inti¬ 

mates, from appointments, which he could have, even 

with apparent justice, bestowed upon them. He should 

possess that rapid coup which would enable him 

'in war to take advantage of any error in tactigs, which 

his adversary might commit, and to avail himself of 

events to the utmost; and whilst be inspired all with 

confidence in his military skill, in his options, and in 

the example he set others,*he should not only teach, 

but also create in them ambition to resemble him. 
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The great Emperor Napoleon, possessed, as a soldier, 

many of these essential qualities; anch carried along 

. with him, not only the hearts and feelings of French¬ 

men, but also those of the people of many other coun¬ 

tries, even in his most ambitious aspirations ; and, per¬ 

haps, no period of the world produced two men of 

greater or more opposite characters, view% and abili¬ 

ties, not only for the welfare of mankind, but also for 

their bane, than Wellington and Napoleon. In short, 

I look for talents, acquirements, and many perfections 

in a soldier, who aims at the distinction of commanding- 

in-chief, or even of holding a high staff appointment; 

and amongst others, that confidence in himself, not 

the fruits of presumption, hut of matured experience, 

which a perfect knowledge of the art of war naturally 

produces. 

How often in his intercourse with his troops did we 

‘ find the Emperor Napoleon imitating Caesar. At the 

battle of Jena, the infantry of the Imperial Guard 

could not, as he tells us, conceal their annoyance, 

when they saw all around them engaged, and they 

themselves kept only as spectators of the battle. He 

at last heard from many voices the words, ** en avant.” 

*‘What is that I hear?” said the Emperor, “ Ce ne 

peut 4tre qu’un jeune homme qui n’a pas de barbe, qui' 

peut vouloir prejuger-ce que je dois faire ; qu’il attende 

qu’il ait commands dans treute batailles rang^es avant 

de pretendre me donner des avis!” 

Ai it may serve as a lesson to many a gallant soldier, 

and show him how to act, if ever it should%e his for- 
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tune to be 'similarly situated, I must now relate, and in 

as few words as 1 can, what I saw Sir Edward Paken- 

ham achieve at the battle of Salamanca, in which, 

during the abseiuse of Sir Thomas Picton, com¬ 

manded the 3rd division; and I am anxious also to 

give the reader some idea of its style of fighting. I 

shall not indulge myself in giving a description of the 

splendid movements of the two armies, useful as they 

might be to the young soldier, which took place.pre¬ 

vious to that battle—this has already been done by 

able military writers; and I shall only say, that* thg 

3rd division crossed the Tormes in the forenoon of 

the 22nd July, and took up a position in the rear, and 

towards the right of our’array. Here the troops com¬ 

menced cooking, but from what 1 saw going forward in 

both armies, I did not expect that the soldiers would 

be allowed to eat their dinners in tranquillity. The 

ground we occupied was well selected, and offered 

many advantages to the part of the army intended to 

form a rear-guard ; in case, as appeared very likely, 

that we were to fall back o© Ciudad Rodrigo ; and the 

manner in which Marshal Marmont manoeuvred at the 

moment, evidently showed that his object was to force 

us to do so, under certain disadvantages. I, therefore, 

•looking upon the 3rd division as intended for that rear¬ 

guard, fully expected hot work before long. 

Thus situated, we were able to snjoy a delightful 

view of what was going on In both armies. We were 

not, however, destined to remain long mere idle spec- 
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tators; but, on the contrary, to take a most* active and 

conspicuous part in the approaching action. 

It might have been near two o’clock, when Lord 

Wellington, followed by some of his staff, galloped up 

to where the 3rd division was posted; and calling for 

Sir Edward Pakenham, he gave him certain orders in 

a very few impressive words, and Sir Edward’s reply 

was quite in character. 

Our camp kettles were in an instant overturned, and 

packed on the nmles, which started for the rear; 

many looking blank enough at having lost their din¬ 

ners ; and venting their ire upon the stubble they had 

been obliged to use a's fuel, and which had made the 

business of cooking so tedious.' 

The division was soon under arms, and moved off 

rapidly in open column, right in front, the 45th regi¬ 

ment leading. To me, as Brigade-Major of the right 

brigade, Sir Edward Pakenham, in his quick decided 

manner, pointed out the direction we were to take, and 

desired me to tell Colonel Wallace, 88th regiment, the 

officer in the temporary command of the brigade, to 

move on with as much rapiditj’’ as possible, but without 

blowing the men too much. We soon descended into 

a kind of valley, or rather hollow, and having brought 

up our left shoulders a little, we pushed pn at a quick' 

pace, but in excellent order, to the right; the side of 

the hollow towards the enemy concealing our move¬ 

ments from their sight. 

The whole scene was nv>w highly animating. The 
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left brigade, headed by the 5th regiment, was, 1 saw% 

marching parallel to the right, so as to be ready to 

form a second line. The Portuguese brigade followed 

the right, and the whole of the left flank of the columns 

was covered by a cloud of sharpshooters, composed of 

light infantry companies, and riflemen of the 5th 

battalion, GOth regiment. 

Having moved a considerable distance in this order, 

(field officers and adjutants prolonging the line of 

march,) the head of the column, by bringing up *<be 

right shoulder, began gradually to ascend the hill, on 

the top of which we expected to find the enemy still 

extending to their left. At lengffi, having fairly out¬ 

flanked the French left, the •whole formed line, and 

with Sir Edward Pakenham in front, hat in hand, the 

brigades advanced in beautiful style, covered by our 

sharpshooters, the right of the first line admirably 

supjx>rted by the left brigade. 

The enemy’s skirmishers and ours now set to work, 

yet we did not wait for their indecisive long shots ; but 

advancing still rapidly and steadily, our right soon 

came into contact witlMheir left, which had opened a 

very heavy and destructive fire upon us, and wdiich 

would have lasted long enough had the brigade been 

halted to retimi it, but it was instantly charged and 

overthrown, it was now evident to us all tbat Sir 

Edward Pakenham knew how to handle Picton’s di¬ 

vision. But at this critical moment some of the ene¬ 

my’s cavalry charged in turn, and most ^llantly, the 

right flank of the 45th regiment, but a well directed 

h 2 
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fire from the dth, which had been brought up, so as to 

be close at hand, removed all apprehensions in that 

point, and the enemy’s infantry were quickly pursued, 

chiefly by Colonel Wallace, at the head of the 88th, 

whose impetuosity was found most difficult to restrain. 

The division continued to advance; and though in 

motion, and still exposid to a heavy fire, order was 

soon restored in the ranks of the corps which had been 

so warmly engaged, and with Sir Edward Pakenliam 

still in front, we were again ready for another dash at 

the enemy, who were trying to reform on a gentle 

height, a short distance in front of us. But how truly 

inspiring the scene had now hecoine, and how “ beaU' 

tifully the practice” of iftajor Douglas’s artillery was 

telling among the French ! i\iiother charge was in¬ 

tended ; the French would not, however, stand, and 

retired in tolerable order, but most severely galled by 

our sharpshooters, who were close at their heels. They 

then took up another position, in which they were re¬ 

inforced by a large body of their troops, and many guns, 

which opened on us. 

We were not at the time awjre that Marmout had 

been wounded; but I must say, ^that I was much sur¬ 

prised to see such a want of skill and combination in 

all their movements and arrangemeij|j^ nor can I 

imagine what had become of their cavalry, for they 

ought before this f.o have endeavoured to check us, or 

it must have been obvious to them that their ruin was 

inevitable. But our dragoons, with General Le Mer¬ 

chant and Sir John Elley at their head, having come 
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up to us, regiments were cautioned, that on no 

account were they to follow up the enemy when they 

should next force them to retire^ but as soon as the 

height was carric^i, they were to halt, so as to admit of 

our dragoons charging with propir effect. It was now 

most animating to behold Sir Edward Pakenham. He 

had again taken off* his hat, as he had done at the 

commencement of the battle; bare-headed, he rode in 

front, endeavouring by his gestures to restrain the too 

^eager advance of the troops. We^oon approached the 

enemy, who began to waver, being terribly shook bj 

our admirable artillery, and the unceasing fire of our 

light troops. We at once saw* that they would not 

stand our charge, but as they weae going off* we sent a 

rattling fire after them. 

Under a heavy fire from their numerous*and well- 

served artillery, and from a very large body of skir¬ 

mishers, with which the French bravely endeavoured 

to cover their retreat, our noble dragoons now dashed 

at them, and such a scene instantly presented itself as 

lias seldom been witnessed^ 

The 3rd division again advanced steadily. We saw 

before us our foes^coinpletely overthrown. Thousands 

of them were taken prisoners by the dragoons, numbers 

•w’ere cut dov^ and the remainder, in total deroute, 

were running as fast as their legs could carry them 

towards another height, where a considerable number 

of their troops were posted, and from ^wdience they 

kept up a heavy fire uj^on the divisions engaged upon 

our left. They soon after, however, began to retire, 
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under a ruinous fire from our artillery and ijjHrpshooters, 

who, intermixed with some of our dragoons, gave them 

not a moment^s respite. Our loss, however, had been 

considerable, for the French, before they gave way, 

generally contrived open a very heavy irregular fire 

upon us, which the battalions advancing in line, and 

with our light infantry in front, could not return, had 

it even been desirable that they should have done so. 

The 3rd division, thus aided and supported by our 

splendid dragoons,, were, however, completely victo-. 

rious. The enemy’s left w'as entirely disconifitud, car¬ 

rying alarm and confusion amongst their centre and 

right; and just before darkn€‘ss hid them from our 

sight, their right alcgie seemed to me to maintain any 

thing like order, though the whole still kept up a 

heavy firfi upon the divisions of our array with which 

they were engaged. We had, however, committed one 

mistake, in following up the enemy, for we had in¬ 

clined too much to our left, and had thereby thrown 

away the advantage we would have had in still acting 

even after dark, upon the French left and rear. Had 

the 3rd division been kept more to the right, instead 

of coming at dusk almost in rear of the troops engaged 

with the enemy upon our left; and had it, supported 

by our cavalry, continued to act even^n the dark, I 

cannot imagine how the enemy could have been able to 

re-cross the Tormes. 

The celebrated Lord Stair being asked by Voltaire, at 

the Hague, what he thought of the battle of Dettingen,^ 

in which he commanded the British under George the 



Second, he replied, that the French had committed one 

great fault, and the allies two. That of the French 

was, that they did not know how to wait; and the 

allies, after having placed the French on the brink of 

ruin, did not profit by the victory they had gained. At 

Salamanca, French impatience and eagerness to force 

Us' to retreat, when we most likely would have done so 

had they let us alone, hurried them to their ruin; and 

it beiLg probably unavoidable, that we should have 

halted on the field of battle for •the night, afforded 

the French, .after being completely defeated, time tp 

escape. 

I do not even attempt to describe the whole of the 

battle of Salamanca; and I know but little of the 

achievements of the other divisions of the army. No 

officer, actively occupied as 1 was, could possibly do so ; 

aad I have mentioned only what came more particu¬ 

larly under my own eye; and my great object in doing 

so, is to show the style of fighting the 3rd division was ^ 

accustomed to, and which, I trust, will be imitated by 

our troops in future wars* I at the same time hope, 

that I have said enough to enable ^ny one to under¬ 

stand and appreciate the part so nobly performed in that 

action by Sir Edward Pakenham, It may be also ob- 

’seiwed, that Iliiave avoided saying more of j^articular 

corps, where all distinguished themselves, than I found 

to be necessary to make myself understood by the 

reader, but as the country cannot possi])ly remember 

what regiments then composed the 3i d or Picton’s 'divi¬ 

sion, I shall here beg leave to record them. 
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f 45th Regiment British Under Major-General Sir 
Right } 74th do. do. f Thomas Brisbane, during 

Brigade 1 88th do. do. t a considerable part of the 
(. 6th Bat. GOth do. Germans I war, 

£ 5th Regiment British \ Under Major-General the 
Left 7 83rd do. do. f Ron. Sir Charles Colville, 

Brigade j 87th do. do.’ r during a considerable part 
C 94th do. do. 3 of the war. 

p C 9th Regiment Portuguese ^ Under Maj-Gen. Sir Mauley 
? 2l8t do. do. > Power, during the greater 

^ La batt. of Caf;adores, do. j part of the war. 

Artillery Brigade of 0 pounders, British Major Douglas, do. do. 

Sir Edward Pakenhain, upon the retreat from Ma¬ 

drid, and subsequent to the battle of Salamanca, and 

whilst still in the command of the 3rd division, issued 

the following orders, which those who had the honour 

and pleasure of his acquaintance, will at once know as 

characteristic of him. These orders also confirm, if 

farther confirmation is wanted, the opinions I have ex¬ 

pressed of the conduct of the men who composed our 

armies. 

** D. O. GuinaJdo, 26M. November, 1812. 

** No. 2. This approval and divisional order of punish¬ 

ment is to give publicity to the exainjile, and to con¬ 

vince the soldiers tliat no delay from the circumstances 

of service, shall prevent punishment falling on the in¬ 

dividual, wdio shall basely absent himself from his post 

or company, when in movement before the enemy. 

“ No. *3. The 3rd division of infantry has often been 

led against the enepiy’s troops, and as often has defeated 

them. The manly spirit which the officers and sol¬ 

diers have shown on these occasions has been worthy of 

record. And it is the more unaccountable, how men of 
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those corps could, by want of perseverance, allow them¬ 

selves to fall into the power of that enemy, on a limited 

retreat, who was unable to take them in the field. 

No. 4. The* absentee list is large, and in propor¬ 

tion is discreditable to every corps to which it relates, 

and which future discipline and efforts on this point of 

service, is the only means now left to remove.*’ 

“ D. 0. Momenta de Beira, Jan* 20, 1813. 

“ No. I. Major-General the Honourable Charles 

Colville proposes to assume the command of the .3rd 

division on the 23rd instant. All reports from that 

date are to be addressed accordingly. 

No. 2. When superseded, Major-General Paken- 

ham is to join the 6th division. 

“ Although he cannot allow himself the liberty to re¬ 

gret leaving the 3rd division from a due obedience to 

orders; the Major-General wishes to be understood, 

that he will know how to value the corps that compose < 

it, and to remember the personal notice he has acquired 

from the splendid conduct of those corps in the field, a 

notice to which, under other circumstances, he could 

have had no pretensions. 

“ No. 3. As good conduct commonly commands good 

, fortune. General Pakenham expects to hear of the 3rd 

division’s fair fame, each opportunity brining new 

acknowledgments in additional thanks from England ; 

and the increased dread of her inveterate enemy.” 

* N.B. Many of the absentees did not, as was supposed, falJ io^o the 

hands of the enemy, but had gone off in search of liquor or plunder. 
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1 believe that I should have, earlier in this work, 

protested against its being supposed, when I stated, that 

I considered our army to be deficient in good system in 

many points, that I have presumed to say, that there 

were not employed upon the staii* of Lord Wellington’s 

array, scientific and able officers; for it was well known, 

that many of them, as well as our generals, had become 

excellent; but it was in the school of experience, that 

most of them had-received those lessons which made 

them so ; and what they chiejjy wanted was greater as¬ 

sistance, especially from a police force, in performing 

their duties, and a sufficiently comprehensive and w^ll 

considered system for their guidance. 1 will also ven¬ 

ture to say, that we w'ere quite equal, and, in some 

points, even superior to the French in this branch of 

military service ; and the extraordinary mistakes which 

they often committed, fully justify me in saying so. 

Probably the severe check which Massena’s army had 

. received atBusaco,had rendered him and his 6tat-major 

more cautious than Napoleon’s officers were reported to 

he; but could any thing have possibly been more sur¬ 

prising, than after they had found out the strength of 

the lines of Torres Vedras to be so great as to deter 

them from venturing an attack, that they should have 

l emained a single day, much less a whole winter in 

front of them, exposing their fine army to the ruinous 

Fabian system adopted by Lord Wellington, who by 

the steady and composed front he displayed, whilst the 

siege of Ciudad Rodrigo jvas going forward, and by 

the lesson he gave them at Busaco, must have told 
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them plainly enough what they were to expect. Surely 

Massena, his generals, and 6tat-major should have 

come to the conclusion, either to attack, at all hazards, 

these lin^, or that they ought instantly to have made 

arrangements for falling back into Spain upon their 

resources, which they very likely might have been able 

to do undisturbed by us, from the melancholy state in 

which Portugal then was. 

Had the two armies changed positions, and I think 

I am fully borne out in what I am. going to assert by 

the line of proceeding adopted by Lord Wellington at 

the Nivelle and at Toulouse, I have no doubt but he 

would have attacked Massena, ahd carried the lines of 

Torres Vedras, strong as they were represented to be. 

Some points in such intrenched, or fortified positions, 

may always be carried by concentrated attacks of brave 

and ably directed troops, like the British and French, 

when generally the whole of the d*efenccs, constructed 

probably at great expense and labour, must be aban¬ 

doned, and at all events an attack, if even unsuccessful, 

could not have been 59 disastrous to the French as the 
effects of want of cover, a short allowance of unwhole¬ 

some food, naturally producing diseases and causing 

many de*aths amongst them, all of which they ex¬ 

perienced during the winter, miserably and uselessly 

spent by them before the lines of Torres Vedras, and 

in their ultimate retreat from Portugal, when the 

whole of the country, north of the Tagus, was com¬ 

pletely, imprudently, but Unavoidably laid waste; 

thereby proclaiming to the world, that the idea of at* 
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tacking tlie Duke of Wellington there, at any future 

period, bad been abandoned. 

In the next place, and in farther illustration of the 

inefficiency of the French etat-major, I beg to ask, 

was not the extension of the French left till it became 
• 

weakened, and of which Lord Wellington so ably 

availed himself, a great error on the part of Maraiont, 

or rather of his staff, at the battle of Salamanca ? 

Could Marshal Soult and his etat-major not have been 

aware of our situation before the battle Toulouse, when 

our pontoon bridge was unavoidably removed, or it 

would have been carried away by the floods in the 

Garonne, and by the tnasses of timber, &c. sent down, 

I conclude, by the Marshal’s orders ; and when part of 

our troops, having previously .crossed, were left ap¬ 

parently at his mercy—and that of his whole army : 

and why was not advantage taken of such a favourable 

opportunity to attack us? For I cannot imagine, that 

Soult’s prudence in reserving his army for the defence 

of the field works about Toulouse, ought to be looked 

upon as an excuse for his not having done so, and for 

what I am more inclined to attribute to his, or his 

staff’s want of intelligence. Picton, his generals, and 

his division had certainly made up their mind§ to fight 

lustily on that occasion ; atid, having o;ily a short time 

before, single handed, disposed handsomely of two 

French divisions at Vic Bigore, even when fighting 

in their own favourite manner—skirmishing on a large 

scal^—certainly did not diminish their confidence in 

themselves, and in their chiefs, who I firmly believe. 
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would hare liked nothing better, had the light division 

been only within a reason^de distance of them, than 

to have contended with ^ult and his whole army. 

Every precaution was, however, taken, and prepara¬ 

tion made for the expected attack; for we were well 

aware of the situation in which circumstances, that 

could not have been foreseen, had placed us, and that 

we could only look for assistance from our splendid 

artillery, supporting effectually our right by firing 

across the Garonne. Soult, his generals, and etat- 

major, however, allowed the opportunity to escape,^ 

but in a few days after, this very confidence in himself, 

and in his division, was the cauSfe of Sir Thomas Pic- 

ton receiving at Toulouse a severe check—the only 

one instance, as well as I remember, in which the 

3rd division was ever repulsed, or rather obliged to 

be brought back from an assault during the whole 

war. 

I had every reason to suppose Sir Thomas Picton 

was aware that the passage of the canal could not be 

forced, and that the very .point he was induced to 

attack, was covered by a tiite du pont, and another 

field work which the enemy had recently constructed. 

I believe he was told that tl\e passage could be easily 

forced; but th^, as the result, and a careful ex¬ 

amination afterwards proved was impossible. But it 

was most mortifying, indeed, to the Brd division, that 

its last feat in arms, and after so long and brilliant a 

career, should have terminated in a failure, and, in 

the loss of many gallant officers and men killed and 
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wounded, and amongst the latter Sir Thomas Bris¬ 

bane, who had so often b^re led on his brigade to 

victory. 

But I must give another conspicuous instance, out of 

many which might be adduced, in support of what I 
assert respecting French generals and staff; but I beg 

in the first place, to ask what could be more extra¬ 

ordinary than their evident w'ant of knowledge of the 

country, and even of preparation for the battle of 

Vittoria ? For I cannot suppose that the French Cpm- 

mander-in-Chief and his etat-raajor could have been 

ignorant of our vicinity, or of the positions we occu¬ 

pied the evening before the action; or, in the second 

place, could they have calculated upon Lord Wellington 

not venturing to attack tiieir fine army, when concen¬ 

trated under so many renowned chiefs. 

The Duke of Wellington had adopted an excellent 

plan, which ought to be followed by all commanders of 

armies, of never issuing his orders or instructions, for 

any movement or object of importance, until within a 

very few hours of the tim/? at which they were to be 

executed, so that the enemy could not possibly know, 

either through spies, or by any other means, what he 

intended to do the followiug day; it was therefore to- 
# 

wards jthe middle of the night of t^ 20th of June, 

1813, that I received from an orderly dragoon, as 

senior staff officer in camp, for the 3rd division, the 

following concise and excellent instructions, or order of 

battle for the morrow. 
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“ Arrangements for the movements of the Army, the 

2\st of June. 

“ Subejana de Mvrillos, June 20th, 1813. 

• “ Extract. 

“ The 3rd division, followed by the 7th division, will 

move (marching by the left x)f divisions), at day break, 

and will proceed near the village of Anda, and thence 

(turning to the right) towards the village of Los Ques- 

tos, on the road from Anda to Vittoria. 

On approaching Los Questos* this column will 

throw out detachments to the right towards Mancharezf 

to put itself in communication with detachments, which 

will be thrown out from the left of the column which 

moves upon the village. 

“ Lieut.-General the Earl of Dalhousie will have the 

immediate command of the column composed of the 

3rd and 7th divisions. 

“The baggage of these divisions will remain suffi¬ 

ciently in the rear of the troops, not to become an em¬ 

barrassment to the column under any circumstances. 

“ The left column of thtf army (divisions moving by 

the left) must move from Murquia towards Vittoria. 

Lieut.-General Sir Thomas Graham will put himself in 

communication as soon as possible with the column of 

'the 3rd and 7th divisions, at Los Questos, and these 

divisions will therefore throw out parties when near Los 

Questos, towards Murquia, to facilitkte this communi¬ 

cation. • 

“ The movements of the* two columns on the 'left, 
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viz. the Earl of Dalhousie’s and Sir Thomas Graham’s, 

are to be regulated from the right ; and although 

these columns are to make such movements in advance 

as may be evidently necessary to follow the progress of 

the tw<!l columns on their right (that moving on Man- 

charez and Sir Rowland Hill’s), they are not however 

to descend into the low grounds towards Vittoria on 

the great road, nor give up the advantage of turning 

the enemy’s position, and the town of Vittoria by a 

movement to their left. This part of the instructions 

more particularly applies to the column under^the 

^orders of Lieut.-General Sir Thomas Graham. 

“ All communications intended for Commander 

of the Forces, are to be sent to the column composed 

of the light division and the troops which follow it, 

which is the column which moves on Maiicliarez. 

(Signed) “ G. Murray, Q. M. General.” 

About the dawn of day on the 2l8t of June, 1813, 

the 3rd division moved off under its chief. Sir Thomas 

Picton, to perform perhaps more than the part assigned 

it in the splendid scenes with which we were about to 

treat our spectacle-loving foes. I went on with the 

advance, consisting of our Light Infantry companies, 

and the 5th battalion 60th German riflemen, all ex- 

perienced troops, and well acquainted with and accusr 

tomed to their work. To my surprise, and I believe 

that of Sir Thomas Brisbane, and many others, we met 

with no opposition in passing the 2Hadorra, on the banks 

of which, as ^s well known, the Black Prince, in olden 

times, astonished his foes, not only by his own valour 
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and knightly bearing, but also by the deeds of such 

soldiers as I wish to bring into the ranks of our regi¬ 

ments, and of whom there are still abundance in Great 

Britain and Irelan^. I must however here take the 

liberty to remark, that I have often since wondered, 

why Lord Wellington did not ffllude, just before the 

troops went into battle, to what history tells us was by 

that gallant prince achieved on the ground which then 

lay before us. Napoleon, and I think Nelson also, 

would have done so; but Lord Wellington, perhaps 

less enthusiastic, very likely considered that his army^ 

required no such inciteipent to perform what he looked 

upon as merely their duty. I beKeve I am not wrong, 

but I have always fancied this seeming want of enthu¬ 

siasm, to be a kind of defect in the Duke of Welling¬ 

ton, for it certainly has had at all times, and in al^ 

situations, when judiciously worked upon, a most sur¬ 

prising influence upon the minds and hearts of mankind 

in general. 

Whilst the troops were passing this, in a military 

point of view,formidable object, over some very narrow 

bridges, 1 again went on some distance, and even in 

front of our light troops, to ascertain, if possible, what 

might be before us, for by this time Lord Hill was 

sharply engaged considerably to our right, and we 

• began strongly to suspect, that the French still intended 

to be for once patient, and to deceive us; so much so, 

that I every instant expected to see their masses and 

cannon crown the rising ground just before us, prepa^^ed 
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to attack us, whilst still embarrassed in the passage of 

the deep, high banked, but narrow river. 

I very soon observed on the more distant heights a 

few videttes, whose attention seemed entirely attracted 

to their left, in which direction the firing had greatly 

increased. 

Sir Thomas Picton and his generals were also soon 

aware of the mistake the French had evidently com¬ 

mitted in neglecting or overlooking this essential posi¬ 

tion ; Sir Thomas therefore (for I know not what had 

become of Lord Dalhousie and the 7th division) with 

his usual impetuosity, pushed his light troops, cannon 

and columns, rapidly for the unoccupied heights, of 

which he got possession without firing a shot, and 

before the enemy seemed to be aware of their impor¬ 

tance; or else they had erroneously calculated, that the 

natural difliculties we should encounter at the Zadorra 

would either greatly delay, or perhaps deter us alto¬ 

gether from advancing in the direction we had taken. 

As soon, ‘however, as they saw what we had achieved, 

and which threatened them with such ruinous conse¬ 

quences, they quickly brought forward a large body of 

troops of all arms, to recover what they ought never to 

have lost. A desperate struggle ensued, especially in 

a village just behind the heights, and which ought to 

have been guarded with the utmost care by the French,' 

being an important point in their position ; but Sir 

Thomas Brisbane, with his brigade, after a severe con- 

te§t, and by turning theic* left with his riglU regiment, 
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had got full possession of it, and the fate of tlje battle 

was thus, I may say, in a moment decided, for their 

centre being forced, the wings, especially the left^hud 

also to gi\^e way, and to my delight, I beheld at this 

critical moment, our old and often tried friends, the 

light division, coming on in our*own style, upon our 

right, carrying all before them. 

When we had repulsed thcf enemy, who had fought 

very gallantly, from the village, and were again ad¬ 

vancing upon them in the usual* njanner of the 3‘rd 

. division, Lord Wellington rode up to us, followed by 

liis stall’; and he#knew well how to profit from what 

had been, at least to us, so unexpectedly accomplished. 

There was much hard fighting after this, and many 

brilliant feats were performed by the three brigades, in 

following up the French, who were so hard pressed, 

that even before they reached Vittoria, they were un¬ 

able to offer any effectual resistance to our continued 

and impetuous attacks. 

I apprehend, as will appear by referring to the in¬ 

structions from Sir George Murray, that this was not 

the maijuer in which it had been intended that the 

action was to have been fought; and Peven fear that 

I am not borne out in my statements by the Gazette 

account of it; but I feel convinced they can be cor¬ 

roborated by many, and 1 think I owe this detail of 

the part it performed to the 3rd divisiqn and its chiefs. 

I have, however, no intention of farther detailing what 

occurred between us and the* French during the rfj- 

mainder of that eventful day; yet I must observe, that 
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the loss of the 3rd division, in consequence of Sir 

Thomas Picton’s perhaps too rapid advance, was great^ 

in ojhcers and men; for undoubtedly he had thus 

(][raw'n upon*it the brunt of the battle; but my chief 

object, in at all alluding to it, was to shew that the 

French Marshal, who commanded under Joseph, and 

his 6tat-major, committed great errors, especially in 

neglecting, or not understanding their position, and 

which in the end became irretreivable and ruinous to 
I 

their brave army. 

Towards the close of this battle, and when I tltought 

the 3rd division had got well through its day’s work, 

in the usual manner," and when the part of the French 

infantry before us were going off in hopeless and irre* 

tricvable confusion, intermixed with their baggage, 

their cavalry suddenly appeared before us, presenting 

a firm and most imposing front. Our cavalry—I think 

they were all light—had now got in front of us, in 

considerable force; it was therefore evident, that an 

important moment in the battle approached; and as 

Sir Thomas Brisbane was anxious to see how our 

cavalry would accomplish a charge, which we con¬ 

cluded must b? made, I most willingly went on with 

him some distance before his brigade, still advancing 

in column. Our cavalry went on bravely to the at¬ 

tack, but the French did not wait to receive it: on the 

contrary, they advanced boldly, rapidly, and in fine 

order, to ineet our people. The shock was severe. 

But I soon saw, and I believe so did my general, that 

it was high time for us to be off to the infantry, for 1 
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must confess that the battle of Marengo flashed across 

my mind at the instant. We soon rejoined the bri¬ 

gade, when commanding ofiicers of corps were request¬ 

ed to keep them.weH in hand, and ready, if necessaryj 

to form squares. But the French seemed to have ac¬ 

complished what they had in view; that i» to say, to 

cover the retreat of their discorafitted infantry. 

Having, in the course of this work, occasionally 

touched upon military tactics and arrangements, I 

must, in corroboration of what 1 veiltured to say with 

regard to the Duke of Wellington and Massena at the • 

lines of Torres Vedras, ‘and in farther proof that the 

French w^ere not superior to us as tacticians, here al¬ 

lude briefly to what occurred upon*' the Nivelle. Let 

the reader cast his eyes over*a good map of the coun¬ 

try, or rather a plan of the action, which bears that 

name, and which may be seen in Colonel Joneses ac¬ 

count of the Peninsular war; and let him consiifir 

and calculate upon the apparent consequences of an 

attack upon a position of such strength, taken up after 

due examination by Soult,* anfl covered by "his direc¬ 

tions, with strong and well planned redoubts, mutually 

supporting each other; and I think he will admit that 

the French lines upon the Nivelle, and those held by 

dur army at Torres Vedras were not very dissimilar. 

It could not also have been unknown to Massena, that 

a very great part of the troops under Lord Welling¬ 

ton were untried Portuguese, destitute of. military re¬ 

putation ; and which had only been recently placed 

under B|||tish officers. 
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It is nol to be supposed, that the commander of a 

French army was without information, or that he was 

not allowed to incur the expense of employing spies, or 

otherwise obtaining intelligence; I. cannot, therefore, 

imagine he was entirely ignorant of the preparations 

leaking by^ his adversary for his reception at Torres 

Vedras; and he might also liave learnt that the re¬ 

doubts and lines of connection in that position could 

not be finished bv the time he mifjht arrive before it. 

If, therefore, he w'ore to advance’at all into Portugal, 

Jie undoubtedly should have made his arrangements 

for attacking the lines of Torres Vedras the nijoment 

he could reach them*; hut whether wljat I have stated 

was known or not to Massena, he had probably been 

spoiled by too much good &rtune, until it was bis fate 

to meet Lord Wellington in the field. 

But bow did the Duke of Wellington act when nearly 

shiplarly situated to what Massena was before the lines 

of Torres Vedras ? 

His army was encamped ia the month of November 

in the PyBenees, exposed in crowded tents, to severe 

sufferings, from cold, rain, and snow, enough to make 

any men, and especially British soldiers, anxious to 

tight tljree times their numbers, or to storm all the re- 

doubts or intrenched camps in the world in order tef 

get out of such a situation, and some even fancied 

that his Lordship kept them there with that intention. 

I partook along with the brigade to which I was 

attiiched, and with the rest of the 3rd division, of the 

comforts of that encampment in the Pyrenees. On the 
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9th of November I was sent for by Sir Thomas Brisbane, 

and I think he will remember the awful kind of cavern, 

with the torrent rushing through it at Zugarramurdi, in 

which he gave me directions for bringing down the di¬ 

vision to where it was to remain, until the hour should 

arrive for its advance, under Sir Charles Colville, 

against the lines of the Nivelle. I scrambled back to 

the camp, leading my horse the greater part of the way, 

which was an excellent climber; but 1 had to look well 

about me, for by this very path, if it Reserved the name, 

I was to bring down, as soon as it became dark, the 

fighting division; every individual of which then in 

camp being perfectly ignorant, that the moment w'as at 

hand, when they were to resign the ^omforts which they 

’had there enjoyed. At the hour fixed upon, the bug^e 

sounded /or the troops to get under arms, and in twenty- 

five minutes more, the usual time allJived, the right 

brigade, followed hv the otlier two, commenced the 

descent, the wdiole being cautioned to look carefully, if 

they could in the dark, to where they placed their feet. 

The baggage was to remain upon the ground, and to 

follow by another circuitous road, when ordered, in th^e 

morning, after some hours of pretty hard work, we at 

last found ourselves at Zugarramurdi, through wdiich 

the division passed, and the brigades, in contiguous 

columns, w^ere allowed to repose upon the ground for 

the remainder of the night, under the panopy of heaven, 

and until the hour for assaulting the redoubts and en¬ 

trenchments arrived. Of oourse the same difficult 
Si 

operation had been performed unknown to the enemy, 

by the other divisions of the army, for the third had not 
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advanced far when the cannon on our left belonging to 

Sir Lowrv Cole’s division, announced that others as well 

as ourselves were awake; and when day dawned, our 

army, to the right and left of us, was seen'moving in 

most perfect order to make combined attacks upon the 

enemy's entrenchments. 

I have been so far minute to show in how able a 

mannes Lord Wellington's arrangements were invari¬ 

ably made for combined movements; but I have no 

intention of entering into a detail account of the action ; 

and shall only say, that at night, the 3rd division, having 

carried the redoubts and entrenchments before them, and 

having accomplislied, as usual, the work assigned thcpi, 

found themselves beyond St. Pe ; and we were able to 

congratulate ourselves that Lord Wellington had at Iasi 

thought fit to allow us to find a way into a part of the 

country blessed^ith a more genial climate than the Py¬ 

renees. Had Massona acted thus at Torres Vedras, there 

is no saying what might hav*e been the result, for the Por¬ 

tuguese, as I before observed, were then young and inex - 

perienccd as soldiers, and but little to be depended upon, 

had the parts of the position occupied by them been 

Ifl^sailed by the French. 

It was an extraordinary occurrence in the action 

upon the Nivelle that redoubt carried by our 88th 

regiment should Jiave been defended by the greater 

part of the French 88th, the latter thus becoming pri¬ 

soners to the former. And it was likewise the fate of 

the French *l5th at Talayera to have been nearly de¬ 

stroyed by the fire of ours, as w^as ascertained by the 

numbers of killed and wounded left upon the ground, 
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and also by the late Major-General Guard (who then 

commanded our 45th), who was left amongst the 

wounded at Talavera when our army retreated after 

the action. 

I believe it is an axiom in war, at least it ought to 

be, that no extended position—'fortify it as you please— 

can be held for any length of time against a properly < 

combined movement of good troops. Had not wefto 

fall back through the Pyrenees before Soult, and did 

we not find ourselves unable to piake any effectual 

stand before him till we reached the grounff in front of 

Pampeluna ? Sir Thomas Pictoiu certainly, the •pre¬ 

vious evening, checked the FreiKjn for a short time; 

but afffir a*night’s march we found ourselves in the ex- 

cellent position selected by him, and in which, when 

our army was more concentrated, we were able to 

frustrate all Soult’s efforts, great as they were. 

1 must not here omit remarking, that it was insinu¬ 

ated, and even believed by many, that if Lord Wel¬ 

lington had not arrived in time, followed by a part of 

the army at this position,^ Sir Thomas Picton intended 

to have abandoned it, and to have retired behind Pam- 

peluiia, and thereby would have removed our block¬ 

ading force, and thrown it open to Soult. 

* 1 can positively say that he had no such intention, 

and I feel I ought to make this assertion, ff it were 

only in justice to Sir Thomas Pictop’s military reputa¬ 

tion, and I know I can be borne out in it, I had been 

particularly employed with .the 3rd division in origi¬ 

nally forming the blockade of Pampeluna; that is to 

say, in taking up with the troops the positions to be 
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occupied around it, and Sir Thomas Picton was aware 

that, in consequence, I was likely to be well acquainted 

with the various roads in the neighbourhood ; he there¬ 

fore sent for me on the night previous to the day upon 

which it was insinuated that he intended to have aban¬ 

doned the position. He told me he expected to be at¬ 

tacked by Marshal Soult in the morning, that he was 

de*termined to stand his ground ; but wished to know, 

if, before Lord Wellington could come to his assistance, 

and if such a misfortune should happen as that of his 

being obliged, by very superior numbers, and the un¬ 

foreseen events of ^battle, to fall back, if 1 was sufli- 

the ^ity to 

enable me to undertake, under such circumstances, to 

conduct the troops, so as to keep them out of the range 

of the cannon upon the ramparts of the city. I replied, 

that I knew the ro.ads sufficiently for the purpose, and 

was about to retire, when he repeated his determina¬ 

tion to maintain his position, and even betrayed a kind 

of feeling of delight at the idea of giving Soult and 

his army battle, with only the few troops he could op¬ 

pose to him, until the arrival of Lord Wellington. 

Almost at this moment, as I learnt afterwards, an 

engineer officer (I don’t remember his name) arrived to 

report himself, who had been looking for the 3rd di-' 

vision amongst the mountains ; I think he said he had 

been sent to supply the place of Colonel Burgoyne, who 

had been taken ill, and was obliged to go to the rear. 

Sir Thomas, who at*such 'a time, would have wished 

not to be plagued by a stranger, desired him, partly. 

ciently acquainted with the roads around 
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it was fancied, with the intention of getting rid of him, 

to go and find out the different roads leading to the rear 

of Pampeluna; and I have often since wondered if in 

this could have originated the silly story of Sir Thomas 

Picton’s intention of abandoning the position in which 

the battle was fought, and in which the 3rd division 

performed its usual brilliant part. 

I think it but fair next to mention, that the dis¬ 

positions made by the French at Orthes, were not only 

superior to what we usually met* with, but they also 

fought that battle with seemingly more confidence in 

themselves, and in their chief, than they had latterly 

done. For. some time after the action commenced, 

neither the 3rd nor 4th divisions, whose movements 

came more’particularly under my observation, were 

able to gain any ground to their front, or to set properly 

to work ; indeed, it was next to impossible for the 

former to advance, the position before them being 

judiciously and most formidably occupied by a consi¬ 

derable part of Soult’s army; and we were aware 

that the moment we shoujd attempt to go forward, we 

would have been taken in flank by a large body of 

troops, of whom part held very strong ground, and 

part possessed a wooded ravine, which separated the 

. 3rd from the 4th divisions. We were thus most pro- 

vokingly brought to a complete stand, exposed to a 

heavy cannonade, and also to the fire of the infantry 

in our front; and the French troops will fire away 

in that manner, and usually with considerable effect, 

as long as their opponents please. 

M 2 
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Sir Thomas Brisbane saw plainly bow his brigade, 

the most advance*d of the three, was situated; and 

though most anxious to push forward to assail the 

enemy, so well posted in his front, and to fight as the 

3rd division always did, yet in this state of things, it 

would have been decidedly wrong to have done so. 

I was carefully observing what the French before us, 

as well as those hitherto successfully opposed to the 

4th division, were about; and seeing a body of cavalry 

assembling behind the infantry, with which we were 

more particularly engaged, I pointed them out to Sir 

Thomas Brisbane, who took such steps as he thought 

necessary in case of, their venturing to^ charge us. 

Impolitic as it was, with such a large force to contend 

with, it was evident that there was nothing for it, but 

to detach some companies into the ravine, to drive out 

the French skirmishers, who invariably took in flank 

the 4th division, in the several gallant attempts succes¬ 

sively made on the narrow tongue of land, by the 

regiments composing it, to get forward. I conclude 

Lord Wellington saw how the two divisions were 

situated, and sent a considerable part of the light 

division to our support, and to clear the ravine; and 

to my delight, I saw Sir Andrew Bernard coming on 

at their head for that purpose. 

He sbon completely scoured out the ravine, in the 

style the light division were accustomed to do every 

thing they undertook; and it was then no longer diffi¬ 

cult for the 3^'d and 4th divisions to advance, and in a 

few minutes, the advantageous ground, upon which 
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the French had made so brave a stand, in pos¬ 

session of the leading brigade. A chase then com¬ 

menced, during which it was found very difficult to 

restrain the ardour of the troops^ and had it been 

deemed advisable for our cavalry to have charged 

sooner than they did, the loss of the enemy must liaVe 

been much greater than it was reported to be. 

I have bee» again rather minute in detailing the part 

performed in this battle by the 3rd division, as I wish to 

attract attention to the mode of^ fighting invariably 

practised, and with so much success, by Sir Thomas 

Picton, who would have thought but little of any com*- 

mander of a brigade or regiment, who did not instantly, 

but in compact order, push forward ypon the enemy ; 

a mode of fighting which he knew to be most suitable 

to British soldiers and the least relished by their foes, 

who would always have preferred firing^way, either 

skirmishing or even in line. 

It was not in the power of till British armies either 

at Talavera or Waterloo (the actions which most re¬ 

sembled each other in fighting under a heavy fire,) to 

go forward in the manner I have mentioned against the 

French ; and our losses were, consequently, in both 

these actions, very great from the enemy's fire.— 

Since the battle of Fontenoy, in which a long-continued 

steady advance of British troops, in compact drder, ef¬ 

fected such wonders, and which would have been 

completely successful if supported by the Dutch and 

the rest of tlie Duke of Cupaberland’s al'uiy, down to 

the present day, I cannot find that the style of figh'Ung 
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practised in the 3rd division was ever unsuccessful ; 

but, on the contrary, was always attended with the best 

results, and even with much less loss than would have 

been sustained in any other mode of acting : I there¬ 

fore trust I may be pardoned for having endeavoured 

to illustrate the correctness of the opinion I entertain in 

this respect, not only by what I have related of the bat¬ 

tle of Orthes, but also by the rather minute descrip¬ 

tion I ventured to give of the achievements of the 3rd 

division at Salamanca. 

But even in acting as skirmishers on a large scale, 

when Sir Thomas Picton’s division had, at Vic Bigore, 

to contend with twot French divisions, each at least 

equal in numbeu to the 3rd, the same system of fighting 

was, as far as practicable, observed. Besides the 5th 

battalion 60th, a battalion of Portuguese ca^adores and 

our light igfantry companies, whole regiments, (and 

here we felt the wan^ of knowledge of light infantry 

movements in all corps,) only retaining some compa¬ 

nies in reserve and for support, were engaged ^ as 

sharpshooters. They were, however, constantly pushed 

forward upon the French, and recommended not to 

throw away their fire in long shots, but rather, as much 

as possible, to endeavour to close with them ; and if 

a halt was any where perceived in any part of the ad¬ 

vancing skirmishers a staff officer was invariably sent 

to the point to ascertain the cause. The French, there¬ 

fore, invariably gave way, and in their confused retreat 

they became exposed, in running from one enclosure to 

aiiother, to the fire of our troops. After driving them 
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for a considerable distance before us in this style, the 

coming of night stopped our career, but had we stood 

and fired, as usual upon such occasions,|^is brilliant 

feat of the 3rd division would never have been heard 

of. At dark, Lord Wellington came up to Sir Thomas 

Brisbane's brigade, which was still warmly engaged.— 

He wished to know how the French, we had so long 

followed up, were situated ; but so thickly wooded, en¬ 

closed, and covered with vineyards was the neighbour¬ 

hood of Vic Bigore, near to whicl^ this splendid affair 

terminated, that it was impossible to give him any*in- 

formation about them. 

A soldier of the 88th, hearing what had been said, 

volunteered to get up into a tree, and thereby to make 

himself an object to be shot This he accomplished 

with some difficulty, and being asked what he could 

see; replied, “ Och, nothing but them wearisome vine¬ 

yards, and bad luck to them, and a power of theiv 

scrimigers.” Night closed the scene, the firing had 

ceased. The French sentinels and ours being posted 

not twenty yards from each other, they, as usual, 

thought no more of strife; but in the course of the 

night, the enemy silently and quietly moved off to¬ 

wards Tarbes. The day following we crossed the 

, Adour at that town. Picton was again advancing 

against the enemy, whose right having been turned by 

the divisions on our left, they w^re marching, or 

rather running in great confusion along the road, 

which passes through a wooded height above Tarbes to 

Touruay. Sir Thomas Brisbane’s dispositions were 
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even made to have had a dash at them; when an 

‘ order, which greatly surprised uS;. came for the troops 

to halt, when without almost meeting with any 

resistance, we must have cut off and taken vast 

numbers of the fugitives, who were thus allowed to 

“ live to fight another day.” Upon receiving this 

order to halt from Sir Thomas Picton^s aide de camp, 

(who was questioned in order to ascertain if he w'as 

sure he was correct in the message he delivered) I w^nt 

back to find out what could possibly have occasioned 

it.* I soon met Sir Thomas, and venturing cautiously 

*to express my regret at such an opportunity having 

been allowed to e>cape, of intercepting so considerable 

a number of the enemy’s troops, he replied, “ That is 

no fault of mine; but^ go now, Sir, and desire your 

general to move on.” But before 1 could return to the 

brigade, which were greatly amazed at being kept 

Jback, the last of the French were just disappearing be¬ 

hind a hill about half a mile off 

Colonel Napier says, in speaking of French and 

British soldiers, “ jdace an atfainaWe object of war 

before the French soldier,* and he will make super¬ 

natural efforts to gain it, but failing, he becomes pro¬ 

portionally discouraged. Let some new chance be 

opened, some fresh stimulus applied to his ardent sen¬ 

sitive tefmper, and he will rush forward again with tin- 

bounded energy; the fear of death never checks him, 

he will attempt any thing.” 

This is a well-drawn picture of the French, yet 1 

hope he will excuse me for saying, that I think an ofiicer 
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of great experienceT^like Colonel Napier, must often 

have seen supernatural efforts made by French officers, 

both to bring on their men and to make them stand 

their ground, but all in vain, when they saw British 

troops about to clos*e with them. Again Colonel Napier 

speaks of the unrelenting vigour of British infantry, 

and of their deafening shout, rolling over a field of 

battle, more full and terrible than that of any other 

nation, and followed by the strong and unwavering 

charge. All this must be fully acquiesced in, and. the 

British soldier well merit# this praise; for I do not 

think that Colonel Napier ever had any difficulty in* 

getting Ills men to stand or follow him, either to the 

charge or to the assault of the most rugged and im* 

practicable breach; on the contrary, I should suppose 

ho must have found more difficulty in restraining 

them in their headlong course, with their officers, still 

more daring ^an themselves, at their head. In the 

comparison, therefore, drawn between French and 

British soldiers, I consider that Colonel Napier scarcely 

does the undaanted brilliant courage of the latter jus¬ 

tice, when he only speaks^of the unrelenting vigour of 

the British infantry. I conclude, when Colonel Napier 

composed this passage, he had the fields of Talavera 

^ and Waterloo before his eyes, where, certainly, great 

endurance of fire was necessary on the part oft British 

troops, and where the French had full scope for dis¬ 

playing their best qualities as soldiers; but in the 3rd 

division, when it fought in Picton’s style, and was led as 

he expected his officers to lead, he would, on all oeca- 
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sions, have witnessed the fine qualities attributed to 

French, soldiers most amply displayed, and even sur¬ 

passed. Much, however, as 1 admire the undaunted 

courage of British soldiers in following the bravest and 

. most noble-minded officers in the world, I cannot be 

blind to their imperfections, and especially to their 

conduct after victory, and upon other occasions, which 

often threatened us with the most serious consequences; 

and it is this makes me so anxious to have more of the 

good and true men of the British empire brought into 

our ranks, and of whom tllfere are enough to be found 

to form a well conducted invincible army. 

But let us imagine such troops as these, in a high 

state of discipline, and properly supported by our 

splendid heavy drago(|j|S and artillery, charging an 

enemy sword in band, in the manner I have before 

alluded to, and it may be readily allowed that the fate 

of a campaign, or even that of a kingdom, would be 

decided in a single battle; for tlic enemy’s trooj)s, thus 

closed with, could not well escape from the field ; and 

we shotild no longer be incredulous wFieu w'e read of 

the consequences resulting from a charge of Homan 

legions. It has pleased Divine Providence to form the 

men of the British empire for such a kind of warfare; 

4aving bestowed upon them daring hearts, and powerful 

arms t6 execute whatever may be required of them. 

If ever the plan of calling out men by ballot is 

adopted, I would beg leave to suggest, that a certain 

number of battalions of the regular army, from adjoin¬ 

ing districts, should be permanently considered a divi- 
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fiion; and when a force was wanted in any part of the 

world, either the division, or a brigade of it, should 

compose the whole or a part of that force ; and would 

not thus an esprit du corps be established in such a divi¬ 

sion, like what was found so admirably calculated for 

mutual support amongst the battalions and brigades of 

the light, 3rd, 4th, &c. divisions under the Duke of 

Wellington ; and which induced them readily to make 

any eflfbrt, or any sacrifice, to aid each other in battle. 

And how often have I witnessed this feeling prevail, 

to a great extent, among the officers and soldiers of the , 

45th, 74th, 88th regiments, and 6th battalion, 60th, 

which composed the brigade to winch 1 was so long*at¬ 

tached as brigade-major. I can never forget one in¬ 

stance of this kind in particuls^T, which occurred at the 

battle of Fuentes d’Oiior. After a long and dreadful 

struggle ill that village, between the British and a large 

body of the French Imperial Guard and other troops 

wdiich supported them, the right brigade of the 3rd 

division was at last brought up to take the place of the 

fatigued regiments so long engaged, under a heavy fire, 

without any decided advantage being gained by either 

party, the French holding the lower and our troops the 

upper part of the village. The 88th, supported by the 

45tb, was ordered to charge’into it and drive put the 

enemy. They soon did so in the usual style of the 3rd 

division. But 1 shall ever think with pleasure, of the 

extraordinary eagerness evinced by the 45t]i to advance 

to the help of their old friend^ the Rangers, who on tlyit 

occasion wanted none. This feeling, however, between 
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these two corps in particular, was always most strongly 

marked throughout the whole war; and I have no 

doubt would be revived, if they ever met again in pre¬ 

sence of an enemy. 
It may, {Perhaps, be considered out of place, but, be¬ 

fore closing this chapter, I must beg leave to observe 

that I read—as I think every one else must have done— 

with great interest what the Marquis of Londonderry 

has told us in the account he has given of his visit to 

Russia, of the enormous establishments of the Czar for 

the instruction of those intended for the staff and other 

branches of his military and naval services. The coun- 

try^ought always to feel indebted to officers who can, 

like his Lordship, give useful information upon such 

subjects; for we certainly, by some means or other, 

should be made acquainted w ith what is going on in the 

military and naval world. And although the grand re¬ 

views, or showing off of troops and establishments were 

evidently got up in order to produce strong impressions, 

I feel confident it must, hereafter, be found that the 

expense of keeping up the, latter will be much greater 

than the advantages to be derived from them. But our 

army does not require such an extended and overgrown 

system, which is neither suited to the feelings, ideas, or 

the genius of the free people of the British Empire.— 

An absolute government, which may one day have 

cause to tremble at the effects of what it has produced, 

could alone be supposed capable of creating and carry • 

ing out a plan of such magnitude, and which must, I 

should fear, prove hazardous to the safety of the coun> 
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try in which it is adopted, and also to its institutions.— 

I certainly would require that all gentlemen intended 

for commissions in our service should have had a certain 

military or naval education, but I would not ask where 

it had been acquired, provided they could pass the ex¬ 

aminations 1 have already alluded to. 

From our staff, at their own cost, well and probably 

expensively educated, we might naturally expect that 

officers wouM be selected, to be employed as consuls or 

otherwise, in ascertaining what might be going forward 

in countries likely to be, or which have already become 

the scenes of warfare,, and about which, or the parties 

engaged, Great Britain might be*deeply iSterested, yet 

not altogether justified in taking an active part in the 

contest, such as Circassia, Persia, South America, and* 

perha’ps Spain ; and, above all, we might constantly 

have an eyempon our North American democratic 

neighbours, who can only be jproperly dealt with by a 

military governor-general of the whole of our North 

American territories, and who should be entrusted with 

much authority, both ci^'il and military, so that he 

could act at all times with decision and promptitude. 

Accomplished stafi* officers, such as I have in view, 

could give such inforiiiation as might be relied upon, 

' and would enable those, who direct the affaire of this 

great empire, td act judiciously and advantageously ; 

and when these officers wished to do so, they ought to 

be allowed to go wherever war of any kind was carry¬ 

ing on, if it were only with tlie view of acquiring greater 

knowledge of their profession; for no matter what 
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might be the nature of the warfare, some things may 

always be learnt. But these officers should, at the same 

time, be strictly prohibited from meddling with, or in-any 

way aiding, or advising either party, without permission 

to do so from our Government. Civilians, in general, 

ought to be looked upon as not calculated for employ¬ 

ment such as that I speak of, and we had once a lesson 

given us in this re'^pect, if we will only profit by it, when 

Sir John Moore^s army was so nearly lost through the 

foolish presumption of our agenl or minister, sent out 

to the Spanish government of that day. 

Many think tliat France could not be better governed 

than it is at present by Louis Philip, who is njiiver- 

sally allowed to be an able sovereign ; but I have often 

heard the question asked, how it was, that Paris, and 

all France in its train, fell so easily and unaccountably 

into the hands of the men of July, 1830. Although I 

know Paris tolerably wall, and a good deal of France 

and Frenchmen, yet the only answer, I believe, that 

can be given is, that it did not suit the views, preju¬ 

dices, or feelings of the militai’y, that the existing order 

of things should be maintained ; many of them, very 

probably, at the time belonging to the political coteries, 

with which Paris in particular always abounds, and in 

which ^are broached and discussed the strangest pos¬ 

sible doctrines and dogmas. British officers can never 

belong to such dangerous associations, if they even did 

exist in the United Kingdom. 

Any tumultuous assemblfage of men, if even partially 

armed, can at first, as was the case the other day at 
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Newport, be easily dispersed or put dowu, by rightly 

disposed and well officered regular troops. As for the 

barricades, of which we heard so much, they could only 

liave led, had the trpops done their duty, to the greater 

destruction of the city and the rioters ; but as they were 

put up, why did an able and enlightened officer like 

Marshal Marmont, who commanded, send his soldiers 

ill the manner he did into the streets of Paris, for this 

was quite as useless as our going headlong into those of 

lluenos Ayres, where some streets,# and almost every 

house, were strongly barricaded, and yet I believe we , 

forced them all ; b^it probably, if he had ever heard of 

our exploits there, he had forgott^ them. It appears 

strange to many, that Mont-Martre and other com¬ 

manding points in and about Paris were not occupied 

by the Marshal in force with cannon and mortars, his 

communications with the country secured bj his 

cavalry, and that he did not, without delay, bring up 

to the capital a sufficient number of troops to restore 

order. But even before their arrival, it is likely, that 

the peaceable and well-dieppsed part of the inhabitants, 

and cspicially the householders, would have found it to 

be their interest to declare openly against a lawless 

mob and their political leaders i and to have taken part 

with the troops opposed to them ; but should tj^is not 

have been the case, and it then clearly appearing, that 

all were leagued to resist the established government, 

which it is the duty of armies in all countries to up¬ 

hold, the Marshal, however painful it might have been 

to his feelings, could have had no alternative but to 
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announce to the riojous people, that if tranquillity and 

obedience to the laws, and to the constituted civil au¬ 

thorities, were not instantly restored, Paris, with the 

view of punishing its lawless inhabitants, would be laid 

in ruins. It will no doubt be asked, if such reasoners 

would have consented to destroy that large, beautiful, 

and populous city, the seat of the arts, and where every 

thing magnificent is to be found ? Blucher would have 

done this for them sometime before, for he had a 

great fancy to treat Paris as General Steinbock did 

rAltona years ago, had it not been for Lord Wellington ; 

and for this, I fear, the French ^people were not 

afterwards even grateful to him. But this quc'^tion 

is very like one 1 had put to me some time ago, when 

I ventured to hint, that a certain determined mode of 

acting, would, in the end, but in another country, prove 

to be |he most humane, viz. “ Would you slioot the 

people—the poor misguided people of Ireland?’^ 1 

answered, that as an officer, I should be obliged to do 

so, however reluctant I might be to adopt such a mea¬ 

sure ; but I would begin wkli their selfish agitators, if 

they would not discontinue their wicked practices, and 

cease holding out expectations to the people of a dis¬ 

memberment of the empire, and allow the laws, what¬ 

ever tl}|ey may be, to be obeyed. If the laws are bad, 

or fancied to be bad, and if they do not please all men, 

without regard to difference of religion, and in other 

respects, upon an equality, let the Government, whose 

business it is, endeavour to have them altered ; but as 

long as they stand the laws of the realm, it is the duty 
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of officers and so^iers to uphold them, and the civil 

authorities in the execution of them, and they have 

nothing more to say to the matter. Had the French 

acted thus, and upon such principles—for I cannot sup¬ 

pose that' their officers had lost all influence and com¬ 

mand over their men—and as I am convinced, British 

officers, if necessary, 'would act, we should not now 

have before our eyes the awful example, of an esta¬ 

blished government overturned, as was the case in 

1830,^nd which, with what has occurred in that coun¬ 

try for many years past, ought to be held up for ever ^ 

as a lesson to the United Kingdom. I hope, however, 

tiiat Great Britain will never become so humbled, as to 

require salvation from naval and military patriotism; 

but 1 boldly assert, and without fear of contradiction, 

that no where on earth, amongst men, is this virtuq to 

be found so pure as in the hearts of the officers of our 

navy and army. * 



CHAP. VIII. 

There is no country with which Great Britain is 

likely so soon to come into hostile contact as the United 

States of America, and for such a war we must ceafcainly 

want an army such as I have in view. 

It has long been the ffishion, and I believe it is the 

object of many intenested and designing men, to eng 

deavour to have the United States of America con¬ 

sidered as much more powerful aud dangerous to Great 

Britain then they really are. No nation, nor body of 

men, be they who they may, composed of such hetero¬ 

geneous materials, scattered over* so vast an extent of 

territory, in which the laws, enacted by an often unruly 

legislature, are so powerless, and in many places so 

weakly administered, as not to* be able to prevent ag¬ 

gressions upon an unoffending neighbour, or to afford 

sufficient protection to the peaceably inclined against the 

hand of violence, can possibly be considered powerful. 

1 am aware that parts of jthe United States ought, to a 

certain extent, to be looked upon as exceptions, but, 

gene/allv speaking, this is by no means an overdrawn 

picture of what is the state of society in that part of the 

world. 

If Great Britain was only prepared to convince the 
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world of her strength in steam ships, and to send forth 

•even a portion of them from the St. Lawrence, and from 

other points in our valuable North American possessions, 

she must in a very short time destroy, or shut up in their 

ports, in hopeless inactivity, all the so much boasted of 

Navy or traders of the United States. And it might 

be asked—would any other power, when they saw we 

were really in earnest, dare to aid them in their diffi¬ 

culties ; and what would then become of their immense 

commerce, from which alone they jierive their pr^ent 

importance ? Are not the feelings and interests of the 

Northern, Southern and inland States directly opposed 

to each other; and would not the oontinuance of the last 

war, for even a short time longer, have had the effect of 

causing discontents and divisions amongst the several 

States, already independent of each other, which could 

never again, in all human probability, have been brought 

in consequence to act in unison. 

But to convince even the most incredulous of this, and 

of the kind of spirit which was found to exist amongst 

the people of the States, and to point out clearly with 

what zeal and patriotism we were opposed in the last 

war in the march of our troops upon Plattsburg, I 

have only to lay before them some Brigade orders which 

were issued by Sir Thomas Brisbane at the time, 

“ No. 5. None of the inhabitants of the country are 
• 

to be prevented from passing the advanced posts either 

to the front or rear, from one hour after sunrise till sun¬ 

set; and they are to be permitted to drive in cattle, or 

any thing else they may think fit; but officers command- 

N 
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ing picquets are to be very careful in examining those 

who pass; and must take up, and send to the head-* 

quarters of the Brigade (Dowy’s house) such as may 

appear suspicious. 

No. 7. Major-General Brisbane having received in¬ 

structions to advance with the troops under his com¬ 

mand into the territory of the United States, avails him¬ 

self of the opportunity, to request that commanding 

officers will use every exertion to maintain the strictest 

discipline in their cprps; and he holds them responsible, 

^that in every instance when a complaint is made to them 

of any injury sustained by the inhabitants, that it is 

inquired into, and ifmecessary redressed; and whatever 

damage is dona, that it is instantly paid for and charged 

against those concerned, and where this cannot be as¬ 

certained to the corps in general, so that unoffending 

people may not be sufferers. 

“ In taking the necessary precautions against indi¬ 

viduals, who may so far forget what is due to themselves 

and their country, as to commit acts of plunder or 

violence, the Major-General is at the same time fully 

convinced, that the troops in general are determined, 

that their conduct shall not bring disgrace upon the 

British name; he therefore calls upon them to discover 

those viho may be guilty of acts of plunder or oppressioni 

that they may be brought to the punishment they merit; 

and the soldiers must soon find that such a line of con¬ 

duct will add much to their comforts; for the inhabi- 

tants of the country finding that they are properly treat¬ 

ed and protected, will bring every article requisite into 
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the catnp; for those who remain quiet in their homes 

are not in the smallest degree to be molested, nor is 

their property to be taken from them without their full 

consent and its being paid for ,* as it is not against such 

persons that Great Britain makes war, but against the 

Government whose folly and ambition have brought the 

miseries of war into their country, and the army and 

individuals in arms for its support. 

“ The Major-General commanding has requested the 

magistrates of the country, to explain to the people 

his object and determination, on entering the American^ 

territory; and he trusts that the conduct of the soldiers 

will be such as to reflect no shade ef dishonour on their 

country.^’ 

The apparent state of indifference of the people was so 

great, and the effects of these orders, which were widely 

circulated, so evident, that we found all the houses occu¬ 

pied, and every thing might have led us to suppose we 

were still marching through Canada; and I do not re¬ 

member that a shot was fired at us until we fell in with 

some of the United States troops as we approached 

Plattsburg. 

Ov/ing to a want of arrangement, and of sufficient pre¬ 

paration on our part, we were last war unsuccessful upon 

J^ake Champlain, and upon its shores; and I Ijad the 

mortification of seeing our fleet discomfited iii Plattsburg 

Bay. In consequence of this, and of the advanced state 

of the season, and as no calculations of any kind seemed 

to have been made for contingencies, our fine, but feebly 
I. 

commanded, army had to fall back upon Canada ; and 
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the extensive and important conquests, which were sup¬ 

posed to have been the objects of those who ordered us 

to advance into the States, had to be abandoned. 

The Americans pretended, that, ip our retreat, they 

hotly pursued, and occasioned us great losses; but there 

was no foundation w^hatever for what they in this respect 

asserted, or for what w’as sjiid on this subject in their 

newspapers; for our only loss, 1 may say, consisted in 

some heavy shot and an old gun, taken from the Ameri¬ 

cans, and which had been left many years before in the 

t States when General Burgoyne’s expedition failed, and 

which the state of the roads obliged us to throw' into the 

swamps, and in some worthless men who deserted from 

their corps; for, whatever might have been said to the 

contrary, nothing could be more unhurried or undisturbed 

than we were in all our movements during the retreat. I 

do, how'ever, recollect, that in crossing the bridge at 

Champlain with the rear-guard, on our return, that a 

Yankee had the impudence to say, when spoken to with 

civility: “ I guess as how you are not playing Yankee 

doodle now.” Some of the soldiers were inclined to have 

thrown him into the river, but of course this was not al¬ 

lowed. 

I was attached as Brigade-Major to the strong brigade 

(abou«H5,000 men) of the army, which, under Sir Thomas 

Brisbane, formed its rear-guard, and I can safely say, 

that although various stratagems were practised, and 

every thing done by him so as to induce the American 

cemmander to approach us, he never was able to suc- 

r ceed. I only mention this to show what grounds they 
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had for boasting. But is it not also too bad and vexa¬ 

tious that works written by American authors are pa¬ 

tronized and lauded even in the United Kingdom, not 

so much perhaps on account of their style of composi¬ 

tion, or literary merits, as for the subjects they contain ; 

which are intended to exiol, chiefly at the expense of our 

navy, fierce and lawless men, many of whom were actually 

British subjects ? Yet who can for a moment suppose, 

that sending British seamen or landsmen to the other 

side of the Atlantic, can deprive th^m of their natural 

courage. There is, however, a degree of moral depra-^ 

vity existing throughout the Union, which must always 

prevent these extraordinary Rcpablicans, should they 

even become more powerful than they are at present, 

from being able to cope with us in war. And in speak¬ 

ing of the degree of liberty enjoyed in the United States 

and in Great Britain, what conijmrison can be drawn in 

this respect between the two countries ?-~for who would 

prefer the tyrannical rule of a usually tumultuous Demo¬ 

cracy to the mixed Government under which all men en¬ 

joy protection and sufficient liberty in the United King¬ 

doms, and all over our vast empire, without its being 

allowed to become licentiousness ? 

As for the unfinished works at Plattsburg, had not Sir 

tjeorge Prevost halted the troops, led by exp^ienced 

and often before distinguished generals, rapidly ad¬ 

vancing against them, they must, with their commander 

and all his troops, have been, I have no^ hesitation in 

saying, in twenty minutes more in our possession; but as 

for the idea which was foolishly entertained by some at 
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the time, of our being able, if successful in the assault 

of the works, to re-capture our lost ship and vessels, it 

was too absurd to merit a moments consideration. 

llie following official document will, I expect, be read 

with interest, as it certainly removes much of the blame 

from Sir George Prevost for the attack having been 

made upon the American fleet by ours in an unprepared 

state; at least our Commodore (whether he was injudi¬ 

ciously urged to go forward or not I cannot tell) acted 

with a perfect knowledge of what he was about to at- 

, tempt, and it would have been produced had the former 

been brought to a court-martial as intended. But 

the question should have been, why was the fine army, 

confided to Sir George Prevost, pushed forward at all 

into the United States, especially in the month of Sep¬ 

tember, before our superiority on Lake Champlain had 

been established ? Extract from a communication to 

Major-General De Rottenburg. dated Friday evening, 

10 o’clock, P.M.:— 

“ I have this moment received from Captain Downie 

intelligence of his intention ito weigh and proceed with 

the squadron, from its anchorage off Chazy, about mid¬ 

night, with the expectation of rounding into the Bay of 

Plattsburg about the dawn of day, and with the intention 

of comtgjencing an immediate attack on the enemy’s ship, 

vessels, and gun-boats, if the anchorage they are in af¬ 

fords any chance of success ; in consequence you are to 

hold the left division in readiness to execute the contem¬ 

plated service at six o’clock to-morrow morning. 

“ The batteries directed to be completed and armed in 
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the course of the night, are to open on the enemy’s posi^ 

tion the instant the naval action has commenced. You 

will cause the necessary preparations to be made for the 

rocket service of each battery. 

(Signed), ‘"G. Prevost, 

“ Commander of the Forces," 

I shall pass this over without any remark, leaving it to 

the reader to judge for himself; but we had far too many 

commanders, for they were actually in each other’s way. 

Here was Sir George Prevost himgelf, Baron De • Rot- 

tenburg and his staff, a brilliant head quarter staff, con¬ 

sisting of Adjutant and Quarter-master-general, assis- 

tants to both; Military Secretary, Aides-de-Camp, 

Chiefs of Engineers, Artillery, &c. &c., in short, enough 

to have caused confusion in an army three times our 

numbers, and much more so amongst the three brigades, 

whose experienced generals and staff wanted no help. 

The moment the naval action commenced, the bat¬ 

teries, which had been constructed entirely under Sir 

'riiomas Brisbane’s directions, opened such a well- 

directed fire, that they apparently demolished all before 

them, and in a very short time nearly silenced that of the 

enemy’s guns in their works. Under the protection of 

our artillery, the bridge over the Seranac, (the planks only 

of which the Americans in their retreat had be^ able to 

destroy or take up,) was repaired in a few minutes by 

materials we had ready for the pyrpose; part of the 

troops, under Sir Thomas Brisbane were moving down 

to pass by it to the assaultf and the greater part were 

marching rapidly under General Sir Manley Power, and 
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Sir Frederick Robinson, with the intention of effectually 

cutting off the enemy’s retreat, when the order from Sir 

George Prevost to halt arrived, in consequence of our 

fleet having been discomfited upon the Lake. It is, how¬ 

ever, to be regretted that the works were not allowed to 

be carried, for it would have prevented much boasting, 

and would have served in some manner to counterbalance 

the loss of our vessels. But what I witnessed during the 

whole of this unfortunate and miscalculated business, con¬ 

vinced me that the epterprise which embraced, as we un¬ 

derstood, many extensive and important objects, no doubt 

suggested from England, had been begun without almost 

any fixed plan, carried-on in considerable ignorance of the 

country, and ultimately abandoned, because of an event, 

the probability of which occurring, from the state of the 

two fleets, might, in a great measure, have been calcu¬ 

lated upon. 

Anyone of the three strong brigades into which ourforce 

was divided was sufficient alone for all we had hitherto un¬ 

dertaken, and also for the reduction of Plattsburg, if pro¬ 

perly handled by an able and experienced officer: but the 

ideas of military matters entertained by the Generals and 

Staff we found in possession of power were very dif¬ 

ferent from ours; and I merely mention this to shew, 

that untU our Staff had acquired experience under the 

Duke of Wellington, they were in general very deficient, 

and, as a further prpof of this, I must observe, that no¬ 

thing could betray greater weakness and indecision than 

the manner in which it was proposed to move upon Platts¬ 

burg. 
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It was at first intended that we were to have had a 

large body of I ndian warriors along with us in our inva¬ 

sion of the States; and Sir Thomas Brisbane, attended 

by his Staff and several other officers, had to go through 

all the customary ceremonies of war councils, speeches, 

dances, presents, feastings, drinkings, &c., but after all 

we only took them with us as far as the village of Cham¬ 

plain, and from thence, to my great delight, at the re¬ 

quest of Sir Thomas Brisbane, they were sent back into 

C'anada. • 

It was also intended that the whole array were to have^ 

moved in one column, by the road leading to Plattsburg, 

which crosses the Dead Creek, near to its mouth, where 

there is a bridge, and a ford a little lower down, where it 

enters the Lake, and there we knew the enemy had for 

some time been preparing to receive us. Sir Thomas 

Brisbane, who led the advance, not looking upon this plan 

as judicious, and being also fully aware of the difficulties 

w'hich this Creek even naturally presented, sent me from 

Champlain, accompanied by some flank companies and 

Indian warriors, which altogether formed a strong recon¬ 

noitring party, to ascertain if a road fit for the march of 

troops and cannon, (of which we had lately heard), could 

not be found to our right, and by which the formidable 

’ position of the Dead Creek might bo turned. Ijnarched 

by what is called the Batemantown road, and very soon 

found that it bad been made, even as far as Plattsburg, 

fit for any military purposes, at least at that time of the 

vear. 
¥ 

Sir Thomas Brisbane, at such an evident proof of want 

N 2 
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of necessary and proper information on the part of 

our StaflP, (for we were still strangers in the country), 

had almost made up his mind to allow them to take 

their own way and to march as they intended; but 

those feelings he has so often evinced for the wel¬ 

fare of those placed under his command, and for the 

good of the service; together with being convinced, that 

his brigade must have suffered severely in forcing the 

Creek, induced him to communicate in time with head¬ 

quarters on the subject, and the consequence was, that 

|;he whole arrangements were altered; his own column 

only marching towards the mouth of the Creek, and the 

other two taking the rdad, which, it had been ascertained, 

turned the enemy’s position. The result was, that the 

Americans had to retreat upon Plattsburg without being 

able to offer almost any resistance; and the only loss, i 

may say, we did sustain was from the fire from the ene¬ 

my’s gun-boats stationed at the mouth of the creek, where 

we were obliged to ford it, as the bridge had been nearly 

destroyed. Sir Thomas Brisbane was anxious to have 

turned our field artillery against the gun-boats. But a 

senior general, who happened to be present, w^ould not al¬ 

low this to be done; as he said it would only the more at¬ 

tract the enemy’s fire towards a point upon which it was 

already directed with right good will. He, however, at 

last went off, as my general had previously done with the 

advance towards Plattsburg, when our rocket-brigade 

was brought forward, and a rocket well laid by the officer 

commanding it, having, 1 bdlieve the very first discharge, 

struck one gun-boat, and as we heard afterwards wounded 
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the officer commanding on board, and as it in its con¬ 

tinued flight went close over most of the others, the 

whole took to their oars in an instant, and we were no 

more molested by them. 

Up to this period the war had been carried on in a 

very irritating manner, and in some instances in a way 

which could produce no advantage to either party; for 

even sentinels on their posts were cautiously approached 

and fired at. 

Sir Thomas Brisbane proposed t^ the American gene¬ 

rals Izard and M Combe, to put an end to such bar¬ 

barities, and in future to carry on military operations in 

the manner adopted by Europeati nations. This being 

readily agreed to by them, I did not hear of another 

instance of the kind occurring upon either side as long as 

the war lasted; indeed, this kind of polite intercourse 

between the generals was attended with the best results, 

not only amongst those under them, but also produced 

feelings of respect and offers of attention, if opportunity 

offered, after the war was over. 

•Neither during our expedition to Plattsburg, nor for 

some time afterwards were our affairs in the Lower Pro¬ 

vince well managed. Just before the closing in of the 

ice on the lake, and when a part of the United States' 

fleet were still at Plattsburg, but, as we well knew, from 

good authority, completely off their guard, and full of 

that dangerous confidence often arising out of a victory 

too easily achieved, it was arranged to surprise and cap¬ 

ture them by our gun-boatt, and a numt)er of batteaux 

manned by volunteers, of which there were hundreds 
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been made in the night; the soldiers in the batteaux 

being armed with cutlasses^ pistols, and with boarding 

pikes, of which there were plenty at Isle aux Noix; and 

the following letter was addressed, by order of Sir 

Thomas Brisbane, by me to the Lieutenant of the Navy 

in command of the gun-boats there; who, as it may be 

well supposed, being delighted at an opportunity of re¬ 

taliating upon the Americans, most readily agreed to the 

proposal contained ip. it. 

JoJmSi Novembp' 12, 

« SlB, 

“ Major-General Brisbane has desired me to commu¬ 

nicate the following circumstances to you, with a view to 

induce you to co-operate in an attack upon such of the 

enemy’s fleet as still remain in the Bay of Plattsburg, 

upon which, with your assistance, it is proposed by Sir 

George Prevost to make the attempt. 

“ The enemy’s force there, by the latest information, 

consists of only two sloops, and seven gun-boats, indifler- 

ently manned, and little or no attention is paid to the 

common measures of precaution. It is therefore natural 

to suppose, a sudden attack, or even surprise, might be 

attempted with every prospect of success. 

“ On our part we can only employ batteaux for this 

enterprise, manned Jby volunteers from the regiments, in 

such numbers as you would think necessary to act along 

with your gun boats; and the strength of your crews 

could be increased if you require it. Of course, the 
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whole will be under your direction, and success must 

depend upon secrecy, rapid preparation and action. 

“ Major-General Brisbane, therefore, begs you will 

ascertain if the rej)ort of the strength and number of 

vessels in Plattsburg Bay be correct, and at all events, 

he requests that you will lose no time in coming here to 

arrange matters, or should you not think such an under¬ 

taking practicable, you will be so good as to point out in 

what the difficulties consist. It is, however, obvious, 

that when affairs of this nature ar^ once propos4d, the 

sooner they are carried into execution the better, or elsg 

entirely laid aside.’* 

This well arranged attack, which, if successful, would 

have greatly improved our situation upon the Lake the 

following spring, had the war lasted, was, however, put a 

stop to only a few hours before the departure of the expe¬ 

dition, by an express from the General commanding the 

forces, who had become apprehensive that the attempt 

was too hazardous. 

I am induced to continue this subject for various rea¬ 

sons, but principally becay.se much that occurred during 

the last war in North America, is at this moment becom¬ 

ing interesting; and useful conclusions, in both a naval 

and military point of view, may be drawn from what has 

already taken place there. 

After the disappointment to our hopes of retaliating 

upon it, the whole of the enemy’s fleet were laid up for 

the winter at Whitehall, at the*head of Lake Champlain. 

It was again proposed by Sir*Thomas Brisbane, and agreed 

to by Sir George Prevost, to destroy them by an expedi- 
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tion of five thousand men, which were to have started 

suddenly under the orders of the former, to be conveyed 

to the point of attack, with their supplies of provisions, 

and combustibles for destroying the ships, &c. over the 

ice and snow in sledges. This also, from the excellent 

information we had been able to procure, held out every 

prospect of complete success; but the same timid councils 

again prevailed, and this second, but much more impor¬ 

tant expedition, when about to start, was almost similarly 

countermanded; and the disappointment was particularly 

felt by us, for several of the regiments which were to 

have been employed in this enterprise, fonned part of the 

force which was not ‘long after assembled under Sir 

’^Thomas Brisbane at Paris, and when the Duke of Wel¬ 

lington inspected it, he was pleased to say, that had these 

fine regiments (and they amounted to nearly nine thou¬ 

sand men) been in time for Waterloo, the Prussians 

would not have been wanted upon that occasion. I must 

also add, that most of these corps had been formed and 

accustomed to war under his Grace in Portugal, Spain, 

and the south of France; and having been found at the 

end of the war to be the most efficient of the army, they 

had been at once ordered off to North America, where, 

from the way in which things were managed, they had not 

the power of farther distinguishing themselves. 

But I could, if necessary, show that at last we would 

have completely efij^cted our object in destroying the 

American fleet at Whitehall; but in a very different 

manner, and wtiich, from the share 1 had in the transac- 
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tion, and from the secrecy I thus feel imposed upon me, 

I do not consider myself at liberty to disclose, and which 

the notification of peace with the United States alone 

prevented. At that moment it was quite evident that 

the effects of the war had begun to be most seriously 

felt; and it was also an expensive, and as the Duke of 

Wellington would pronounce it to be, a useless little mar 

for Great Britain to be so long engaged in. If we 

are again provoked to hostilities, which is very probable, 

the people of the United States should be made to feel 

what are the effects of a war carried on in earnest in^ 

their own country, by such a powerful empire as Great 

Britain ; but for this our navy aud army must be pro¬ 

perly prepared. 

I have for several years past given the subject of our 

Boundaries with the United States much consideration, 

and I have endeavoured to obtain, by all the means I 

could bring to my aid, a correct view""of it; but what has 

been published in the “ Times,” of the 27th of April, 

and 26th of May, 1840, as communications from Mr. 

Waddilove to the Editor, ^uts the whole of that long 

misunderstood question, in so much clearer a light than 

what I had prepared for this work (though I had come 

nearly to the same conclusion) that 1 hope I shall be 

'excused for giving them in this place. 
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THE THEATY BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN A^D THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

[to the editor of the times.] 

Extract from the definitive treaty of peace and 

friendship between his Britannic Majesty and the United 

States of America^ signed at Baris, September, S, 

The first article recognizes the several States, 

llie second proceeds as follows;— 

“ And that all disputes which might arise in future on 

the subject of the boundaries of the said United States 

may be prevented, it is hereby agreed and declared that 

the following are and! shall be their boundaries, viz.,— 

from the north-west angle of Nova Scotia, viz., that 

angle which is formed by a line drawn due north from the 

source of the St. Croix to the highlands, along the said 

highlands which divide those rivers that empty them¬ 

selves into the St. Lawrence from those which fall into 

the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-western-most head of the 

Connecticut River, thence down along the middle of that 

river to the 45tK degree of north latitude.** 

“ If it can be shown, as it easily may, that their existed 

a then known tract of country called the Highlands,” 

which had been in use in former official documents, and. 

which .did separate the liver flowing south into the 

Atlantic Ocean from others flowing into the St. Law¬ 

rence and into the St. John, which emptied itself into 

the Bay of Fundy, not into the Atlantic Ocean,—if also 

the documents of the period show that it was a leading 

object with Great Britain to preserve to their dependen - 
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cies the exclusive navigation of the river St. John, and 

that the river St. Croix, and the line drawn north from 

it to the said highlands, were fixed as boundaries to the 

land conceded to the States, for the purpose of securing 

this exclusive posses'sion,—if it can be shown that a tract 

of country so circumstanced was one of the concessions 

specially objected by Mr. Fox, Mr, Burke, Lord North, 

and Mr. Sheridan, in the debates upon the peace (wherein 

upon a division, the numbers were, against the Ministry 

224, in favour 208), under the najne Penobscot; the 

principal river of the tract, which, with its tributary 

streams did rise on the south side of these highlands, and 

did fall into the Atlantic Ocean—ifj too, as appears from 

all these circumstances, the district now called Maine, 

was no other than the district ceded to Massachusetts, 

under the name Penobscot, the very objections made by 

these leading oppositionists afford the strongest possible 

proof that the claims of an additional extent now made 

by Maine and Massachusetts were unjust and unreason¬ 

able, and more palpably absurd and untenable, when it 

is considered, that with a vmw to obtaining a right to the 

navigation of the St, John, the negociators did actually 

endeavour to obtain the portion of country lying between 

the St. Croix—the St. Croix line and the St. John, then 

first attached to the government of Nova Scotia—and 

that the secret articles of Congress prove it to have been 

a subject of debate, whether the war shpuld be continued 

on account of such additional territory, (a question which 

was decided in the negative).* The very contest about 

the navigation of the St. John, also is in itself a proof of 
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the UTisoundness of the claim, for it would be of little 

value to shut out the mouth of the St John, and the 

extent of its course cut oif by the St Croix, and the 

northern line, if, by allowing America possessions beyond 

the then known highlands, you had conceded a territory 

connecting them with the St John; and such would be 

the case by allowing the extension of their settlements 

beyond the highlands to the Aristook. I take it this fact 

of itself is sufficient to prove the injustice of the claim. 

“ Moreover, the^district so conceded, under the name 

Penobscot, and which is no other than the present Maine, 

does actually fulfil the special conditions laid down in 

the second article. Jt includes all the rivers which flow 

from the highlands, and fall into the Atlantic, and in¬ 

cludes no other, and after crossing these said highlands, 

not one river, except the St. John, does flow south 

towards the Atlantic, except as a tributary stream of the 

St. John, through the Bay of Fundy. 

Neither can it be said that these tracts were then a*; 

little known at the conclusion of a war, in which every 

part had been traversed, as they have been to later Colo¬ 

nial Ministers, for the Government of that day met t’m 

objections made to the cession of Penobscot in this way : 

—One objector had stated that it ought not to have been 

ceded by a maritime state, on account of the wonderful 

supply of excellent timber for masts which it was known 

to afibrd. In opposition to which, the Minister staled, 

‘‘thatit was proved by the certificate of Captain Twiss, 

one of the ablest surveyors in the service, that there was 

noi a tree in the tract capable of making a mast.” 
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“ And one leading member of the Opposition, condem¬ 

ning the neglect of Government in not making terms for 

the deserted loyalists, who had forfeited their property 

by adhering to Great Britain, put his question in these 

terms—“ Could not all the surrenders we were to make— 

the surrender of New York, the surrender of Charleston, 

of Long Island, Staten Island, Penobscot, and Savanna, 

purchase security for these meritorious persons?’* Now, 

how much stronger would have been the argument, if the 

cession of Penobscot had not been l^ited, as the British 

boundary line limits it, by the highlands, but had extended 

further, so as to entitle the States to the waters of the St. 

John, and enable them to cut off the communication be¬ 

tween Canada and Nova Scotia ? He adds also, that the in¬ 

habitants of these very places were armed with us in the 

defence of their estates, and therefore we can only attri¬ 

bute the rise of Maine as a State to the circumstance 

of Massachusetts becoming possessed of the confiscated 

estates of Penobscot, the boundaries of the state of 

Massachusetts having previously been in a direct line 

from the Connecticut River to the Bay of Passamaquoddy. 

“That the description given in the treaty of 1783, 

Art. 2,—‘ A line drawn due north from the heads of the 

St Croix to the highlands, along the said highlands which 

divide those rivers that empty themselves into the St. 

Lawrence from those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean,* 

was a description known and acknowledged in 1783 both 

to American and British commanders and negotiators, is 

proved by the fact of that description being used not only 

in the act of 1774, but in the Royal proclamation of 1763. 
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And this point is confinned by another fact—viz, the 

movement of a detachment of the American army under 

Colonel Arnold for the invasion of Canada from the side 

of New England, while General Montgomerie invaded 

it by the upper side and the lakes, in September, 1775, 

in not more than seven years before the preliminaries of 

peace; and it is also to be observed that no part of 

Arnold’s route came near the northern ridge of highland 

to which the Americans lay claim, and which in fact does 

not divide the rivers falling into the St. Lawrence from 

those falling into the Atlantic Ocean, but only divides 

those falling into the St. Lawrence from those falling into 

the St. John; whereas the ridge claimed by Britain, re¬ 

ferred to in the 14th George IIL, 1774, and in the Royal 

proclamation of 1763, does actually separate all the rivers 

flowing southward into the Atlantic from all the rivers 

which flow north and north-east, whether they fall into the 

St Lawrence or into the St. John; and further, upon 

the north side of the ridge claimed by Britain as the 

bound there does not rise a single river which falls into the 

Atlantic, while all the rivers rising on the south of the 

British boundary do fall into the Atlantic. It is a long 

passage to copy, but the whole may give your readers a 

better notion of the country traversed than were I merely 

to transcribe the passage which proves my point. Under 

that passage I shall therefore place a score:— 

“ ‘On the 22d o^ September, 1775, Arnold embarked 

upon the Kennebec (one of the rivers rising on the south 

of the British ridge, and flowing towards the Atlantic), in 

200 batteaux, and proceeded with great difiiculty up that 
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river, having a rapid stream, with a rocky bottom and 

shores, continually interrupted by falls and carrying 

places, with numberless other impediments to encounter. 

In this passage the^batteaux were frequently filled with 

water, or overset, in consequence of which arms, ammu¬ 

nition, and stores were lost to a great extent. At the nu¬ 

merous carrying places, besides the labour of loading and 

reloading, they were obliged to convey the boats on their 

shoulders. The great carrying place was above 12 miles 

across. That part of the detachment which was not em¬ 

ployed in the batteaux marched along the banks of the , 

river, and the boats and men being disposed in three di¬ 

visions, each division encamped fbgether every night. 

Nor was the march by land more eligible than the passage 

by water. They had thick woods, deep swamps, difficult 

mountains, and precipices, alternately to encounter, and 

were at times obliged to cut their way for miles through 

the thickets. The constant fatigue and labour caused 

many to fall sick, which added to their difficulties, and 

provisions became at length so scarce, that some of the 

men ate their dogs, and whfitever else of any kind which 

could be converted into food. 

t<«Arriving at the head of the Kennebec, they sent 

back their sick, and one of their colonels took that oppor- 

’tunity of returning with his division, without tl^ know¬ 

ledge or consent of the Commander-in-Chief. By this 

desertion Amold^s detachment was reduced about one- 

third; they, however, proceeded with their .usual constan¬ 

cy ; and having crossed the Seights of Land^ as a ridge 

that extends quite through that continent is called, and 
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from whence the waters on either side take courses direct* 

ly contrary to those on the other, they at length arrived 

at the head of the Chaudiere, which, running through Ca¬ 

nada, falls into the River St. Lawrence near Quebec. 

Their difficulties \vere now growing to an end, and they 

soon approached the inhabited parts of Canada; on the 

3d of November a party, which they had pushed forward, 

returned with provisions, and they soon after came to a 

house, being the first they had beheld for 31 days, having 

spent the whole time in traversing a hideous wilderness, 

^ without meeting anything human.* 

Now, here you have, in the report of a campaign 

made by an Americ&n general eight years before the 

peace, viz. in 1775, and printed in an English Aumtal 

Register five years before the peace, viz. 1799, as direct 

a reference to the same marked distinction of rivers flow¬ 

ing different w^ays, in consequence of the peculiar nature 

of the country, as it is possible to desire; and you have 

an acknowledgment, totidem verbts, that the then known 

designation of such tract was no other than that used in 

th^ article of the subsequent treaty, as it had been also 

used in the 14th of George III. by the British Legisla¬ 

ture and in the Royal proclamation of 1763, and upon 

examining any map, that of the Useful Knowledge So¬ 

ciety or^any other, it will be seen that all the rivers rising 

on the south side of the British boundary do fulfil the terms 

of the above treaty, and that all on the other, or north 

side, do, as the, above account of Arnold’s march expresses 

it, ‘ take courses directly cbntrary.* 'Fhe rivers on the 

south side flow towards the Atlantic Ocean, not one on 
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the other side does flow towards it—in itself the most in¬ 

disputable proof that the American claim cannot stand 

with those words of the article which assign to them only 

that tract of territory wherein the rivers flow towards 

and ‘fall into the Atlantic Ocean/ 

“I may here remark, that as the proclamation of 1763 

is the earliest reference I know to these highlands so di¬ 

viding the rivers, and as that proclamation proceeds from 

west to east, and as General Arnold found at the west 

end the peculiar marks required, the qply really amicable, 

and perhaps the only certain, mode of ascertaining the 

bound, would be not to start on a loose cruise for high¬ 

lands at the line of St. Croix, which can itself only be de¬ 

termined by its abutment with the specified highlands (in 

fact, I believe this loose and hand-over-head ^ mode of 

proceeding has produced all the difficulty), but to start 

the search where General Arnold crossed, and run the 

line eastward according to the direction of the rivers, 

giving all the territory wherein ‘ the rivers fall into the 

Atlantic,’ as by the treaty, to America, that wherein ‘ the 

rivers flow the contrary wayj to Britain; for with this re¬ 

port of General Arnold’s march seven years before Under 

our view, it is impossible to believe that General Wash¬ 

ington would have sanctioned a reference to so marked a 

tlistinction as these so-called ‘ highlands’ in one sense, 

while he meant, in future times, the reference to be in¬ 

terpreted in another. Viewing the miitter according to 

these lights, which is the only just mode of viewing it, as 

a case between Christians, Penobscot, the cession of which 

was reprobated in the British Parliament at the tima 
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(and when many officers w'ho had been employed in Ca¬ 

nada and in the States were present in both Houses), does 

fulfil the terms required by the treaty—namely, it em¬ 

braces all the rivers which, rising on the south of Arnold’s 

ridge, flow towards and ‘fall into the Atlantic Ocean;’ 

whereas, neither the boundary claimed by America nor 

the line set out by the King of Holland as a fair com* 

promise, acceded to by the sufferer, Britain, and refused 

by the gainer, America, can in any wise be said to meet. 

“ I know not, Sir, whether you will think these re¬ 

marks, and this information, upon a question likely to ter¬ 

minate in.a war, or a disgraceful concession of the just 

rights of the British nation, may be useful or acceptable 

to you; but, such as they are, you are welcome to them, 

and may use them as you please; and allow me at the 

same time to add, there are other parts of the history of 

the same period which would cast considerable light upon 

the present extraordinary proceedings of the British Go¬ 

vernment in regard to Canada. 

have the honour to remain, Sir, 

“ Your obedient servant, 

« W. J. D. Waddilove.” 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES. 

“ My intention is now to show you, from a document 

already quoted, the Royal proclamation of 1763, a further 

confirmation that the division expressed, ‘ Rivers falling 

one way-, and rivers falling directly contrary into the 

Atlantic/ was a distinction perfectly well understood, 

and that this peculiar expression being applicable to 
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“ Penobscot,” was the probable reason why that district 

was ceded in 1783, and many tribes of Indians driven 

from a hunting ground previously enjoyed, under the 

protection of the British Crown. If I recollect right, 

some influential member of the opponents of Lord Shel¬ 

burne’s peace stated in debate, that above 20 tribes^ 

whom we were bound by previous treaties and wampum 

belts to protect, were driven from their homes by this 

unnecessary cession, for it may be here remarked that 

one uniform condition of all treatiel with that ill-used 

race of men, by whomsoever made (Sir W. Johnson or < 

others), was this—for the sole purpose of guarding them¬ 

selves against the wanton aggression of the settlers, pro¬ 

vided the tracts ceded be always appropriated to His 

Majesty’s sole use, and that the lines be run in the 

presence of the British authority, and some of their own 

chiefs, to prevent disputes hereafter. 

‘'The 11th clause of the proclamation, evidently with a 

view to this feeling on the part of the Indians, runs thus. 

After setting out the limits and grants, &c. in the pre¬ 

vious part of the instrument (binding upon America, as 

well as upon ourselves, except where they may be 

specifically relieved from its effect by the express words 

of the treaty of 1783, since they were at the time British 

subjects) we read— 

«< Whereas, it is just and reasonable, and essential to 

our interest and the security of our cdlonies (the States 

then included), that the several nations* or tribes of 

Indians, with whom we are*connected, and who live 

under our protectioa, should not be molested or disturbed 

o 
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in the possession of such parts of our dominions and 

territories as, not having been ceded to, or purchased by, 

us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as their hunt* 

ing grounds; we do therefore, with the advice of our 

Privy Council, declare it to be our Royal will and plea¬ 

sure that no governor or commander-in-chief, in any of 

our colonies, Quebec, &c. do presume, upon any pre¬ 

tence whatever, to grant warrants of survey, or pass 

any patents for lands beyond the bounds of their respec¬ 

tive governments, as described in their commissions.* 

Now mark: ‘ As also that no governor or commander- 

in-chief of our colonies or plantations in America do 

presume for the present, and until our further pleasure 

be known, to grant warrants of survey, or pass patents, 

for any lands beyond the heads or sources of any of the 

rivers which fall into the Atlantic Ocean from the west 

or north-west, or upon any lands whatever, which not 

having been ceded to, or purchased by, us, as aforesaid, 

are reserved to the said Indians or any of them* Now, 

will any man of common reflection say, that under such 

circumstances, known to all our governors and com¬ 

manders-in-chief, of course also to all engaged in the 

internal legislation of the plantations, there could be any 

obscurity to admit of dispute in the reference made to 

this precise mark of distinction—‘ beyond the heads or 

sources of any of the rivers falling into the Atlantic?’ 

the same mark being again referred to in the Imperial 

Act 14th George III., 1774, in nearly the same words, 

only adding ‘the highlands,* &c., dividing, &c., again 

expressly described in the account of General Arnold’s 
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march over the very country; and lastly, briefly referred 

to in the treaty of 1783, the very brevity and looseness 

of the expression being the strongest possible proof of 

the notoriety of such division and landmark. I confess, 

Sir, I cannot divine any mode of escape from the 

dilemma in which the sticklers for this unreasonable 

clmm are placed—either to recede from what is palpably 

an unjust pretence, or to stamp Washington, Dr. Frank¬ 

lin, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Jay as the most consummate 

knaves, adopting a loose phraseology to escape* at a 

future time from the effects of their own treaty. To the 

latter alternative no Englishman acquainted with the his¬ 

tory of Washington's glorious, and*-except in one point, 

too stem an adherence to what he conceived to be jus¬ 

tice-unblemished career, will ever be disposed to 
accede. 

“ The next point on which I engaged to remark was the 

probable reason which induced Lord Shelburne to cede 

a country which the Indians had possessed, and thereby 

drive so many tribes from their homes, and the tombs o 

their ancestors, to them a heavier blow than any othe r 

That the Indians did possess it, is proved not onlyby 

the statement in the Imperial Parliament, but also by 

the fact of sundry raids occasionally made by them from 

•this tract upon the settlers of Nova Scotia, known to be 

at that time altogether confined to the region about 

Pasamaquoddy Bay, which now fom^^ the southern part 

of New Brunswick. 

« Now the clause which I have quoted aBove I conceive 

to afford that piobable reason. The governors, &c. are 
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restricted not to grant warrants of survey on any pretence 

‘ beyond the heads and sources of the rivers which fall 

into the Atlantic/ Though I believe it admits a ques¬ 

tion whether any patents were passed extending the 

British settlements beyond the 45tK degree of north 

latitude, for the old geographers carry the line along 

that degree to the Bay of Pasamaquoddy, and bound 

Massachusetts on the west by New Hampshire—though 

the description of General Arnold’s march is a traverse 

of a wild wilderness, wherein ‘human face divine' 

seems never to have been seen, yet this clause most 

decidedly leaves a discretion in the Governor of Mas¬ 

sachusetts, when population required it, to extend his 

surveys and his patents as far north as the heads of those 

rivers which fall into the Atlantic. The district now 

called Maine, then Penobscot, is exactly a tract so 

situated, and, whatever might have been the original in¬ 

tentions of the Crown as regarded the Indians within 

this tract, the discretion so given formed a just and 

proper reason, when peace was to be established, why 

the territory so described should be ceded to the United 

States, and that very cession of a country so circumstanced 

affords the strongest possible confirmation that ‘the 

heads and sources of the rivers falling into the Atlantic' 

literally were the limits referred to in 1783, and that no 

just claifi/i^ can be made out in the face of this evidenee 

to a territory in which, by the confession of General Ar¬ 

nold’s march, the rivers fall ‘ the contrary way.' I shall 

not trouble you "^further. A ^ar founded on unjust ag¬ 

gression can never expect God’s blessing upon it. A 
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calm produced by concession to unjust aggression can 

never end in lasting peace. 

“ ‘ If thou seest the oppression of the poor, and violent 

perverting of judgment and justice in a province, marvel 

not at the matter, for he that is higher than the highest 

regardeth.” Eccles. v. 8. 

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant. 

VV. J. D. Waddilove. 

Beacon Grange, April 28.” 

After Great Britain had acknowledged the indepen? 

dence of the several States, if the true spirit of this treaty 

were not to be strictly adhered to, it must have been 

obvious at the time, that it would be impossible for her 

to defend her remaining North American possessions; 

much less be able at any future period to make them 

sufficiently powerful to cope with the United States. 

But surely with the Treaty, and the various documents 

alluded to by Mr. Waddilove, in their hands, a commis¬ 

sion, composed of able military men, sent out to that part 

of the world, could so well*define the boundary between 

the two countries, as to leave no further doubts upon the 

minds of our Government, as to the line of conduct to be 

with justice pursued towards the United States and also 

towards our Norih American possessions; and th8y would 

then be enabled also to act with that firmness and decision 

with which these republicans should* be met in all our 

dealings with them. The idea of umpii^s ought not for 

a moment be tolerated-—the treaty and the features of the 

country render them quite unnecessary. Without having 
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any ambitious views, Great Britain evidently wants this 

disputed territory, if it were only for the security of her 

North American Provinces; and it might reasonably be 

expected that this point could be aipicably arranged, if 

there is a sincere wish for peace, and any thing like good 

will towards us to be found in the United States. If 

therefore we are provoked to war, by simply working on 

both flanks of any body of troops hazarded by the States 

into the country alluded to, their fate may be pretty 

easily guessed or calculated upon; for we could have no 

^difficulty in acting at once from Quebec, Halifax, &c.; 

and if hereafter emigration from the United Kingdom 

were duly and liberally encouraged, as it should be, into 

a country rightfully belonging to the British Empire, 

abounding in small lakes and fine rivers, we might soon 

begin to talk not only of our valuable but also of our 

powerful American colonies; especially if convicts, in 

place of being all sent to New Holland, were employed 

to make good roads to connect the countries lying 

between the Atlantic and the St. Lawrence. These con¬ 

victs should never upon any account be allowed to become 

settlers. 

Having so far entered upon the subject, I think I ought 

to proceed in what I hope may be useful; and whilst 

1 speak*from observations made upon the spot, I must 

take the liberty of reminding the reader that during the 

period occupied by improvements^' in the States; the 

Canadas, Noi{|i. Scotia, New Brunswick, &c., though 

soipewhat retarded by late eVents, have not been standing 

still 
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The country behind the line running from Lake St. 

Francis, to Lake Memphreraagog, ought as soon as 

possible to be secured from sudden incursions, by a few 

respectable forts, or strong redoubts; capable of afford¬ 

ing good cover for a certain number of cavalry and 

infantry; situations for which, upon or close to the 

present frontier, can be found, so that that entrance into 

Lower Canada may be covered. Hie line mentioned 

being taken as a base, and Isle aux Noix, Ash Island, and 

the part of the frontier extending* along from the La 

CoUe river towards Lake St. Francis being judiciously 

protected, the Lower^Province would thus be secured 

from the inroads of brigands from the adjoining States; 

and if they, or if even an army should venture forward in 

that direction, it would not be quite easy for them to 

return; especially if the redoubts I speak of, are by the 

labour of soldiers made strong enough to require a week's 

regular siege for their capture, and which might be 

scientifically thrown up at no great expense. They 

should, however, be connected with each other by mili¬ 

tary roads; the making of which, as well as constructing 

the redoubts, would be excellent practice for the regular 

troops I am so anxious to have called out; who could 

never be better employed, (for habits of labour are 

essential to them,) than in works of this kin^; and 1 

hope 1 have already shown, that veterans are quite unfit 

for the duties of our North American frontiers. 

The thick, in some places, almost ipt^assable woods 

and swamps, extending often for a considerable distance 

along the frontier fine of the LowerProvince, render it 
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difficult to make arrangements to oppose inroads from 

the States; for it is impossible to calculate upon the direc¬ 

tion in which an enemy’s force may make its appearance^ 

and in order to watch all the roads or approaches, 

especially in winter, our troops must necessarily be too 

much scattered over the country; for owing to want of 

cover, they cannot be kept in sufficient bodies, but so 

far to the rear as to expose the advanced posts to be 

overpowered and cut off. 

The following documents, which appear to be official, 

will show clearly, that I have not without good reason 

'made the foregoing observations respecting the state of 

our affairs with the United States, and which call for en¬ 

ergetic measures on our part., 

MILITARY AND NAVAL PREPARATIONS ON OUH 

NORTHERN FRONTIERS. 

“ The Chair submitted the following message from the 

President of the United States:— 

“TO THE SENATE. 

“ I communicate to the Senate, in compliance with 

their resolution of the 12th ^stant, a report from the 

Secretary of War, containing information on the subject 

of that resolution. 
“ M. Van Buren. 

“ Washington^ March 28.** 

“ War Department^ March 27. 

“ Sir,—The resolution of the Senate of the 12th inst. 

* That the President of the United States be requested to 

communicate to the Senate, if in his judgment compatible 
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with the public interest, any information which may be 
in the possession of the Government, or which can be 

conveniently obtained, of the military and naval prepa¬ 

rations of the British authorities on the northern frontiers 

of the United States, from Lake Superior to the Atlantic 

Ocean, designating the permanent from the temporary 

and field works, and particularly noting those which are 

within the claimed limits of the United States,' having 

been referred by you to this department, it was imme¬ 

diately referred to Major-General Sipott, and other ofii- 

cers who have been stationed on the frontier referred to, 
• 

for such information on the subject as they possessed, 

and could reacfily procure; and an^xamination is now in 

progress for such as may be contained in the files of the 

department. General Scott is the only officer yet heard 

from, and a copy of his report is herewith submitted, 

together with a copy of that to which he refers, made 

upon the resolution of the House of Representatives of 

the 9th instant. As soon as the other officers who have 

been called upon are heard from, and the examination of 

the files of the department is completed, any further in¬ 

formation which may be thus acquired will be immedi¬ 

ately laid before you. 

« Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

“ J. R. Poinsett. 

“ To the President of the United States*' 

Head Quarters, JEkstern JDivision, Elizabethtown^ 
* • 

iVea? Jersey, March 23, 1840. 

Sir,—I have received from your office, copies of two 

o 2 
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resolutions) passed respectively, the 15th and 9th instant, 

one by the Senate, and the other by the House of Re¬ 

presentatives ; and I am asked for ^ any information on 

the subject of both, or either of the resolutions, that may 

be in [my] possession/ 

** In respect to the naval force recently maintained 

upon the American lakes by Great Britain, I have just 

had the honour to report to the Secretary of War, by 

whom the resolution of the House of Representatives (of 

the 9th instant) wa^ directly referred to me. 

** I now confine myself to the Senate’s resolution, re¬ 

specting ‘ military (I omit naval) preparations of the Bri¬ 

tish authorities on the northern frontiers of the United 

States, from Lake Superior to the Atlantic Ocean, dis¬ 

tinguishing the permanent from the temporary and field 

works, and particularly noting those which are within the 

claimed limits of the United States.* 

I will here remark, that however well my duties have 

made me acquainted with the greater part of the line in 

question, I have paid but slight attention to the forts and 
barracks erected by the British authorities near the bor- 

ders of Maine, above Fredericton, in New Brunswick, or 

in Upper Canada, above Cornwall, being of the fixed 

opinion which need not here be developed, that all such 

structures would be of little or no military value to either' 

of the parties in the event of a new war between the 

United States an4 Great Britain. 

«I was last summer at the foot of Lake Superior, and 

neither saw nor heard of any British fort or barrack on 

the St. Mary’s River, the outlet of that lake. 
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“ Between Lakes Huron and Erie the British have 

three sets of barracks—one at Windsor, opposite to De¬ 

troit ; one at Sandwich, a little lower down; and the third 

at Malden, 18 miles from die first; all built of sawed 

logs, strengthened by block-houses, loopholes, &c. Mal¬ 

den has been a military post, with slight defences. 

These have been recently strengthened. The works at 

Sandwich and Windsor have also, I think, been erected 

within the last six or eight months. 

“ Near the mouth of the Niagara the British have two 

small forts—George and Messisanga. Both existed di^ 

ring the last war. The latter may be termed a permanent 

work. Slight barracks have been Erected within the last 

two years on the same side, near the Falls, and at Chip- 

pawa, with breast works at the latter place; but 

nothing, I believe, above the works first named, on the 

Niagara, which can be termed a fort. 

Since the commencement of the recent troubles in 

the Canadas, and (consequent thereupon) within ou? 

limits, Fort William Henry, at Kingston, and Fort Wel¬ 

lington (opposite Ogdensburg (old works,) have both 

been strengthened within themselves, besides the addi¬ 

tion of dependencies. These forts may be called perma¬ 

nent. 

“ On the St, Lawrence, below Prescott, and confront- 

ing our territory, I know of no other military post; 12 

miles above, at Brockville, there may be temporary bar¬ 

racks and breastworks. 1 know that of |ate Brockville has 

been a military station. * 
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“ In the system of defences on the approaches to Mon¬ 

treal, the Isle Aux Noix, a few miles below our line, and 

in the outlet of Lake Champlain, stands at the head. 

This island contains within itself a system of permanent 

works of great strength. On them the British Govern¬ 

ment has, from time to time, since the peace of 1815, ex¬ 

pended much skill and labour. 

“ Odletown, near our line, on the western side of Lake 

Champlain, has been a station for a body of Canadian 

militia for two years, to guard the neighbourhood from re¬ 

fugee incendiarism ff'om our side. I think that barracks 

have been erected there for the accommodation of those 

troops, and also at a station, with the like object, near Al- 

burgh, in Vermont. 

“ It is believed that there are no important British 

forts or extensive British barracks, on our borders, from 

Vermont to Maine. 

“In respect to such structures on the disputedterri- 

^tory, Governor Fairfield's published letters contain 

fuller information than has reached me through any other 

channel. I have heard of no new military preparations 

by the British authorities on Vhe St. Croix or Pasama- 

quoddy Bay. 

“ Among such preparations, perhaps I ought not to 

omit the fact that Great Britmn, besides numerous corps 

of well-ofganized and well instructed militia, has at this 

time within her North American provinces more than 

20,000 of her best regular troops. The whole of those 

forces might bet brought to the verge of our territory in a 
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few days. Two-thirds of that regular force has arrived 

out since the spring of 1838. 

«I remain, Sir, with great respect, 

Your most obedient servant, 

‘‘Winfield Scott. 

“ Brigadier General JR. Jones^ Adjutant'-General 

United States Army'* 

BRITISH ARMED VESSELS ON THE LAKES. 

“ The papers on this subject sublnitted to Congress 

by the President, in compliance with a resolution of* 

the House, show that at. the close of navigation last 

fall, two steamers (owned or hired by the British 

authorities), one schooner, and a number of barges, 

were employed on Lake Ontario, and the river St, 

Lawrence, as a security against an apprehended renewal 

of the troubles of the preceding year; and from the 

annexed communication of Mr. Forsyth, there is 

reason to expect that even this small force, or at least 

a part of it, will be soon withdrawn.” 

“ Department of State, Washington^ March 13. 

“ The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred 

^ a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 9th 

instant, requesting the President to commuiflcate to 

that body, ‘ if compatible with the public service, 

whether the Government of Great *Biitain have ex¬ 

pressed to the Government of the United States a 

desire to annul the arrangements entered into between 
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the two Governments in the month of April, 1817, 

respecting the naval force to be maintained upon the 

American lakes; and that, if said arrangements be not 

annulled, whether there has been any violation of the 

same by the authorities of Great Britain,* has the honour 

to report to the President a copy of the only communi¬ 

cation on file in this department on the subject to which 

the resolution refers. Prior to the date of that commu¬ 

nication, the Secretary of State, in an interview invited 

for that purpose, called Mr. Fox's attention to the dis- 

^ regard by Her Majesty's colonial authorities of the con¬ 

ventional arrangement between the two countries, as to 

the extent of naval armaments upon the lakes. 

“ In the autumn of the past year the Secretary of State 

made known verbally to Mr. Fox, that the cause assigned 

in his note no longer existing, the President expected 

that the British armament upon the lakes would be 

placed upon the footing prescribed by the convention. 

Mr. Fox engaged to communicate without delay to his 

Government the substance of the conversation between 

them: and expressed his own conviction, that if the 

winter then ensuing passed without renewed attempts 

to disturb the tranquillity of the Canadas, there could 

be no sufficient motive for cither Government maintain¬ 

ing a force boyond that authorized by the convention of 

1817. 

‘‘ All of which is respectfully submitted. 

“John Forsyth. 

“ To the President of the United States** 
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The instructions which were deemed expedient to be 

given to Colonel Sir William Williams of the 13th Re¬ 

giment, commanding Isle aux Noix and its dependencies 

in 1814, after we lost the superiority on Lake Champlain, 

will clearly show tLat what I have proposed should be 

seriously considered; and also support my opinion of the 

necessity of establishing the fortresses 1 have mentioned, in 

which troops could at all times be comfortably quartered; 

indeed, with such neighbours as the Americans, our pos¬ 

sessions can never be safe from insult without thenf. 

“ St, John's, November 9, 1814. 
Sir, 

I am commanded by Major^eneral Brisbane to 

transmit, for your guidance, thg following instructions, 

which are to be acted upon as far as circumstances will 

permit, in case of an attack upon any of the advanced 

posts; not that the Major-General has reason to conclude 

the enemy have such an object in view; but the confu¬ 

sion always arising out of unexpected occurrences in time 

of war, must as far as possible be avoided or guarded 

against; and you ought also to be aware of his intentions 

in case of such events happening. 
“ 1st. The enemy appearing in force in the direction of 

CaldweU’s Manor, coming from Missisquoi Bay. 
“ It is not probable that the enemy would appear in that 

direction with any other intention, but for a demonstra¬ 

tion, unless he came with the detern^ination of attacking 

Isle aux Noix, in which case it is to be expected he will 
* • 

bring with lum, if before the frost sets in, the means of 

water conveyance on the south river, or if afterwards, 
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meansof transport for heavy guns on tbeice. His intentions, 

therefore, in these respects can be easily ascertained. If 

the former should be his object, a force must be detached 

into the Manor, or the concessions, (say five companies 

under a field-officer) to keep him in check, and to pre¬ 

vent the country from being over-run and plundered; 

this may in a great measure be effected by the choice of 

favourable situations or positions, but no general affair 

must be permitted without the consent of the Major- 

General. » 

“ Whilst the enemy might be thus manoeuvring, a real 

attack would likely take place on the line of the La Colie 

and Ash Island. Si>ch an attack is not improbable, 

although the enemy co|iild have no other object in view 

but to l)eat up our cantonments, and cause the troops, 

in some measure, to take the field exposed to the incle¬ 

mency of the season, and might be effected with only a 

small part of his force. The whole of the posts upon 

that line must be ordered to hold out till reinforcements 
m 

can arrive from this place; for until then it would not 

be safe to detach but small parties from the garrison of 

Isle aux Noix. A force from L’Acadie could only be 

brought up in support of the bridge. La Colle Mill and 

its dependencies must look to Isle aux r^oix alone for 

assistance. 
“Sndly, If the enemy should come with the intention of 

attacking Isle aux $Ioix with heavy guns, a certain time 

is requisite for him to make lus arrangements; and mea¬ 

sures could be faken on our part to frustrate his views* 

**‘For some time longer, it is in the enemy’s power to 
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make an attack by means of his fleet, upon Ash Island 

and La Colle, in conjunction with a force acting in Cald« 

well's Manor; the necessity therefore, of keeping the guns 

in battery there, as long as possible, even till the frost 

sets in, must be obvious. 

“ It is not probable that the enemy might venture to 

pass Isle aux Noix entirely, and move down the Hichlieu 

at once upon this place; which might perhaps be the 

case, if collecting a sufficient force, he should meditate 

the invasion of the Lower Province. Under such circum¬ 

stances, the posts on the La Colle might be greatly ex¬ 

posed. It would then be for you to act powerfully on* 

his line of operations; itnd as most Jikely, in such a case, 

your communications with the advanced posts might be 

attempted to be cut oflj it would theretore be advisable, 

after destroying the road from the Mill to La Colle 

bridge, to withdraw the troops from the former and Ash 

Island (after destroying the works) to Isle aux Noix, 

which would place at your disposal sufficient means to 

annoy an invading army. Of course the Burtonville 

road from the bridge would be disputed to the utmost. 

“ 3rd. The enemy appeaVing in force in Odletown. 

“ This is not likely to happen until the frost sets in; and 

could only have in view the occupation of the posts of the 

, La Colle and Ash Islaiid; objects of the first importance 

to us to prevent; and an attack on that side ^n force 

must distract us much more than in the direction of 

Caldwell’s Manor, and in this case it would be reasonable 

to expect a diversion on the ^ right bank*of the river, or 

even if the enemy has sufficient force, a dash down the 
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Soath river upon the Isle aux Noix, which would make 

it hazardous to detach much from it for the support of 

the advance before the troops from this can arrive ; yet 

a force could be easily, at this season, brought up to 

support the bridge of La Colle, which is in itself no 

position to be held against cannon; but the entrance 

of the Burtonville road is very favourable for light 

troops, and if they are judiciously posted there, it would 

be next to impossible for the enemy to foi*ce a passage 

in that direction, and it is not very likely such an at* 

tempt would be made; the danger rests in La Colle 

Mill being taken, by which means we might be forced 

to retire back on the road to L’Acadie, whereby the 

troops intrusted with the defence of that entrance would 

be totally deprived of cover. 

“ Lastly. Any advance of the enemy upon us could 

deviate but little from what has been stated in numbers 

one, two, and three, with any chance of success; it 

must, therefore, be evident throughout the whole, that 

the arrival of reinforcements from the rear is the pri- 

maiy object; it, upon this account, becomes essential, 

that the Major-General should receive the earliest pos¬ 

sible intelligence of the appearance of the enemy in any 

direction, and he, therefore, desires me to request, that 

in any instructions you may give to the officers in com¬ 

mand of the advanced posts, sendiny immediate inform¬ 

ation of suspicioiis movements in their front may be 

held up to them as of the first importance. 
“ I am also to acquaint? you, that we do not, at pre¬ 

sent, possess, at St. John's, more means than would 
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enable us to move one regiment at a time up the river 
Richlieu to your assistance.” 

No doubt, since 1814, the number of roads from the 

States into the Canadas have been considerably in¬ 

creased, which must render it still more difficult, with¬ 

out the redoubts I speak of, to make arrangements for 

the protection of the country; I hope, however, that 

what has been said, and what are shown to be the diffi¬ 

culties to be met with and overcome, together with the 

anxiety evinced on the part of th^ American Govern¬ 

ment, as to any preparations we may have made in case 

of a war, to which they evidently look forward, will 

receive timely and serious consideration, but in any 

future contest with the United States, the command of 

Lake Champlain ought instantly to be acquired; and 

our superiority in war steamers upon all the Lakes can¬ 

not possibly be dispensed with, if these fine and valuable 

provinces of the empire are to be protected from in¬ 

roads, 'and consequent devastation, and such is my 

opinion of the loyalty of the people in general of the 

Canadas, and even of the Canadians of the French ex¬ 

traction in the Lower Province, if not allowed to be 

misled by designing men, that, 1 am convinced, they 

would readily contribute towards their own defence, 

rather than be brought under the democratical rule of 

the United States* 

If the whole of our North Amer^an territories had 

arrived at a certain point, when an increased, educated, 

and intelligent populationf and improved resources, 

had made it safe for them as one nation, to be allowed 
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entirely to manage their own affairs without any inter¬ 

ference on the part of the mother country, and that 

they really desired to do so, Great Britain ought 

readily to comply with their wishes, yet still remaining 

their friend and protector, and receiving, in return, 

every commercial advantage; but to abandon them in 

their present weak and distracted state, as some men 

have ignorantly talked of, and even recommended, 

would only be throwing them into the power of our 

friendly neighbours, who, thus strengthened, and we 

proportionally weakened, might, to a certain degree, 

become more formidable. 

I beg, however, tb ask, why is Great Britain become, 

as it were, timid, or reluctant to declare, that no act 
nor pretensions on the part of the United States can 

give them a right to incorporate British subjects into 

their Union without the consent of our Government; 

and why is it not made known, by proclamation, or 

otherwise, all over the world, that British-bom subjects 

have no right to renounce, and that they can never be 

looked upon as having renounced, in whatever part of 

the world they may think fit to reside, their allegiance 

to their Queen ; and that if any of them are taken in 

arms on land, or upon the seas, fighting against their 

countrymen, they shall be tried and condemned as trai* 

tors, and become liable to be punished as such. It 

may probably be said, that in case of a war, this would 

render desperate many thousands of our seamen now 

navigating the United States' ships at high rates of 

wages, and would cause those in their ships of war to 
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fight with a halter about their necks. This might, 

perhaps, be the case at first with a few of the worth¬ 

less ; but let our seamen be ofiered the same, or even 

higher wages than they can receive in the ships of war 

of the States, or in those of any other countiy, and I 

cannot, for a moment believe, that brave men, the de¬ 

scendants of many of those who fought with Nelson, 

and our other renowned naval chiefs, will abandon 

their country, though it may have shown itself, per¬ 

haps, ungrateful to them or their lathers for former 

.services. 

But surely it ought to be high time for us to con¬ 

sider the effects produced by our ncfw rather too long 

tried reciprocal system of trade with other nations, in 

which 1 have never heard, that we had been fairly met, 

nor do I believe we ever will be met by any of them. 

Let us, therefore, lay aside for the moment, the wild, 

and to the generality of men, incomprehensible theories, 

clothed ill the mystical jargon of political economists; 

and permit me to ask any man of common sense, 

where reciprocity is to be found in the commercial in¬ 

tercourse between Great Britain and the United States? 

I suppose reciprocity to mean, in this Instance, mutual 

benefits conferred and received. 

• A few years ago—^and I am not aware of any important 

change having since taken place—Great Britain pro¬ 

fessed her principles as regarded reciprocity to be,— 

“ lb aboliish all discriminating duties affepting the like 

productions of foreign countries, and in lieu thereof to 

establish one uniform Tariff for the whole. 
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“ To reduce that TariiF to the lowest degree, consistent, 
in each particular country, with the two legitimate 

objects of all duties—either the collection of the revenue, 
or the protection absolutely requisite for the mainte¬ 
nance of our own internal industry.’ 

To abolish all discriminating duties upon the naviga¬ 

tion of other countries, so that the products and mer¬ 
chandize of these nations, when imported in their own 
ships, shall be subject to the same rates only as when 
imported in British ships.” 

Such principles are certainly mostliberal; but in what 
* did the wisdom of those who professed them consist ? 
certainly not in that of this world ; if the lofty position 

of Great Britain was considered at the period when such 
regulations w'ere framed, and when the then state 
of our commerce with other nations were taken into 

account. But let us see how this system has worked. 
Suppose we speak of cotton, (but we might take, with 
almost equal advantage, other articles imported into the 
United Kingdom), as being the chief export from the 

United States. It is mostly brought to us in American 
ships, navigated, in a great' measure, by British sea¬ 
men, some of whom they pretend to have naturalized; 

but at present we shall say no more of this. Our mer¬ 

chants will not of course, employ, to any extent, British. 

ships to*bring cotton from the United States, because the 

Americans can afford, from various causes, not counter¬ 

acted by us, to convey it cheaper to them* Where then 

can we find reciprocity iq the shipping and seamen 
employed in this great branch of trade ? To balance 
this fairly, we should surely, if it were only in self- 
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defence^ lay a tax upon cotton imported in American, or 

any other vessels, in order to compel British merchants 

to employ British ships and British seamen to bring it in 

its raw state from America, or from our East India pos¬ 

sessions, or from anyOlher country where we might think 

fit to encourage the growth of this article. It may be said 

that cotton, thus raised in price, would become too ex¬ 
pensive for our manufacturers to be able to contend with 

foreigners in the continental and other markets; but 

this could not be long the case, for the American carry¬ 
ing trade being thus diminished, they could not afford 
to convey it at low prices to any country, or to pay their 

or rather our seamen sucTihigh wag^s; and are we not 
wisely improving the models of all new ships which are 

built; and consequently their rates of sailing, so that 

we shall soon be able to cope in this respect, with the 
United States ships also. 

I may, however, be told that the United States can 
meet us in this way by laying taxes upon articles manu¬ 
factured in the British dominionsand imported into their 

Union ; or, perhaps, upon the cotton itself, before it is 
exported to this country. Lit them do so if they please, 
but they will not adhere very long to that plan. We 

can find cotton elsewhere or substitutes for most of it in 
fjax and wool, to the great benefit of our own colonies, 

and the Americans would soon create for our cfil van¬ 

tage, by taxing our wares, a “ pretty considerable” 
body of fair traders out of the present ‘sympathizers all 
along their most extensive frontier. Th^ last war did 

this, to my certain knowledge, to a great extent, and 1 

even bad a person connected in some manner with a 
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high civil authority of the State of New York caught 

and brought to me when engaged in this kind of traffic. 

We had, at the time I allude to, excellent information 

of what was going forward in the .adjoining States to 

Canada. I was told that a military man of rank was 

in the habit of crossing the boundary line, generally at 

night, and it was supposed, judging from some of those 

who met him, that he came as a spy. I had him there¬ 

fore taken and marched into St. John*sone morning.— 

I was surprised h'owever to find that he was a very 

gentleman-like man, both in appearance and manners. 

He at once acquainted me with his object in venturing 

so imprudently into Canada; indeed the very unplea¬ 

sant situation in which he stood as a spy made this quite 

necessary. lie was soon able to convince me by men¬ 

tioning mercantile houses with which he was connected 

in Montreal, &c. that though in a kind of military si* 

tuation, about the high authority I have alluded to, he 

had no intention whatever of acting the part of a spy, 

but had only some commercial business of importance 

on his hands. 1 had, of course, to report the circum¬ 

stance of his capture, through Sir Thomas Brisbane, 

who was then at Montreal upon duty, for the informa¬ 

tion of Government, and in the meantime I took this 

gentleman-like person into my own house, he having 

pledged his word of honour that he would not attempt 

to escape. 

The answero I received to my letter respecting him 

rather alarmed me on his account, for what I had men¬ 

tioned as the reasons for his coming into the Province 
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were not deemed sufficiently satisfactory ; and I saw 

they were more inclined to look upon him as a spy than 

in any other light. I therefore had to examine him 

again more minutely, and according to instructions sent 

me; when he gave references to so many respectable 

mercantile gentlemen as being well aware why he had 

come into Canada, that I at last received orders to per¬ 

mit him to go back to the States. But during the time 

I had the pleasure of his company 1 had also an oppor¬ 

tunity of becoming acquainted y^ithp a highly-informed 

agreeable gentleman. But this, I conceive, will 8how« 

clearly that the fair trade during the war, had fallen 

into very respectable hands ; and from all I knew it 

was progressing in such a Vray as to bold out expecta¬ 

tions of great improvement had it lasted. I have been 

induced to be thus minute in order to show how our 

manufactures are at any time, and uuder any circum¬ 

stances, certain of finding their way into the States. 

I shall most likely be told by the admirers of reci¬ 

procity, that the American ships carry back our wares 

in return for their raw cottqn. This is not the case to any 

very great extent, and is chiefly done where British 

mercantile bouses have establishments in both coun¬ 

tries ; for Jonathan will make what he can at home; 

• and he would do much more in this way, if he^^id not 

find that he can purchase most articles cheaper ready 

made, than he can (owing to the* great expense of 

labour, and of living in the States) memufacture them 

himself, or else he will send? for what he wants to ^he 

cheapest markets, such as Hamburg, Holland, Belgium, 

p 
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&c. where, we are informed, things are sold at lower 

prices than what we can afford, even with the aid of 

science and improved machinery, to make them for; 

and thus 1 am again at a loss 4o understand where reci¬ 

procity in trade, carried on with airthe advantages on 

one side, is to be found. 

I shall not enter into other branches of commerce, 

for such matters would not suit this work, nor allude to 

what is practised by other countries; but the same 

principles would apply equally to them as to the United 

, States. But it may not, perhaps, be improper here to 

ask, if it has ever entered into the calculations of our 

Squires of the lofty Towers,’* which we see looking 

proudly down upon so many parts of the country, in 

what manner the multitudes they have congregated, 

like our chiefs of old, around their Baronial castles, are 

to be fed in case of even a temporary stagnation of 

trade ? But it is beneath them to think of such mat¬ 

ters, and they wisely leave subjects of this kind to be 

discussed liereafter by improvident landlords, who, in 

consideration of temporary ^advantages, have granted 

certain leases of parts of their estates to these squires^ 

to enable them to create cities, towns, and villages, the 

enormous population of which, if it is to be kept in 

tranquyiity, must constantly require the presence of* 

such troops as I have in view, 

1 am afraid it ay be found out before long, that we 

are rather too qlosely connected with the United States; 

and are sacrificing far too much, in a national point of 

view, and to our serious injury, in order to maintain 
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this imprudent connexion. Has it not already thrown 

the greater part of the carrying trade into the hands of 

the Americans; and has ,it not been the means of se< 

ducing from Great Britain her best seamen ? Let it, 

therefore, be made the interests of our merchants to 

employ our sailors at such rates of wages as they can 

receive in American or in any other ships. Let us meet 

countries fairly in commercial affairs, who will really 

meet us fairly, and let us look less to theories, and more 

to the essential object of practically promoting our 

maritime prosperity. . 

Naval and militaigr men must hereafter* be much 

more closely connected, than thejr have hitherto been, 

or I should not, in this work, presume to speak of them 

as acting together; but must not every contemplative 

mind foresee, that wonderful changes must soon be 

wrought by the power of steam, not only upon naval, 

but also upon military affairs. 

We must, therefore, turn our thoughts to it, with 

the deepest interest, so as to ascertain, in time, what 

may be the best modes pf bringing the vast resources 

of Great Britain, in this respect, into action ; and also 

to the manner in which powerful armaments are to be 

conducted with skill and rapidity fo points selected 

for sudden invasion, for that such must be j;he most 

prominent feature in all our future wars, will most 

assuredly be developed, and that to© before niany years 

have passed away, * ^ 

Amongst the great and* important changes to be 
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brought about in war by steam, we must look forward 

to its facilitating, by the certainty and rapidity of the 

movements of those destined to accomplish the objects 

in view, the protection, or destruction of much pro¬ 

perty, both public and private; also to its occasioning, 

for the same reasons, vast suffering to the inhabitants 

of the countries fixed upon, for whatever cause, to be¬ 

come the theatres of these awful and devastating 

operations. I cannot exactly compare them, and their 

conseqnences, to the, unlocked for descents of the sea- 

kings of old, yet they must greatly, I fear, resemble 

them in their destructive and other effects, and they 

must be felt ere long all over the world. We were, 

as a nation, allowed by Providence, no doubt for wise 

purposes, to live so long in, I fear, not duly valued 

tranquillity and security, under the protection of our 

splendid navy of former days, that those who remained 

at home really knew nothing of war, and its attendant 

trials and privations, but the name. Long may this 

be the case, and this happy state, when compared with 

that of other countries, may, in all human probability, 

be rendered more lasting, if we will only be wise 

enough to take timely lessons from the past. History 

tells us of the ra^d fall of many once powerful nations 

—how they fell it is not for me to relate; but Spain, 

her former greatness, and the causes of her present 

debasement, should Jbe constantly before our eyes. We 

are still a great |nd warlike people, but 1 trust that we 

may be enabled to act with judgment, and to take, 
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at all events, such steps as will prevent any other 

nation from anticipating^s in the use of steam for war¬ 

like purposes. 

Those who have already deeply considered the sub¬ 

ject, have come to the conclusion, that a compara¬ 

tively small, but well constructed, and powerfully pro¬ 

pelled steamer, alike overcoming wind and tide; ca¬ 

pable of taking up and retaining a position within a 

certain distance of the largest sailing vessel, may be 

supposed able to destroy or captuiie her, however* brave 

or excellent her officers and crew may be, and it i^ 

concluded, that this could probably be accomplished 

with but very little loss or damage, being sustained by 

the steamer, if judiciously manoeuvred, and her com¬ 

mander would besides possess the great advantage, of 

going into action or not, as he might think most 

advisable. The old naval tactics, such as that of ships 

gaining what is termed the weather gage of each 
other, or any thing of that kind, in going into action, 

must be wholely abandoned whenever a steamer heaves 

in sight; for the sailing vessel is at once supposed to 

be, in a great measure, at her mercy. 
But such reasoners also calculate upon what would 

happen in an engagement between ^o fleets, in which 

steam-ships of a large class would be more jiumerous 

on one side than the other; for they could at once act 

together, regardless of wind or wgather, and thus con¬ 

centrating their force, they could cut or destroy a 

certain part of their opponent’s fleet, before sailing 

vessels could possibly come to their assistance. They 
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also calculate upon this manoeuvre being repeated upon 

the remainder of the enemiy’s ships, which cannot 

escape from these powerful steamers. 

These are points^ however, for seamen to decide; 

yet suppose a steamer, calculated to carry only a few 

traversing guns of the longest range for shbt or shells, 

with what are usually termed percussion locks, to in¬ 

sure good practice even when the vessel is in motion, 

to be well managed or manoeuvred by a skilful naval 

officer ; and should che occasionally use shot heated in 

the furnaces for the boilers, what a formidable oppo¬ 

nent she must prove, especially in a calm, or even in 

a storm, to any sailing vessel. Many officers may re¬ 

member what treatment our ships of war frequently 

met with in parts of the Mediterranean, from even a 

single Spanish gun-boat, carrying perhaps but one 

long gun; and when the facility and rapidity of move¬ 

ment of a steamer are considered, there can be no com¬ 

parison whatever drawn betw'een her and a common 

gun-boat, even when propelled by sweeps or oars, but 

which become useless in a rough sea. Such matters 

as these can, however, be brought by calculation to 

something very near to certainty as to results. 

I am aware m the great difficulty which presents 

itself at present is how to protect from shot the chim¬ 

neys, paddles, and machinery of war-steamers; but if, 

in these times, wh^ science is daily performing such 

wonders amon^s^ us, sufficient rewards were offered 
for the best plans for this purpose, I have no doubt but 

we sliould soon see much accomplished ; but even until 
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this may be effected, the position which can be taken up 

by the steamer will, it is thought, insure her being no 

great sufferer from the shot fired from a sailing vessel 

But these, and many other points connected with steam, 

will be fully elucidated the very first war in which we 
may be seriously engaged ; but in the mean time much 

can be immediately done, by merely making some use¬ 
ful experiments, whereby we may, to a considerable 

extent, be taught whether it be advisable or not for us 
to continue, at a great expense, Jbuilding and equip¬ 
ping, at all events for what may be termed home ser¬ 
vice, the present ^description of sailing vessels, dr 
whether it would not be prudent to direct more atten¬ 
tion to war steamers, or to those ships which are pro¬ 
pelled by both sails and steam; though I should fear 
that this combination of the two propelling powers 

must be found objectionable, as both would most likely 

be imperfect. 
For foreign service, or for those parts of the world 

where the necessary supplies of fuel for steamers cannot 

easily be procured, the combining the two principles in 
a ship may be useful; t)ut wherever perfect steamers 

can be available, they should decidedly have the pre 
ference. But for some time to come, causing both 
steamers and sailing vessels to act together for mutual 
assistance and support in action, especially^n distant 
parts of the world, must obviously be desirable. 

It appears to be demonstrated that a steamer, from 

fifteen hundred to two thousand tons burden, and up¬ 
wards, possesses great proportional advantages* over 
one of only four or five hundred, in carrying troops, 
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cargo» or fuel; and her increased power of steam, gives 
her also proportional superiority in forcing her way 
through the water, and storms or heavy seas have much 

less effect upon her than upon smaller vessels* A steam* 

ship of war of two thousand tons burden, well manned 

and armed—and she need not carry many, but they 
ought to be guns of long range—must possess such 
powers of movement, and of destruction, as cannot be 

easily calculated or understood ; and conceive that ship 

to carry, independei\^ of he» crew, (which need not be 

anything like so numerousas that of even a large frigate,) 
K regiment of cavalry, or two of infantry; then sup¬ 
pose thirty such steam ships conveying an army of per¬ 
haps 30,000 men, cavalry, infantry, and artillery, such 

as I am so anxious to have called out in the manner I 
have proposed, and which could be carried by these 

irresistible steamers into almost any port having suf¬ 
ficient depth of water, or to any selected point, and 
there landed, ready to act against an unprepared, or 

perhaps distracted people ; and how easy it would be 
with such ships to supply an army afterwards with 
every requisite; and the object in view being accom¬ 

plished, or even if frustrated, with what little difficulty 

could the troops, and their materiel, be again received 
on board, and conveyed to any other point of attack, 

or back to our own shores. 
I had written the above observations, when I saw, 

by accident, the following description of the Cyclops 

steam frigate, aha from whcul; is said of her, it may be 

seen what I had in view. A few of the 96-pounders will 
•oon decide the fate of a battle. 
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“ The Cyclops, Steam Frigate.—This magnificent 
vessel, the largest steam man-of-war in the world, was 

launched from Pembroke Dock*yard a few days ago. 

Her dimensions are as follow:—Length 226 feet, beam 

between paddles 38 feet, depth of hold 21 feet. Her 
tonnage is about 1,300, being 200 tons larger than the 
Gorgon, launched from the same slip about eighteen 
months since. Her equipment, as a man-of-war, will 
be the same in all respects as a frigate, having a com¬ 

plete gun, or main-deck, as well as an upper or 
quarter-deck. On the main-deck she will carry 

eighteen long SO-pounders, and on the upper deck® 
four 48-pounders, and two 9Q-poanders on swi¬ 

vels, carrying a ball of ten inches diameter, and sweep¬ 

ing round the horizon 240 degrees. The Cyclops, like 
the vessel already referred to, will be commanded by a 
post-captain, these two being the only steamers taking 
frigate’s rank. Her crew will consist of 210 men, 20 

engineers and stokers, and a lieutenant’s party of ma¬ 

rines, who will have charge of the guns, all of which 
move upon slides and fixed pivots, thereby taking a 
much wider range than the ordinary carriages can give. 
She will be schooner-rigged, but her foremast will be 

of the same scantling and height as that of a 36-gun 
frigate. Her draught of water, with all on board, in¬ 
cluding six months’ provisions, completely aimfed, and 

with twenty days’ fuel, will be fifteen feet. This quan¬ 

tity of fuel (400 tons) will be carried in the engine- 

room, but there is a space jn the fore*a!ad after holds 

for ten days more coal, making, in all, sufficient fuel 

p 2 
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for a thirty days’ run. She has an orlop deck below 
the gun-deck, of dimensions so magnificent that there 

is room to stow with comfort eight hundred troops and 
their officers; so that, taking her all in all, the Cyclops 
may be considered the most powerful vessel in her Ma¬ 

jesty’s service. The Cyclops has been built in six 
months, under the immediate inspection of Mr. W. 
Eyde, master-builder, of Pembroke-yard, from draw¬ 

ings and plans prepared by his brother, Mr. John Eyde, 

the able assistant of^Sir W. Symonds, the inspector of 
tlje navy, upon whose principle—namely, the combining 

of the sailing and steaming properties—this vessel has 
been constructed. The Cyclops will be docked in 
Sheerness Dockyard on the 30th instant, and, after 

remaining there for a few days, will proceed to the 
manufactory of Messrs. Seaward, at Millwall, Poplar, 
to receive her engines, which will be of 320 horse¬ 

power, on the principle which, in the case of the Gor¬ 
gon, has proved so successful that the Lords of the 

Admiralty have given orders for five more pairs of 

engines upon the same plan, for as many frigates. 

Half-a-dozen such steamers Vould do three times as 
much work as the same number of line-of-battle ships. 

Twelve years ago Lord Cochrane maintained, that a 
few well-appointed steamers would suffice to keep in 
check opposing fleets in the Mediterranean; and if we 

may judge from appearances, a short time only will 
elapse before the experiment is tried.’’ 

Suppose als6 that each pf these powerful steamers 
had assigned to her to take in tow, when necessary, a 
sailing vessel, conveying either additional troops. 
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horsfes, coals, provisions, forage, kc* &c., how much 

more formidable such an armament would become. 

In combined naval and military operations, 1 should 

conclude that tlie usual' mode of proceeding would be 

to secure the point of debarkation, or any other con¬ 

sidered more suitable, so as to admit of the army being 

again received on board the ships with as little difficulty 

and loss as possible; for we may well suppose that the 

exasperated and suffering inhabitants would do every 

thing in their power to destroy an^ annoy the invaders. 
Field entrenchments, but on as confined a scale as 

possible, must be thrown up with skill and rapidity, in 

situations to favour the Ve-embarkingof the army, with 

all that belongs to it; and how essential it must then 

be, that soldiers should be as much accustomed to the 

use of the pickaxe and shovel as to their arms; in 

short, it will become indispensable that they should 

have habits of working, like the Roman soldiers of 

old. 

Let us consider the consequences of such a descent. 

The country to a considerable extent must be instantly 

overrun by an army perfect in all respects, and amply 

supplied independent of the invaded country. Should 

the destruction of the power of an adversary in steam be 

alone the object, gunpowder and other means we can 

readily command, woul4 speedily accomplJlh this. 

Dock-yards, building-yards, coalpits, mines, machinery, 

railways, constructed at enormous expense, and all 

public and private works of vast value-^in a few days, 

and before any force sufficient for their protection could 
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be assembled, might be laid in ruins, or so destroyed, as 

to render the amount of mischief done incalculable. 

But these are matters which demand instant and due 

consideration; and the cpuntry should be prepared to 

meet the expense which must be incuVred, if it is only 

to ensure our exemption from such mortifications and 

misfortunes. Fortifications can afford a country but 

little protection against such calamities; for toasuperi' 

ority in steam ships we can alone look for this, and to 

that Omnipotent B^ing who can influence the judg¬ 

ments and views of those who, by Him, are permitted to 

direct the affairs of this mighty •empire. 

It is obvious, that in our future wars, we must require 

not only an efficient steam navy and a fine army, but 

also that the latter should be in the highest state of dis¬ 
cipline} and be led by able officers. Such conduct as 

that of which our troops were guilty at Badajoz, Ciudad 

Rodrigo, and on many other occasions, if attempted in 

these enterprises, to which we must look forward as of 

frequent occurrence, would most certainly lead to total 

ruin: sobriety, good conduct, and the strictest obedience 

to orders cannot then be dispensed with; and the country 

I hope will be convinced by what has been adduced, 

that we could not possibly expect to find these neces¬ 

sary qualities in a British army unless raised, organized, 

and officered in the manner, I have ventured propose. 

In short, we want an army, similar in point of discipline, 

though differently enforced, to that which Charles the 

12th of Swedeft W to constant victory, until the fatal 

battle of Pultowa. And to our army of reserve I would 
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hold up, as an example, the brave and patriotic beha* 

viour of the Swedish militia, which under General 

Steinbock, during the abs^e of Charles at Bender, 

defeated at Helsingborg, though almost entirely composed 

of raw recruits, unclothed and badly armed, a regular 

Danish army that dared to invade their country, and of 

which, as its rash and extraordinary king was* absent, 

they expected to have made an easy conquest. 

But what a contrast to our troops, or indeed to those 

of any other country, must a victorious Swedish *army 

have been ; as we find in the account given of them by 

the famous Comte de Saxe, who tells us, that the Swedes 

always kept their ranks and that aAer the battle of Gade« 

besck was gained, the first line of these brave troops, 

with the enemv dead at their feet, did not even dare to 

Stoop down to strip them—such was the discipline es¬ 

tablished in their regiments—until prayers had. been 

offered up on the field of battle. 
It has, as a matter of course, been proposed that men 

regularly brought up to the sea, should be exempted 

from serving in our armies; but this can answer no wise 

purpose, so long as it is*in their power to enter the ser¬ 

vice even of our enemies, o»rather of those who may 

soon become so. A captain of the navy, in one of his 

works, has lately given us a very melancholy account of 

the desertion of their country by British seahaen ; and 

has also, 1 believe, assigned the true causes of such de¬ 

fection ; but it would be giving up as hopeless and una¬ 

vailing, every good feeliqg implanted! in the heart of 

man towards his country, if no exertions are made*to re- 
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call to their allegiance these brave, thoughtless, but 
warm-hearted wanderers. ^ 

This may not now be easily accomplished, but some¬ 

thing ought notwithstanding to be attempted, or else 

our navy should be rendered independent of the mer¬ 

chant service for supplies of sailors; tfnd the changes 

which steam is producing in seamanship, must make 

this the less difficult to be effected, as seamen for 

steamers can be much sooner formed than those intended 

for sailing vessels; ami allow me to ask, why might not 

bodies of seamen be raised, so as to become crews for 

ships of war, for a certain number of years service; 

ftid ought there not to be held out to them even superior 

advantages, as to pension, &c. to what has been 

spoken of for soldiers; for a navy is of much more im¬ 

portance to Great Britain than an army; and why 

might not seamen and their officers of all ranks be 

transferred bodily from ship to ship, as might be found 

desirable or necessary, without obstinately adhering to 

the old injurious plan of paying all off, when the ships in 

which they have served are put, for whatever cause, out 

of commission; and why might not such a plan render 

it seldom necessary to hftve recourse to impressment, 

wffich ought never, however, to be altogether aban¬ 

doned. There might surely be for the navy, as well as 

for the army, a fixed peace establishment, on a proper, 

and enlarged scale; ^nd in case of a war, if additional 

crews are wanted for ships of a larger class about to be 

commissioned, those which umil then had been serving 

in the'smkller rates, could be augmented to the required 
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for the smaller rates, if still to be employed, could be 

easily raised by impressment or bounty; but seamen 

taken by the former, ought invariably to be discharged 

as soon as their places can be supplied by volunteers; 

but most of them, if the advantages 1 have just men¬ 

tioned are held out to them, will have no wish to leave’ 

their ships and comrades, or the officers they have served 

under; and having had a good foundation of seamen (if 

I may use the expression) tobuild i|pon, excellentbrews, 

increased in numbers, would in a very short time be 

bailable for ships of even the largest class. 
% 

Although a soldier, I have been much at sea, and I* 

have frequently heard and remarked, that the very 

best sailors were those trained, especially from boy¬ 
hood, in our ships of war. * 

At first, seamen might be taken wherever they could 

be found, to man our ships; but if a system of this 

kind were adopted~r-and of course many points con¬ 

nected with it would require to be well weighed—there 

could not be a doubt but our^hips would soon be very 

superiorly manned by perfectly trained seamen, who 

could use cannon, mortars, &c. with proper effect; and 

if they were only treated with kindness, which I have 

no doubt they would be, and paid fairly and liberally, 

ffie navy would have a most decided advanfage over 

our merchant service, and men would gladly enter the 

former in preference to the lat|er. 

A considerable proportign of the cre^s for the several 

classes of ships, should even at the commencement 
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of the system he boys; and it might naturally be ex* 
pected, that they would not only grow up in a complete 

knowledge of their duties as sailors, but also become, 

like soldiers, strongly attached to their o£Eicers, in 

whom they could have confidence, • and from whom 

they were not, under any circumstances,io be separated. 

Of course, such permanent seamen would require 

occasionally, and especially after long voyages, to be 

allowed to visit their families and friends; leave of ab¬ 

sence from their ships^ ought, whenever it was possible, 

to be liberally granted to them ; and such men, when 

on shore, would know how to conduct themselves witl» 

propriety ; for on bo|ird, I should conclude that due 

attention was paid to their religious and common 

education. 

But I must not forget that there is one serious objec¬ 

tion to this plan being adopted, however advantageous 

it might be to the navy, not on account of its being 

suggested by a soldier, but it would do away with much 

patronagcy which those in power do not like to relin¬ 

quish. 

Much has been said of the hardships experienced by 

mates, and the class of petty oflScers of the navy in 

general; but this is a subject into which I cannot, and 

ought not, to enter. But let us look a little into other 

matters, 4nd try to comprehend what interest it takes^ 

even to have one’s son made a midshipman—then to 

get a captain to take higi with him for the three years 

he may be afioat—then another captain must be found 

to take him for three years more under his wing, or 
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else we must hare excellent interest indeed, if we can 

contrive to get him forward without nursing captains; 

and all this time we have been obliged to allow him 

sufficient for his messing, and to enable him to appear 

dressed like an officer and a gentleman. In some 

ships this cannot be done under sixty pounds a year. 

Then he probably comes home to us a stout light* 

hearted fellow, who has already passed his examina¬ 

tions for a lieutenancy, and would give the wofld to be 

made one; but to eflPect this (for any services he*may 

have performed are o? no importance) takes a vast^ 

deal of interest. This at last accomplished; again 

patronage is required to get him afloat for some years 

longer. But although now an experienced officer, 

what interest it must take to have him made a com¬ 

mander. And then how much more to get him 

appointed to a ship. In short, nothing but patronage 

or interest from beginning to end will answer, or ever 

did answer in our navy; and the reader need not 

therefore be surprised at my feeling next to hopeless#* 

that all this* will ever be overturned, to suit what will 
• 

no doubt, be held up to the world as the effusions of a 

madman. Be this, however, as it may, (and I leave 

it to the good sense of the country to settle the matter 

with patrons,) a captain now commanding one of our 

frigates, in a conversation 1 had with him on subjects 

of this kind, mentioned, that he calculated it would 

cost him about £\ ,200., over and above his pay, &c. 

to keep his table, and to meet other unavoidable ex¬ 

penses, and that too, with strict attention to economy, 
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for the three years’he calculated upou being actively 

employed ; and 1 am aware that it took a good deal of 

interest on his part, to get the ship he now commands. 

Our navy, I believe, has but little, if any, fixed sys¬ 

tem for its guidance. Every captain of a ship carrying 

on its duties or discipline, and managing almost every¬ 

thing according to his own views, or as taught by expe¬ 

rience. Ought this to be permitted, and should not cer¬ 

tain reflations be established to prevent his running 

into extremes, even Cn zeal for the credit of his ship, in 

,appearance, discipline, or even in points which in them¬ 

selves may be good, if not carried so far as to become 

from their frivolity vexatious to those under his com¬ 

mand, and which I have seen occasion much punish¬ 

ment, which might have been better avoided. In short, 
ought a captain not to be restrained by established sys¬ 

tem, almost in a similar manner to that by which I 

propose to prevent the injurious effects of whim or ca¬ 

price in commanding oflicers of regiments. 

• I am aware that I must look forward to every pos¬ 

sible objection being thrown in the way of what I have 

presumed to suggest for the benefit of both our navy 

and army; and I fully expect some will say that all 

this is very well, but what do you intend to do with 

the Hungers of retired officers, now on the lists of both 

services ? In the first place, to expect me to answer 

every objection is not a little unreasonable; and in the 

next, I am convi^nced it cannot be anticipated, that one- 

tenth of such ancients canever again be called into 

active service, I therefore suppose the country must 
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continue, under any circumstances, to furnish the pit¬ 

tance now doled out to them, as long as most of them 

shall live ; but even to balance this continued charge 

upon the country, and which cannot be avoided, have 

I not, amongst other items, shown that we can call out 

our army, and keep it up hereafter in a much more 

efficient state than it ever was, without any expense in 

the shape «f bounty? Now the bounty for at least 

100,000 men, taking the army in all its branches, at a 

low establishment, amounts to something; yet we shall 

not take this into account, but let us say (whilst I have^ 

no intention of recapitulating all the modes I have 

mentioned, by which savings can*be effected), that we 

want annually 20,000 recruits, according to our present 

system, to keep it up to its peace establishment, in 

which calculation I consider that I am borne out by the 

returns of the number of men raised for Her Majesty’s 

service in Great Britain and Ireland. Then suppose 

that each of these recruits stands the country in only 

five pounds (but in time of war it could not be done for 

much more) a-head for,bounty, &c. we should thus 

save something considerable ; let this sum be therefore 

allowed to go annually towards providing for retired 

officers, who it may be apprehended will continue a 

burden upon the country for a few years longer. But 

alas ! climate, wounds, &c. under the effects of which 

many of these poor but gallant felipws are suffering, 

will not admit of our having very long; an opportunity 

of evincing our gratitude t(J them for past services. 

Colonel Pasley, one of our ablest and most scientific 
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officers, I believe, about the year 1807, wrote a most 

useful work, calling the attention of the country to a 

plan he proposed for carrying the war, which had even 

then been of unusually long duration, into the north of 

Europe, where landing an army, it was, as he sug* 

gested, to have proceeded gradually, as joined by the 

troops which could be assembled in the countries that 

Itiy between the point selected and Franceftill Napo¬ 

leon could be at last assailed upon his own ground. 

His work produced a considerable sensation at the time, 

j^but Spain and Portugal, very opportunely, presented 

themselves to us, and in which the very game recom¬ 

mended by Colonel Pasley was successfully played. I 

hope, therefore, I may be allowed to observe, that it 

is much to be regretted, it has not struck Colonel Pas¬ 

ley, that a work coming from him, elucidating some of 

the subjects I have reluctantly ventured to touch upon, 

especially those connected with Russia, and a new 
boundary line for our North American territories, would 

be well received by statesmen, military men, and the 

country in general; all of w,hom must allow that an 

efficient and highly disciplined army and navy are now 

wanted by Great Britain, and that no time should be 
lost in acquiring them. If these essential objects were 

once at^ined, would it not be wiser for us to look more 

to our own interests, and with a view to securing our 

internal tranquillity and national industry, than to 

what we have sg little to say to; and would it not be 

better, if we did not allow ourselves to be led away and 

entwgled in intricate Russian, Austrian, and Turkish 
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policy ? This ought certainly to be carefully watched 

by us ; but it should never be permitted so to embar« 

rass us, as to prevent our being able at all times to 

direct our attention and powerful means to objects of 

much more importance to us as a great maritime em* 

pire, possessing the finest and most valuable colonies in 

the world. It is also to be hoped that the brave people 

of France and Great Britain have at length seen the 

madness of having wasted centuries in unceasipg ri* 
vairy and jealousy, and likewise 4he folly of tearing 

each other to pieces, to the delight of countries which, 

would glory in seeing.both so humbled, as to suit their 

own boundless ambitious views. What is Constantino* 

pie, and even all Turkey, Egypt, and such countries, to 

us, farther than our commercial relations with them 

are concerned, in comparison to Great Britain retain* 

ing her superiority upon the ocean, and which pre-emi* 

nence was acquired, in former wars, at the cost of so 

much blood and treasure, and which enabled her to 

extend her enlightening influence, religious and com¬ 

mercial blessings all over the world. Let Austria and 

other states, which must immediately feel the efiects of 

Russian acquisitions of territory from the Turkish do- 

minitns, take measures to guard against the conse¬ 
quences to arise out of such acquirements, e|pecially 

as tliir a^ct of the times most clearly indicates that 

the very storms, we are taught tc^ look for, are now 

gathering in that quarter, and the awQil efifbcts attend* 

ant upon their bursting upon the world cannot probably 

by any human means be prevented from ever reaching 
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trs. Ought not we, therefore, if possible, to be pre¬ 

pared ? Should not Great Britain at all times look with 

a jealous eye from her vast Eastern Empire towards 

Russia, 60 as to be ready for such events as may hap¬ 

pen? Should not the question be asked—what has 

Russia, not a maritime nation, in view, in forming and 

keeping up such fleets as we are told she now possesses 

in the Baltic and in the Black Sea ? For with the 

numerous and well-trained armies at her command, she 

can have nothing to apprehend from her neighbours, 

nor from us. Encroachments upon other nations can 

therefore be her only object. If Russia will not regard 

our remonstrances ae to her unnecessary, and to other 

nations dangerous naval preparations for war, the 

safety and honour of Great Britain require, that such 

diversions should be made, as must compel her to look 

to her own already enormous acquisitions from her 

weaker neighbours. For instance, a little assistance 
from us would soon enable Circassia, and other coun¬ 

tries to the south of Russia, to give ample employment 

to her overgrown armies. Poland, if fully assured of 

aid, from France especially (for France is as much in¬ 

terested in Russia being kept in check as we are), could 

be easily roused at t,he same time to assert her fre^om, 

and to revenge her^Wrongs. It could not be very diffir 
cult to form, under the powerful protection of Great 

Britain, a coalition of the Northern States, whose fron- 

tiers are now bounded by Russia, and which only exist 

as kingdoms through Russian sufferance, with the view 

of insuring their independence. Wars thus created. 
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through her ambition, by exhausting her resourced} 

would effectually put an end to her power of subjugat¬ 

ing other nations; and if the standard of a war arising 

out of opinions, which such measures would most likely 

produce, was once tin furled in that extensive empire, in 

which the lofty ideas of a proud, turbulent and wealthy 

nobility would to a certainty come into contact with the 

hitherto suppressed feelings of nl|^lions of enslaved 
serfs, there is no possibility of calculating in what such 

a war might terminate, for there is no middle class in 

Russia which could act as a check to both. 

A few of the steam expeditions, which were before 

alluded to, would quickly settle such questions, and 

curtail the deliberations of diplomatists, and convince 

the world—that itfis both dangerous and impolitic to 

rouse Great Britain, or to give her cause of alarm 

about the superiority of her navy upon the ocean. 

Ships, colonies and commerce,” ought to be inscribed 

upon the banner of Britain, and our chief efforts and 

views, should at all times be directed to these, to us as 

a nation, important objects, whilst at the same time 

every possible encouragement should be given to our 

own agriculture; for we must never depend upffn the 

continent of Europe, or upon any other part of the 

world, for bread—if we are ever Obliged to do so, we 
must no more talk or even think of war. ^ 

I iz like some men, look upon history to be as 

worthless as an old almanack, for by it^we are taught 

many useful lessons; and whatever their (lipjnions may 

be of history, popery, or even of prophecy, 1 avow my- 
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self to be one of those who attach some importance to 

what is handed down to us, especially in Scripture. 

Yet, without almost touching upon such subjects, we may 

find, that a great maritime power will seemingly soon 

be required, to act a most prominent part in the world, 
when events will undoubtedly occur to command the 

attention and excite the fears of mankind in general. 

As to what pQwe»*^teay be intended to perform this 

conspicuous part, it would be most presumptuous and 

even impious to conjecture; and such is the rapid fall 

and rise of nations, that all calculations in this respect 

must be as vain as unprofitable. 

The grand object which ought never for a moment 

to be lost sight of, is to have Great Britain ready for 

coming events. Let her vast resotrces be, as far 

necessary, called forth in time. Let the attention of 

Government be wisely directed to providing such a 

number of steamersKof all classes, as to render com¬ 
petition on the part of other countries hopeless; and 

why might not engagements be entered into with 
wealthy companies and individuals, so as to induce 

them to employ, in merc^tile and other pursuits, 

steam vessels of sucL a construction, that they could, 

in cases of emergenqy, be instantly fitted up and armed 
with guns of longT^ange for war^ for very few, of 

those row in use, can be made efficient in this respect* 

To accomplish this could not be attendeu*'«?}4tV4any 

great expense to the country, especially if ai vantages, 

as to exemption of vessels so constructed from various 

charges, to which all are* now liable, are held out to 
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the owners; and this would make it unneccbsary at once 

to provide such a number of war-steamers as might 

otherwise be requisite; and thus Government could, 

at any moment, know where to find ships of all classes 

fit for immediate* service, on board of which, crews, 

such as I have ventured to speak of, could be employed 

with every advantage to the country. Lastly, lerowr 

army be also perfectly organized, and nrtlWrespect^ 

prepared for a new and more rapid mode of war¬ 

fare ; and, under Providence, we may.not only he* still 

the most powerful of maritime nations, but also flic 

means of promoting the tranquillity and happiness of 

the world in general.* 

iiin r.ND. 
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